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PREFACE
The ARIES study is a community effort to develop several visions of tokamaks as
fusion power reactors. The aims are to determine the potential economics, safety, and
environmental features of a range of possible tokamak reactors, and to identify physics
and technology areas with the highest leverage for achieving the best tokamak reactor.
Three ARIES visions are planned, each having a different degree of extrapolation
from the present d a t a base in physics and technology. The ARIES-I design assumes a
minimum extrapolation from current tokamak physics (e.g., 1st stability) and incorporates
technological advances that can be available in the next 20 to 30 years. ARIES-II is a DTburning tokamak which would operate at a higher beta in the 2nd MHD stability regime.
It employs both potential advances in the physics and expected advances in technology
and engineering. ARIES-III will examine the potential of the tokamak and the D H e fuel
cycle.
3

Following is a collection of 14 papers on the results of the ARIES study which were pre
sented at the IEEE 13th Symposium on Fusion Engineering (October 2-6, 1989, Knoxville,
TN). This collection describes the ARIES research effort, with emphasis on the ARIES-I
design, summarizing the major results, the key technical issues, and the central conclusions.
The ARIES-I reactor is a 1000 M We (net) reactor with a plasma major radius of 6.5 m,
a minor radius of 1.4 n», a neutron wall loading of about 2 . 8 M W / m , and a mass power
density of about 90 kWe/tonne of fusion power core. Parametric systems studies show
that the optimum 1st stability tokamak has relatively low plasma current ( ~ 12MA),
high plasma aspect ratio (~- 4 — 6), and high magnetic field ( ~ 24 T) at the coil. The
ARIES-I reactor operates at steady state using ICRF fast waves t o drive current in the
plasma core and lower-hybrid waves for edge-plasma current drive and start-up. The
current-drive system supplements a significant ( ~ 57%) bootstrap current contribution
that is consistent with theoretical predictions and recent experimental observations. The
impurity control system is based on high-recycling poloidal divertors. Because of the high
field and large Lorentz forces in the toroidal-field magnets, innovative approaches with
high-strength materials and support structures are used. T h e ARIES-I blanket is cooled
by He and consists of SiC'-composite structural material, Li4Si04 solid breeder, and Be
neutron multiplier, all chosen for their low activation and low decay after-heat in order to
enhance the safety and environmental features of the design. The ARIES-I design has a
competitive cost of electricity and potentially superior safety and environmental features
relative to advanced fossil or fission power plants.
2
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Department of Mechanical, Aerospace and Nuclear Engineering
and Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research,
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1597.

A b s t r a c t : The ARIES study is a community effort to
develop several visions of the tokamak as fusion power reactors.
The aims are to determine their potential economics, safety, and
environmental features and to identify physics and technology
areas with the highest leverage for achieving the best tokamak
reactor. Three ARIES visions are planned, each having a
different degree of extrapolation iivm the present data base
in physics and technology. The ARIES-I design assumes a
minimum extrapolation from current tokamak physics (e.g.,
1st stability) and incorporates technological advances that can
be available in the next 20 to 30 y e a n . ARIES-II is a DTbuming tokamak in 2nd stability regime and employs both
potential advances in the physics and expected advances in
technology and engineering; and ARIES-III is a conceptual
D H e reactor. This paper focuses on the ARIES-I design.
Parametric systems studies show that the optimum 1st stability
tokamak has relatively low plasma current (~ 12 MA), high
plasma aspect ratio (~ 4 - 6), and high magnetic field (~ 24 T
at the coil). ARIES-I is 1000 MWe (net) reactor with a plasma
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major radius of 6.5 m, a minor radius of 1,4 m, a neutron wail
loading of about 2 . 8 M W / m , and a mass power density of
about 90kWe/tonne. The ARIES-I reactor operates at steady
state using ICRF fast waves to drive current in the plasma
core and lower-hybrid waves for edge-plasma current drive.
The current-drive system supplements a significant (~ 57%)
bootstrap current contribution. The impurity control system
is based on high-recycling poloidal divertors. Because of the
high field and large Lorentz forces in the toroidal-field magnets,
innovative approaches with high-strength materials and support
structures are used. The ARIES-I blanket is cooled by He
and consists of SiC-composite structural material, LuSiCX, solid
breeder, and Be neutron multiplier, all chosen for their low
activation and low decay after-heat in order to enhance the
safety and environmental features of the design. The AAIES-I
design has a competitive cost of electricity and superior safety
and environmental features.
INTRODUCTION
The ARIES study is a community effort (lj to investigate
the potential of tokamaks as fusion electric-power systems. The
ARIES study is developing three visions for tokamak reactors,
each with a different degree of extrapolation in physics and
technology. The aim is to determine the potential economics,
safety, and environmental features of a range of possible tokamak
reactors. Furthermore, a comparison of the ARIES designs will
provide a host of physics and technology areas with the highest
leverage for achieving the best tokamak reactor.
AU three ARIES designs are 1000MWe (net) power reac
tors. The ARIES-I design assumes a minimum extrapolation
in physics and, hence, is close to present tokamak data base
(e.g., ARIES-I operates in the first MHD stability regime). The
ARIES-I reactor incorporates technologies that would be avail
able over the next 20 to 30 years given the existing trends and
gradients for these technologies within and outside the fusion
program. The ARIES-II design assumes potential advances in
plasma physics, such as second stability operation, which are
predicted by theory but are not yet well established experimen
tally. Because of the improved plasma performance in ARIES-II,

the technology needs may be less demanding than those of
ARIES-I. The ARIES-HI vision will study the potential of tokamaks to operate with fuel systems such as D H e as alternatives
to deuterium and tritium. Such systems may have the potential
for even greater environmental and safety advantages and for
highly efficient conversion of fusion power to electricity [2].
s

The ARIES-I plasma operates in the first stability regime
and the plasma beta is consistent with the predictions of
MHD stability theory, which has proven to be in remarkable
agreement with experimental findings. The parametric studies
pointed to optimum fust-stability tokamaks which have rela
tively low plasma current ( / ~- 12 MA), high plasma aspect ra
tio (A ~ 4 - 6), and high magnetic field (B„;i ~ 2 4 T at the
coil). Low-current, higb-aspect-ratio, ARIES-I class reactors
have the following distinctive features: (1) plasma beta is low
and is compensated by a high toroidal field. (2) Because of low
current, the peloids] beta is high which, together with relatively
high safety factors, results in a high bootstrap current fraction,
SBS = iBslh( ) Because oflow current and high f s, 'he cost
of the current-drive system and the recirculating power fraction
is reduced which compensates the higher cost of the toroidalfield coils. (4) Because of lower plasma current, the disruption
forces are much smaller and the poloidal-field system is cheaper.
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G E N E R A ! FEATURES OF THE ARIES-I R E A C T O R
Extensive parametric system studies have been performed
to select and optimize the design point and then to determine
the overall sensitivity of the design to the physics and engineer
ing assumptions and extrapolations. Specific parameters of the
design, appropriate to the overall eonfigurational options, were
optimized to result in reactors with minimum cost-of-electricity
(COE) [3]. These design point6 were then subjected to detailed
engineering analyses and subsystem design, with the conceptual
design results fed back to the systems code for further optimiza
tion and refinement.
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In this paper, a description of the ARIES-I research effort
is presented. The general features of the ARIES-1 reactor are
described aad the plasma engineering and fusion power core
design are summarized, including the major results, the key
technical issues, and the central conclusions.
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F i g u r e 1. Relative COE of first-stability, 1000-MWe tokamak
reactors with different aspect ratios and peak field at the coils
(•Bcoil)- The peak stress in the coil is set at 1000MPa. Values
given in parenthesis are those of the toroidal field on axis and
plasma current.
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The trade-offs among the plasma current, aspect ratio, and
toroidal field for first stability tokamaks are shown in Figure 1.
This figure compares the cost of electricity (COE) of 1000-MWe
tokamak power plants for different aspect ratios and maximum
fields at the coil. For a given A, a drastic reduction in COE is
evident for higher peak fields, mainly because the fusion power
density is increasing and the device is becoming smaller. For
a given peak field, the increase in COE at low A reflects the
larger plasma current, higher cost of the current-drive system,
and higher recirculating power. At larger A, the plasma current
is not decreasing much with A, and the cost of toroidal-f eld
magnets become dominant. The minimum-COE design occurs
at A ~ 4 - 5. The exact location depends on the unit cost
of the toroidal-field magnets and current-drive system and the
efficiency of the current drive.
A reference design point, corresponding to a plasma aspect

Table 1: ARIES-I Major Parameters
Major plasma radius
Minor plasma radius
Plasma aspect ratio
Plasma elongation, n
Plasma current
Toroidal field (on axis)
Toroidal field (on coil)
Plasma beta
Average electron density
Average electron temperature
Neutron wall loading
Fusion power
Net electric output
Gross thermal efficiency
Net plant efficiency
H

6.52 m
1.4S m
4.5
1.6
12 MA
13 T
24 T
2%
1.6xl0 m20keV
2.8 M W / m
1991 MW
1000 MW
0.48
0.35
2 0

3
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ratio of 4.5 and the peak field of 24 T, was chosen for the ARIES-1
reactor. Details of the ARIES-I trade-off studies leading to this
design point are given in Reference [3]. The major parameters of
the ARIES-I reactor are summarized in Table 1. Figure 2 shows
an elevation view of the ARIES-I fusion power core (FPC).
In addition to economic competitiveness, the ARIES-I study
has placed a great emphasis on safety and environmental features
aiming for Level 1 (inherent safety) or Level 2 (large-scale passive
safety) of safety assurance [4]. This safety goal has been achieved
by using low-activation, very-low decay-afterheat material in the
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F i g u r e 2. Elevation view of the ARIES-I F P C design.

F P C so t h a t t h e inventory of radioactive material is low and the
decay afterheat in the F P C is not sufficient t o release hazardous
material [5]. T h e ARIES-I F P C components also qualify as
Class-C waste for shallow land burial [6].
ARIES-I P L A S M A

ENGINEERING

Self-consistent plasma profiles have been used for equilib
rium and stability, current-drive, transport, and edge-plasma
analyses. A standard radial pressure profile, p{r) = p„[l —
( r / a ) ] ° » , is used with a = o „ + a where a„ and a are t h e
respective profile exponent factors for density and temperature.
For ARIES-I design, Q„ = 0.3 and a = 1.1 are used, based on
the results of the transport calculations; similar values have been
used for ITER. One should note that a more peaked density pro
file (i.e., larger a ) would result in higher fusion power density
and larger bootstrap current fraction leading t o a lower C O E
(COE decreases by ~ 10% for a = 0.6). The more peaked den
sity profiles, however, require a central fueling scheme a n d / o r an
anomalous inward-pinch process and were ruled out for ARIES-I
design.
3
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T h e ARIES-1 plasma equilibrium is constrained by several
physics and engineering constraints, t h e most important being
the vertical stability requirements. T h e growth r a t e of an
externally excited vertical instability is on the order of the Atfven
time scale (lOfie).
Usually a conducting shell is required t o
retard t h e growth rate t o a more manageable value set by the
electric time constant of the shell. An active feedback system
then provides the necessary stabilization for longer times.

T h e ARIES-I blanket is made of SiC structural material
which has a low electrical conductivity and, thus, cannot pro
vide any passive stabilization. In order to maintain the excellent
safety features of t h e ARIES-I blanket system, t h e passive sta
bilization shell is located behind t h e blanket, 0.9 m from the
separatrix. Several models have been used to estimate the loca
tion and size of the conducting shell for passive stabilization [7],
Time-dependent simulations with TSC code [8] are used t o de
termine the current, voltage, location, and size of the active
feedback coils [7]. For ARIES-I plasma with an aspect ratio of
4.5 and a separatrix elongation, it, = 1.8 (it 5 = 1.6), a growth
rate of 5 . 7 s is predicted for a 1-cm-thick, toroidally contin
uous, aluminium vacuum vessel positioned behind t h e blanket.
T h e active feedback coils are located outside the toroidal-field
coils (3tn behind the separatrix) and require ~ 2 MVA t o correct
a 50-mm vertical displacement of the magnetic axis.
B
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T h e MHD equilibrium and stability of the ARIES-I design
are summarized in Reference [9j. The reference MHD equilibria
for ARIES-1 are computed using t h e HEQ code [10] which
calculates free-boundary solutions for a given plasma position,
shape, and linked poloidal flux while minimizing t h e stored
energy. The on-axis safety factor for the reference equilibrium
is q = 1.45, ?B5 = 4.85, and the plasma triangularity at the xpoint is 0.70 . High-rc ballooning modes and the n = \ kink
mode were examined t o determine the stability 0 limit for
a conducting wall at infinity. T h e intermediate-n ballooning
modes are avoided by retaining small gradients in the g-profiie
near t h e plasma axis. Stable equilibrium has been found with
0

0 = 1.9%, corresponding to a Troyon coefficient, C = 3.2 [9].
The bootstrap current fraction, fas — IBSII
i°r the ARJES-I
reference equilibria is estimated at 0.57 [11].
T

T

The ARIES-I reactor operates at steady state using I C R F
fast waves-to drive the current at t h e core plasma, lower-hybrid
waves for edge-plasma current drive, and bootstrap current.
An alternate current-drive system based on high-energy neutral
beam injection is also analyzed [11].
Substantial experience has been accumulated ir. recent
years with high-power ICRF fast-wave heating in large tokainaks. Fast-wave current drive has been observed in smaller
machines [12] and more definitive experiments are planned on
DIH-D and J E T . Details of ARIE5-1 current-drive system is
given in Reference [11]. Self-consistent current-drive calcula
tions have been performed to ensure that tbe total driven curreal density (including bootstrap) match tbe target equilibrium
current-density profile.
The I C R F frequency is set at 158 MHz and the wave spec
t r u m is centered at NJJ = 1.6 to avoid wave absorbtion by ener
getic alpha particles and minimize the power absorbed by the
fuel ions. Tbe fast-wave launcher is located above the equatorial
plane on the outboard side to generate the desired broad cur
rent profile. The current-drive power is estimated at 160MW.
Recent calculations suggest that by further optimization, the
current-drive power can be reduced to ~ 130MW [ l l | .
The fast-wave launcher is the folded wave guide [11] with
a high-power handling capability of ~ 4 0 M W / m [11,13). The
ARIES-J launching system consists of four modules with a total'
coverage of 1.6% of the first-wall area. Each module is 3.6-m
wide, P.P-m high, and includes an array of 12 folded wave guides.
T h e four launcher modules are located in two special blanket
segments, each having two poloidally stacked modules (at 25°
and 46° in the poloidal direction, above the equatorial plane) to
generate the desired target equilibrium current profile [ l l j .
3

Tbe impurity-control/particle-exhaust system for the ARIES
design consists of a double-null divertor configuration with a
toroidally continuous target plate. Because ~- 50% of coreplasmaenergy is radiated (mainly by synchrotron radiation) and
because of the high upstream separatrix density of ~ 1 0 m ~ ,
a high-recycling divertor mode is expected. The peak heat flux
on tbe divertor target is estimated at about 5 to TMW/m
with
a divertor plasma temperature of ~ 25eV. The divertor target
is coated with a h i g h - 2 , tungsten-rhenium alloy to reduce the
sputtering erosion to negligible levels.
3 0

3

3

Extensive transport calculations have been performed, us
ing BAULDER code [14], to gain confidence that the ARJES-I
plasma would ignite and achieve the predicted steady-state burn
condition (1S|. These calculations show that the confinement
needs of ARIES-I are consistent with present d a t a base; only
enhancement factors between 1 to 2 over L-mode, depending on
the scaling relation used, are needed.
THE ARIES-I F P C DESIGN
T h e ARIES-1 design uses advanced superconductor toroidalfield coils with a peak field of 24 T. Details of the ARIES-I
magnet design are given in Reference [16]. Currently available

Nb35n-based superconductors are capable of producing fields
up to ~ 2 0 T [17]. For higher fields, only NbN, NbjAl, and
Nbj(Al,Ge) have demonstrated the capability of sufficient cur
rent density, J - In particular, the Nb3(Al,Ge)-tape supercon
ductor is capable of J ~ 3 0 0 M A / m at B = 3 1 T [18]. This
level of performance, however, is only obtained in a supercon
ductor tape and not in a multifilamentary wire. Therefore, the
ARIES-I magnet uses Nb (Al,Ge) tape superconductor in the
high-field region of the coil (D > 18,T), while multifilamentary
N b S n and NbTi superconductor wires are utilized in t h e lowfield region. The ARIES-I magnet system consists of 16 coils
with a total stored energy of 105 GJ and an overall current den
sity of 30 M A / m ,
c
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One of the features of the ARIES-I magnet is the CuNb sta
bilizer, a high-strength, high-modulus, low-resistivity composite,
which carries some of the structural load J16J. This stabilizer
offers superior mechanical properties when compared with t h e
metalic stabilizers such as Al or Cu.
A large number of fibrous materials exist that have longitu
dinal ultimate tensile strength in t h e range of 2100 to 7000 M P a
and longitudinal tensile modulus in the range of 150 to 700 GPa.
The primary fibrous materials today are polymers, C, and SiC.
As fibers tend to have poor transverse compressive strength,
magnet applications require the incorporation of the fibers into
a matrix that can support the compressive loads in tbe inner
leg. For this reason, t h e ARIES-I magnet uses a C-fiber/Cr-Ni
steel composite structural material. T h e composite consists of a
40% C-fiber fraction (fiber strength of 6 G P a and fiber modulus
of 485 GPa) in a Cr-Ni matrix (50% volume fraction) and 10%
interface (assumed to support negligible loads). The compos
ite modulus is estimated at ~ 300 G P a and tbe allowable stress
is estimated to be — 1.7 Gpa, much higher than the allowable
stresB used in the ARIES-I magnets [16].
A superstructure is used to support the out-of-plane
loads and consists of a bucking cylinder and two structural
caps [16,19]. The bucking cylinder is 5.6-m high and the outof-pjane loads are transferred by tbe use of keys and key-ways
that are cut in the bucking cylinder. The break points between
the center post and the top and bottom caps are located at the
zero shear-stress point6. T h e caps, therefore, are in near equi
librium, with the loads in the inner p?jt of the coil balanced by
the loads in the outer part. Some =inal! keys and key-ways are
provided to carry the small unbalanced forces that may occur
during start-up or disruptions.
T h e ARIES-I blanket is made of SiC/SiC composite struc
tural material, is cooled by He at 5 MPa and includes Be neutron
multiplier and Li^SiO* solid breeder [20]. The SiC/SiC compos
ite allows a high operating temperature operation and features
very low activation and very low decay-afterheat characterisitics.
T h e breeder and multiplier material are also chosen to meet the
low-activation, low-afierheat requirements. The first wall and
blanket are constructed as a single unit. Tbe internals of a blan
ket module is shown in Figure 3. Each blanket module is 0.35-ni
wide in the toroidal direction and 0.8-m loDg in the radial di
rection. The first-wall tubes are oval shaped and form one side
if the blanket module. The blanket is divided into three zones.

vantage of the superior tensile strength of the fibers. Fracturetoughness values for ceramic-matrix composites are very high
because energy is absorbed as fibers are pulled away from the
matrix causing crack deflection or arrest and reducing the prob
ability of catastrophic failure significantly.
Recent advances in developing high-performance compos
ites, especially by the areospace industry both as light-wight,
high-strength air-foil material and for high-temperature heatengine application have been phenomenal. In particular the
development of SiC-fiber-reinforced SiC matrix composites has
shown great improvements in failure-mode behavior, strain tol
erances, and fracture toughness.
For the ARIES-I design, micromechanical design equations
were used to estimate the thermomechanical properties of the
SiC composite material. A conservative maximum allowable de
sign stress of 180 MP* was estimated for a matrix with 60% fiber
volume fraction and 10% porosity, operating at 1000° C (22].
Preliminary finite-element analyses of the thermal and pressure
stresses indicate that these stresses are well below the estimated
design limits [22].

F i g u r e 3 The ARIES-I blanket module.
The multiplier lone is 0.25-m thick and consists of — 21% SiC
and ~ 51% Be in average volume fraction. The tritium-breeding
zone is 0.20-m thick and consists of 19% SiC and 54% LiiSiO*
solid breeder. The reflector zone is 0.33-m thick and consists of
95% SiC. The shield is located behind the blanket and is 0.5-m
thick on the inboard side and 1-m thick on the outboard side.
There is a 1-cm thick, aluminum vacuum vessel between the
blanket and shield component which also provide passive stabi
lization for vertical stability of the plasma. At a *Li enrichment
level of 20%, the tritium breeding ratio for this design is 1,12
and the blanket energy multiplication is 1.37 [€].
The He coolant enters a blanket module at the bottom,
flows upward through the first wall, breeder, and reflector zones
and then downward through the multiplier zone. The coolant
inlet temperature is 350° C and the the outlet temperature is
650° C.
The ARIES-I reference power cycle is a supercritical steam
Rankine power cycle [21] which is similar to that proposed by a
recent EPRI study [22] for present or near-term coal-fired plants.
For a maximum steam temperature of 600 C, the estimated gross
thermal efficiency of the ARIES-I power cycle is 48%, similar t o
that of Reference [22].
The ARIES-I blanket uses SiC/SiC composites as the struc
tural material. Monolithic ceramic materials have been consid
ered for fusion applications in the past. However, the brittle
fracture response of bulk ceramic material causes the fracture
tensile strength to have a wide statistical distribution, making
the failure points unpredictable. Furthermore, failure of mono
lithic ceramic material is generally catastrophic. These concerns
can be alleviated by using a ceramic composite with fibers dis
persed in a ceramic matrix. High strength can be achieved by
transferring the load from the matrix to the fibers, taking ad

A modular maintenance approach is envisioned for sched
uled maintenance of the ARIES-I F P C [19]. The reactor is di
vided toroidally into 16 modules, each containing one toroidalfield coil and cryostat, nine outboard and six inboard blanket
modules, a section of the shield, upper and lower divertor mod
ules, and part of the vacuum vessel. The mass of one modules
is estimated at 440 tonnes. Access to the F P C requires that
the upper toroidal-field-coil superstructure to be lifted. Each
FPC module can then be removed by vertical movement as one
complete unit. This type of maintenance approach is expected
to provide a more rapid turn-around time for scheduled repairs
by eliminating a majority of the interfaces that will need to be
removed with remote maintenance equipement [19]. Another
key feature of this approach is that all hydraulic, vacuum, and
electrical connections are made and broken with few, dedicated,
single-function actuators that require a minimal amount of op
erator interaction.
SUMMARY A N D CONCLUSIONS
The ARIES study is pursuing three visions of tokamaks as
fusion power reactors, each with a different degree of extrapola
tion in physics and technology data base. The ARIES-I design
assumes minimum extrapolation in tokamak physics and uti
lises advanced technologies that would be available in the next
30 years, given the present trends.
The ARIES-I reactor has superior safety aad environmen
tal features. Alt F P C material qualify as Class-C shallow-land
burial waste. Because of the use of low-activation, low-decayafterheat material through the ARIES-I FPC, tbe temperature
rise during an accident would be so email that no materials would
be released from the blanket. Therefore, more of the plant can
be constructed from industrial-grade components rather than
from those of nuclear-safety grade. It has been estimated that a
co«t reduction of up to 25% can be achieved by avoiding nuclearaafety-grade equipement [23]. The projected cost of electricity
for ARIES-I reactor is 69mill/kWh (55mill/kWh with safety
credits) and is competitive with fission PWRs which range from
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AISTRACT: The multi-inttitutionsl ARIES study has examined the
physics, technology, safety, Mid economic issues associated with tht con
ceptual design of * tokamak magnetic-fusion rtactor. T h * ARIES-I vari
ant envisions a DT-fwted device baatd en advanced superconducting coil,
blanket, and enwer-conversion technolog its and a modett extrapolation of
existing tokamsh physic*. A cemprehmrjvt systems and trade study has
been conducted n> an integral and ongoing part of the natter assessment
in order to identify an acceptable design point to be subjected to detailed
analyst and integration at well « to characterize the ARIES-I operating
spice. Result* of parametric studies leading to the identirkatien of Rich
• design point are piassntcd.

I MTROOUCTKHt
1

The Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evaluation Study (ARIES)
at i muht-ywr, multi-injtitutional effort to develop eeveral visions of the
tokamak at an attractivt magnetic-fusion reactor with enhanced economic,
eefety, and senrironmental features. One approach, ARIES-I, combintt
advanced superconducting co5, btanket, and power-conversion technolo
gies with a modest extrapolation of erirting fircl-stabikry-rcgim* tokamak
physics (i.e., equilibrium, nihility, and transport). Thii epproath,' which
contrast! wrth possible ertrapniitionj' of felA near-term physics and engiM*nng, attacks the currmt-drnrt problem by redwing the ptasma current,
with increased cn-ani field being need to compensate (or th* otherwise
low-beta plasma thai results. As a part of this study, the reactor oper
ating space, key tradeoff], and crucial senittivitift are examined wing a
comprehensive systems model to identify an acceptable ARIES-I design
point to be subjected to detailed enginecfing-design analysis ard integra
tion. Additionally, tin parametric variations characterise the robustness
of the ARIES-I "design window" and establish the context of any spe
cific design point, g/ven unresolved uncertainties ant) Mure developments
in both physics and engineering. The ARIES study provides an oppor
tunity in th* decade sine* the STARFIRE study* to integrate in a fairly
detailed model the key tokamak features and subsystems that have been
examined in latent years using simpler models.". Results of plasma engi
neering. Mankct and shield, impurity-control, magnet, •ower-CMversion,
mainteflaiK*, tritium-handling, safety and other analyses a n integrated,
aomelimn in approximate form, into a systems optimicatiui mooVI. -»'.:;!'
typically ISMS cost of electricity (COE) as an object function. Key aspects
of the ARIES-I physics model enr sumrrcrind in Sec. II. and the engineer
ing and costing models are discussed in Sec. III. Representative parumetric
results leading to the reference ARIES-I design point ant presented in Sec.
IV. Conclusions of the work to date are summarised in Sac V .
I . PHYSICS MODELS
The asiijiniMliH. tokamek plasma equilibrium is described by the
major toroidal radius, Rr, minor plasma radius, a, vertical elongation
« m »/«, triangularity, f, and standard radial profiles of density ; s ( r ) «
» . ( ! - ( ' / « ) * ] * • ) , tsrnparatur. ( T ( r ) > J"J1 - ( r / . ) ' | « } , pressure
•ff( )
tA} ~ 0 7 « ' ) ) * ' . "r * ° » + " r f i •"•' current density. The
-ratio A m £ / « * l / « k th* plasma aspect ratio, with A » 3-4
being the range of parametric interest. The ratio of plasma pressure
to magMtk-nW pressure (La., fi at < p > HB\,flii,)
m taken to
be limited by the Troyon reunion: fi w CrhK* *')""*"
h{NA)
is tho toroidal pbuma current, B+,{T) is the vacuum toroidal magneticfield strength on axis {R =: RT). and C f = 0.032 is a wauty constant
coefficient [Cx » / ( A , * , i, etc.)] set by kvik v' kaVeonmg stability
considerations.
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Cothbining the definitions of the edge safety factor, «/, and Cr. the
pluma beta, as mon.turaJ by separate equilibrium and staUity studies,
scales apprcdmaltly at
1

trher* C tt ( 1 . 1 7 - A N r ) , Sse [(1 + «*).' 'J"»; the on-axii safety factor
f , is ~ 1.3. Values of * approaching 2, "iiirablc from the viewpoint of
increasing fi, are considered inaccessible for reasons of vertical stability
(e.g. passive-shell placement behind tire blanket).* Higher values of A
result in lower beta end currant for fixed f and R. A DT thermonuclear
bum model that includes fusion-product contribution lo p {Z,
z 1.6)
caicclates the fusion power and salaries the Lawson criterion VTJTE =
l,T5(10)'tyiri* at f , = T„ ~ 20 ktV\ for a driven (heating power
includes alpha power, P., and absorbed CD power, P .
plus ohrnic
helling power. Pet) system with radiation (synchrotron power, Psy, and
bremsstrahlung, PMK) and transport losses. T h * '. aerating tunperature
it obtained by balancing considerations of fusion power density and CD
coupling efficiency. Transport it calibrated against a number of tokamik
confinement scaling relations' [*.g., Bo m TB/TE{GOLDSTON)
ss 1 J ] .
Impurity control is provided by txo pcJoidaMield divertors. Steadystate operation is achieved by noninductiw CD provided by ICRF fart
wares [with neurral-beam injection (NBI) u » backup option]. The
efficiency of the CD process is characterized by the coupling efficiency
7(10 j4/m'"rV) BE n,R J /P
oc T J " and the hardware efficiency,
Tfcrj, appropriate for either CD option. The ratio of fusion power, Py,
to absorbed current-drive power, PQC is denoted by the gun, Q . A
rJpirlicant fraction ( / p c £ 0.J7 fcr A r. 4A and Ine auumti' valves of
o» and a y ) of the plasma toroidal current, / « , is provided by the pressuregradient driven bootstrap effect, catcvHtd sctf-consirtently.
• . ENGMEEfWfG AKD COSTING MODELS
Th>! ARIES-I fuiion power core (FPC. ie., first-wall (FW), blanket.
shield, coil sat, and divertor system] is characterised in the systems
model » order to «*timate the co*t-of-*i*ctricity {COE, (mill/kW*h)|
figure of merit, which is a strong and counteracting function of the
FPC mass power density |MPD (kWe/tonne)]. and the engineering Qvaluc, QE <e PETIPC.
where PET is the gross electric power and
Pc n th* total recirculating power. The SiC composite ceramic first
Frill is a relatively pror reflector of synchrotron radiation, but the high
radiation fraction [ / J U O • (P»n 4 PSY)RP<. + PCD + Pa) = 0.5]
serves to spread the heating power over the entire first-wall surface and
bmrt the W dwerlor-plate peak heat load ( f r r . = S-5 M W 7 m ) and
the edge temperature (Tr
a 27 e V ) to reduce sputtev erosion. The
gas-cooled blanket conjirti of a SiC composite orramic structure, a Be
(iittlal) neutron (nuHiplier, and LiiSiO* triiium breeder. The shield is
composed of bulk SiC and B,C The inboard otanket/'shield tlsnd-orT tn
1.4 m and the outboard (top/bottom) standoff is 1.1 m. Th* blanket
rmilron-anergy inuhiplication is Us a 1-d, and thermal-conversion
efficiency (supercritical-steam Rankine cycle) is 48%. The toroidal-field
(TF) cor) model assumes n D-eoil (N •= 16) incorporating an advanced
superconductor |(e.g, Nb}(At,Gt) with 46-T critical field] to allow peak
field strengths on the inboard TF-coil legs, £ ^ ~ 24 T. The stabiliser
current density is j s r «= 200 UA/m .
and stress is asr •= 800 GPa
and th* TF-c*il structural atowable stress is a,a = lOuG "Pa
TF-coil
centering forces are reacted by a bucking cytinder constrained by elastic
buckling and a » * hoop stress (tr» s 1000 )JPa) limiu. The TF-coil
thickness is determined by a currenT-dcnsity/firld-slrcngtri scaling. The
coil conductor technology and structural requirements are taken to be
appropriate extrapolations from exerting technology."
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The ARIES-I reactor pewer-balance eeuetions e n tabid euejtct to
a sonified aet eatpirl power (14., Ps • 1000 Af We). The Hpminal
ICKF wjrt-wave system efficiency it «JCD » M % - Tht redrculali.'Mr, p»"»»
it dwiaaeltd ay the CD raoyinrmnt, with 5% of tht ( r a n electric power,
/ ^ . , e*W far ptimery-coelant circulation and ether att-power intt. The
tet^recal of the rtwculttint power fraction it denoted ay I t * enquiring
fj ntlui. fj*> Appropriate ynil cacti, tarnmarized in TABLE I, a n wad to
detarnaaa tha total direct tart. TOC. Standard eewimptient "' ngardiag
oaattractien tarn ( r , at * yr), abut eveiabinrr (f/ m 0 . « ) , ecanornist
• f scale, and ewention and maintenance ( 0 it M ) charge* art aaad to
attiraate tan tesaSent-dollar ( I M S ) COE. hi tht coat attmatai araaanlad
herein, ao eaftty-eaturance cott credits," vrhieh may a t expected to raaah
tram the ate of low activation materials, b a been taken. Oktrfacad
oa • caatialtal basis. I t * projected" COEt for "mtdian-txparitnca"
and -Wttar experience" fiamn PWR ( P * - 1100 MWt) art T« and
46 mill/kWth.
raaptdhnr/. w r * a coal (Jfc m 2 X SS0 UWt) cost
d " a t » msH/«Wen,
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(J/W
(*/*«)

UiStO*
SiC (omsaaita tannic FW/Uanktt)
£iC(b«* shield)
if t atatraa wiJtiaStr
PFeeat'NbjSn)
TFeo*JNai(«.Ct)j
ICRF feet wave CD power (ijco - 0.68)
MBl CD power (SCD * 0.75)
IHCOeewer
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106
25
530
70-10
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1.6
3.0
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P1ASMA MINOR RADIUS, • (

U

n g . 1 . Dependence of COE ( U K dofttri) en ARIES-I irwior radius,
t[m), for fixed net electrical power, Jfe « 1000 UWt. plasma vertical
elongation, K W 1.5, and edge safety factor, a * 4.0. The minimum-COE
point (~C9 mill/kWeh) occurs near plasma aspect ratio A m RT/O •= 4.5.

(«) btckldiag lOtlwrf-a-kW •eanmg-arrve cnditt.
The systems coda incorporaltt a aaritt of computational atarch
laopt («.(., fined A and variable a) arhkh solve for tht FPC phytki
and etypaeerwf characteristics. Subject to ctrtain constraints (e.g.,
Bte < BUAX, radial build, e t c ) , cott dependencies a n identified and
t i n bay iatanetioat attwttn system variaWct arc determined. Dctifn
pontes Meat'died ay A i t pmcadura a n subjected to m m detailed analysis
aad aaetyttim design, wit* cooeesUtl-eewgn ntulU being fad back to
tat aystwas detijn cod* throughout tht project for further optimization
aad •ewawneat. Ongoing caEbratioM with n p a n t t subsystem rnoatls are
anode. Tfca fyttem code, therefore, • aatd at an actual tool ia tht iterative
caacaptaal aHiatiriag design process.
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A typical ren»! af the lytttrm raodtl it aummaratd in F<|. 1, leading
t o t a t choke af tat reference P * 1000 - IdWt minimum-COE design
paint at A * 4.5. The cart of tht tokamak reactor (for any A) iacrtaaec
esictiiziiarrotsti(Le. brgef aceXrwnhfiiwd A). Small values of cere
ease gated wit* higher value* of B+. and B^, rttuhmg in a thidwr bui'i
af tae TF-*ail iafceard leg and a thicktr avcaing cylwdtr. The ARIES-I
cperatJat apace it aurnrnariied at in Fig. 2 la emphawt tht interaction
between afcarna carrent, / , , and peak TF-eoi! fitid, B+,, ia tatting the eort
waaaiww. The lacut of rniaimuiivCOE point* track* from 75 miK/kWth
{A s a.S, B* si 1071 * ) « m»/kWth (A ^AJS.B*^
2*T). at / ,
aauaaatt fiaia 13 lo U MA.
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The aadwryiag facton leading to the COE dependence on A are
aaiatratediaFig. 3. low ralvtt of A yield higher valuti of 0 and reduced
B4.. The oarretpanein|iy higher vabiet of I nuih in higher P o and,
aagether with a awar koctrtrap-currant fraction. / » c « luclh> T>*
lower kelvt* of 9 . Higher vaaiei of B+c at higher A tit aoociated with
a man rnarann coil act and lower MPD rtiwat. T a t eotu of m t t i j » c c *
at Sgher A trade antli the enrmnant eoru of current drive at low A to
mnirnite the COE near A a 4 J . The tradeoff between FPC coat reflected
«MPDa«idrae>rcul«ifvie<>vmra^ao»ci*tWwHhCD»rWdtdint3r
ic a rtcitmrn iheme in optimizing lha toliamek reactor, which, fcrlht unit
caau attumtd. gentraHy f a w n high MPO at the txpeiut of reduced O r
far a given A; twit balance it aluAreted ui Fig. «. Low values of Qt alto
nauk in aicraued Ifitfmal-cyclt and alMr)c-|>owti-genertlioa cetti, not
in the FPC iutlf. but in the babmce of plant (BOP).

-

c

Fej- *• APJES-I operating apace eKpretatd in terms of plasma current, l .
and peak TF-coil fieW, B+c, for the indicated fned parameters. Shown
e n contours of constant ptttma aspect ratio, A k J t j / o , and constant
COE (miH/kWth). The references ARIES - I design point at A = 4.5 is
indicated.
t

•.DESIGN POINT
Key operating parameters of the ARIES-I design point as determined
ay the systems tradeoffs described in Figs. 1-4 a n summarized on
TABLE II. This design point provides » basis for men detailed conceptual
engineering design leading to a "reference" design as wttl as serving as 1
point of deperlun for sensitivity studies of important physics (t.g plasma
profiles, Tnyon coefficient, bootstrap-current fraction, etc), engineering
(e.g. •lenket/ehitld thickness, ceB stress, conductor field limits, thermalconvertian efficiency, etc.), and cott (unit costs, plant availability, e t c )
variables.
As an example of a physics MiisitivHy study, Fig. 5 displays variations
in ARIES-I performance as a function of the plasma density profile
exponent, a . . An 'mcreand value of a . results in higher QE as tht
bootstrap-current fraction, SBC, increases. A more efficient system
reqtriref lower B values (i.s. thinner ceils an) ncrtued MPD). The
value of o , appropriate for ARIES-I is calculated separately by plasma
transport models. Other "hidden" tradeoffs include the jncnitr 41 /RAD
as A increases and the favorable dependence of 7 on 0 and 1"..
t
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Flg.f. Dependence of ARiES-l performance on the plasma radial density
profile txponent.o .
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The advantage of access to the regime of hifh-field operation
relative to an crtrapclation of nearer-term (NT) SbjSn coil technology
it iUuitratcu in Fig. i . Using ICRH fast-wave CD, the HT values of
COE are > 80 millfkWth in large systems. The advanced-coil feature
of ARIES-I opens the parameter space 10 allow smaller systems with COE
& 70 mitlfkWeh. it may be noted that systems based on NT technology
optinvte at A H S.i, consistent with present experimental experience. It
may be noted that the ratio B^ejB^ decreases with increasing A. Abo,
the TF stored magnetic energy, Wg(GJ), increases with increasing A.
providing a safety disincentive for higher-A operation.
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sHp. J. Oependente of key ARIES-I cot driven on plasma aspect ratio,
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ng. 4. Man poem density (MPD, fcWe/tonm) « a function of
•ngweerrng Q-ralue. QE * PET/PC. far fixed values of plasma aspect
ratio. A - RTI*- Curves of constant COE (70 and 75 mill/kWeh) are
included for the indicatedfixedparameter*.
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Fig. t. Cost of electricity, COE, as a function of tokamak plasma minor
radius, *{m), for the indicatedfixedparameters and various values of
plasma aspectratio,A m KT/B, for nearer-term (NT) ceil technology and
the advanced ARIES-I ceil extrapolation.
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T W U E ARIES-I DT-FUELED TOKAMAK REACTOR
Stability Regime
Aspect m i o , A m Jtr/a
Major te. jM rediys, £ r ( m )
Uixr plasma radius. a(m}
Plasma vertical elongation, * « * / «
Piairna safety sector, «
Trayan coefficient. C r l S * C M e / « B * . ]
Plasma toroidal beta, ft
Plaama temperature. T . = T j ( t e V )
Plaama ion density. n ( 1 0 / m )
Plaama electron density. « , ( I O / m » )
Lewso* parameter, sweeta/m*)
Plaama Q-vatue, t j , se Pf/PcD
On-axat toroidal magnetic field, B « , ( T )
Peak TF-Ceil magnetic field. B*AT)
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A b s t r a c t : ARIES-I is a 1000 MWe commercial tokamak
rear tor design based on minimal extrapolation of present-day
physics and expected technological development in the next
3D years, such as high-field, superconducting magnets and lowactivation silicon carbide composite materials. This paper sum
marizes the design integration of the fusion-power core and the
rraclor subsystems. Consideration has been given to such de
tails PJ; support of the toroidal field coils, divertor module ac
cess, blanket access, design and support of the R F antettEias, lo
cation of the primary vacuum and cryostat vacuum boundaries.
The maintenance procedure being considered for ARIES-1 is a
modular approach. With this type of maintenance, a module
consisting of the first-wall, blanket, shield, divertor module, and
toroidal field coil is replaced as a single unit at the end-of-life
of the module. Rapid replacement of the irradiated F P C comjjoiiciits is expected. Should the arst-wall or blanket fail before
the end of its design lifetime, in-ritu repair and replacement
schemes are proposed for blanket sub-modules. Replacement
nf the divertor plate assemblies is simplified by providing a dirert access path through which damaged plates can be removed
and new plates installed without interfering with the other F P C
mmponentsI» I N T R O D U C T I O N
The ARIES-I research program is a multi-institutional ef
fort to develop several versions of the tokamak as an attrac
tive magnetic-fusion reactor wjth enhanced economic, safety*
and environmental features [ij. The ARIES-I design is a D-T
burning, first stability 1000 MW (net) reactor based on modest
rj^rapolation from the present physics database and features
advanced technology such as utilization of very high-field su
perconducting magnets and a low-activation blanket. A& part
nf this study, the reactor operating space, key tradeoffs, and
crucial sensitivities are examined using a comprehensive sys
tems model (2] to identify an acceptable ARIES-I design point
which is suhjected to detailed engineering-design analysis ar.d
integration. The design integration task provides feedback to
Hie other systems designers {e.g., blankets, magnets and sup
ports, current drive launching structures, etc.) to maintain selfrfinfifstency throughout the detailed design stage of the study.
During the detailed design process, attention is 'ocueed on arca>» which are perceived to be key feasibility and credibility
e
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issues. Several technical areas have been identified for which
the existing database is insufficient to predict performance with
cciiain accuracy. Since these items have the potential for in
creasing the attractiveness of the tokamak reactor, the ARIES
1 ram will outline possible research and development pathways
Mich that these advanced technologies will be available in the
timeframe necessary for commercial fusion reactor construction
and operation.
The general configuration of the ARIES-I fusion power core
(FPC} is presented in Section II. The options for maintenance
of the F P C and divertor are presented in Section III. A sum
mary of outstanding issues and ongoing activities is covered in
Section IV.
II. M A C H I N E C O N F I G U R A T I O N
Major operating parameters of the ARIES-I reactor are
listed in Table I. The plasma major and minor radii axe 6.525 m
and L.45 m, respectively, with an aspect ratio of 4,5 design point
corresponding to a minimum cost-of-electricity (COE) [2]. An
elevation view of ARIES-I is shown in Figure 1. The primary
structural material in the blanket is a silicon carbide/silicon
carbide composite allowing high temperature operation while
meeting rec-uirements for low levels of activation and afterheat
|3). The first-wall and blanket are constructed as a single unit
with the first-wall tube-sheet forming the front side of the
blanket submodule. The internals of the blanket aubmodule
form three zones; a neutron multiplier zone, a tritium breeding
zone, and a reflector zone. Overall radial depth of the blanket
is flOcm on the outboard and 70cm on the inboard. The
multiplier material is beryllium and the breeder is Li^SiO^. All
three blankel zones and the first-wall are cooled by helium with
moderate operating pressure of 5 MPa. A detailed description
nf MM- blanket design and analysis can be found in Reference
|4). Only 2% of the neutron power is recovered in the shield,
Incated behind the blanket, so lower-temperature operation is
expected. A peak Operating temperature in the shield which is
lesFitiian the design limit will assure that reactor operation can
continue in the event that same of the shield channels become
plugged.
Between the high-temperature blanket-zone and the shield
is the plasma chamber vacuum boundary. The vacuum vessel .
is an aluminum shell with appropriate stand-offs for support *
of the blanket modules. The peak nuclear heating rate in the •
vacuum vessel is less than 1 VV/cc, and helium cooling should be
adequate. The blanket is not electrically conducting, therefore

no appreciable forces will be transferred to the vacuum vessel
duriiiR a plasma disruption. Forces produced by eddy currents
in i lie vacuum vessel will need to be calculated and restrained
appropriately. The vacuum vessel is toroidally continuous and
provides passive vertical stabilization of the plasma. Active
vertical control coils are located outside the boundary of the
tnrnirial field coils envelope.
ARIES-I utilizes a double-null divertor configuration with
toroidally continuous divertor targets. The high-recycle divertor has a high-Z surface made of a tungsten-rhenium (W-Re)
alloy. The present design has a SiC-composite substrate with
a thin plasma-side layer of the W-Re. This type of duplex
structure minimizes the amount of W-Re, which is not low ac
tivation. The low-activation SiC also acts as a heat sink in the
**vent of a loss-of-flow or loss-of-coolant accident. An alternate
design being considered has a vanadium alloy substrate with a
\V-Re coating. The peak heat flux is about 5 M W / m and the
feasibility of a gas-cooled design is being studied. High volume
How rates and pumping power of the helium may offset the benWit of energy recovery from the target, however, plant design
and operation is simplified b\ eliminating a water-cooling sysn-iii. The concerns about tritium-contaminated water are also
eliminated.
3

Neutronics calculations, using a 1-dimensional model, pre
dict a tritium breeding ratio ?f 1.12 for full first-wall coverage
15). However, approximately 20% of the first-wall area is cov
ered with the divertor target and assembly. It was therefore
considered necessary to install tritium breeding "ones behind
flit- divertor target assembly to help recover the lost tieutrons.
Another blanket penetration which affects the tritium breed
ing is the RF current drive launcher. ARIES-I uses a folded
wave guide launcher, as shown in Figure 2- This type of wave
guide is capable of delivering power at high power densities (~10 M W / m ) [6], thus only a small fraction of the blanket is af
fected, about 2%. The location of the launcher structure has
a innre pronounced affect on the overall FFC configuration,
P I P launcher is installed at the first-wall, slightly above the
reactor midplane. This position requires that the blanket and
-liirld must be split poloidally into two separate modules. The
RF launching structures are installed in only two of the FPC
modules.
2

The superstructure used to support the out-of-plane loads
and the poloidaj field coils is divided in three sections. The
middle section is the centerpost, a bucking cylinder, which
rearts both the centering force of the toroidal field coils and the
out-of-plane loads generated in the throat of the toroidal field
mile Both the toroidal field coils and the structure cryostats
ar<* Hush against each other, eliminating hot-to-cold interfaces
and simplifying the transfer of loads. The out-of-plane loads are
transferred by the use of keys and keyways, the keyways being
rut in the centerpost. The centerpost is 5.6 m high. Above
and below the centerpost the out-of-plane loads are carried by
*lrtictural caps (partial shells with toroidal continuity). The
brrakpoiiit between theccntcrpost and the top and bottom caps
is determined by location of zero shear stresses (from the outof-plane londsj. It lias been determined that the location of the
null i* not very sensitive to the plasma/poloidal field operating
**-**! i an os that have been ronside .1 The caps are then in
near equilibrium, with the loads in the inner part of the coil
balanced by the loads in the outer part of the coib. There will
be some small keys and keyways to carry the small unbalances
ihrtt rwrur during the startup scenario or the disruptions.
1

1

Th* rap ; thickness is determined by out-of-plane loads. It
IIHA been determined that a thick shell with a varying thickness

of 0.05 m to 0.20m. subjected to a maximum 400 MPa stress,
rHii carry the loads [7). This is the case even when there are l x l
in ports (windows) cut into the caps (both tap and bottom)
in order to obtain access to the top/bottom divertor plates.
2

III. MAINTENANCE
The baseline approach to the scheduled maintenance of
I lie FPC is with modular component design. The reactor
is divided toroidally into 16 modules, each containing one
TF( • and cryostat, 9 outboard and 6 inboard first-wall/blanket
iHiilimndiiles, a section of the shield, upper and lower divertor
:;.odules, and 1/16 of the vacuum vessel. The mass of one
module is alxnit 440 tonnes, within the capacity of present
crane technology. Typical dimensions of the FPC-module are
listed in Table II. Access to the FPC-modules requires that the
upper TFC superstructure be removed and temporarily stored
in a hot cell. After the upper superstructure is removed, the
FPC-modules can be removed with either vertical or horizontal
movement. If horizontal motion is selected, then the outboard
pnloidal field coils w;Jl need to be either raised or lowered to
provide radial access to the module. Figure 3 illustrates the
twn major component lifts required for ARIES-1 F P C scheduled
maintenance.
Modular maintenance approaches are expected to provide
i\ mare rapid turn-around for scheduled repairs by eliminating
a majority of the interfaces thai will need to be removed
with remote maintenance equipment. A key feature of the
modular maintenance approach is that all hydraulic, vacuum,
and electrical connections are made and broken with few*
dedicated, single function actuators that require a minimal
amount ~»f operator interaction.
The cryosy steins in the FPC include the toroidal field coiis
poloidal field and plasma-shaping coils, bucking cylinder, and
the TFC superstructure. The modul&r maintenance procedures
of AR[ES-E require that each T F C has its own cryostat. The
cryostat for the TFC's are removed with the FPC-module
during scheduled maintenance and no cutting and re-welding
is required. Vertical recesses are made in the outer wall of the
bucking cylinder cryostat in which the straight leg of each of
llie TFC cryostats rest.

t

One disadvantage of this type of cryo-configuration is that
it is necessary to warm the coils and the superstructure to room
temperature in order to separate the cryostats (frozen water/air
between the cold surface, plugs the gap). One advantage is
that the absence of shear panel between the toroidal field coils
minimizes the time required fa; assembly/disassembly.
The time required for cooling of the coil/structure is
determined by th* size of the refrigerator/storage of liquid
heli-.un. The process is limited in speed by the need of uniform
rooj-dnwu. This time is on the crder of 1-2 weeks. If the
refrigerator is sized for 'he steady state cooling requirements
IT', then the time for cor, down is 2 weeks. A larger refrigerator
wnulrl allow faster cocldi "ii> but the limit on the isothermal
rool-diwn would be approached.
The Lime required for warming the coils and structure
prior to removal is del rrnnned by the need of nearly isothermal
wanning in order to \inimize the thermal stresses. Typical
numbers for th+ sizes being considered is 1-2 weeks, depending
"ii h«w many heating elements are placed in the cold structure.
The superstructure is attached to the toroidal field coil
through keys and mechanical actuators, to add rigidity to
the *ystpni- N i bnlts. ar* used to minimize the hands-on* or
remote maintenance operations, This would greatly simplify

the remote handling equipment which must be in the vicinity of
the reactor. This equipment will be in the nature of automatic
devices which arc built to perform a specific function with
minimal human monitoring, instead of manipulators which
require hitman operators.
During normal operation, it is expected that an average
of Miret* or four modules will need to be replaced annually
ilirongtiout the lifetime of the plant. In the event of an un
planned outage due to failure of a single blanket module, then
large, outboard poris in the vacuum vessel are available to
.access thr failed blanket module. Access to the vacuum ves
sel ports requires temporarv removal of a portion of the. out
board shield- It is anticipated that removal of a single blan
ket submodule will be quicker than replacement of the entire
FPC-moduIc. However, during scheduled, annual maintenance,
whm as iiuiuy as 60 blanket submodules will need to be re
placed, it is expected that the baseline FPC-module removal
Approach will result in the shortest reactor downtime. Small
leaks in ihe first-wail tubes may be fixed in-situ by applying
either p!asma-spra;ed or cheniical-vapor-deposited silicon car
bide dirertly to the failed region. Access to the first-wall for the
msftit repair equipment can Vie made via the divertor mainte
nance port. Specific details of the scheduled and un-seheduled
mail Ken am r procedures are undergoing further study and analysj«:.
It is expected that the divertor target will require more
frrqttent maintenance and replacement than the FPC-moduJes.
Tn provide rapid access and removal cf the divertor targets, a
trparate port is piovided in the TFG superstructure, between
TFC's. for dirrct access to the divertor assemhly. T h e divertor
plales are segmented 'oroidally into 32 "pie-slices." Each FPCmndule contains four segments it wo for the upper divertor and
two for the lower). The first divertor segment is withdrawn
through 'lie port with a single, radial translation. The second
^nzniTit is first moved toroidaJly into the position occupied by
the previous segment and then withdrawn radially. None of
the oilier components of the FPC-module are affected by the
d r v r t o r maintenance procedure. Each divertor segment has
nn attached shield-plug which fills the access pathway when
riiMrtllt-H in the FPC\ The lower divertor access ports also serve
ah the 'acuuni pumping ducts for the plasma exhaust and
primary vacuum pumps.
TV. O N G O I N G A C T I V I T I E S
Detailed design analysis of the ARIES-I FPC and sub«•usti'ms is on-going and several design integration activities are
msimmmg. Some of the areas receiving further attention and
Minr'' Hnailed analysis are the following:
1. Design of the fusion power core module;
a. Detailed Manuel /vacuum vessel interfaces including
support of the blanket on the vessel, removal and
installation of single blanket modules, and effects of
disruption loads on th** blanket and vessel,
b Depign f ' l h e hot-to-cold interfaces including heat loss
arni ^riiii*'!* ! of magnetic and static loads.
r Design and location of intermodule welds for the
primary vacuum heal.
A Design and analysis of the interfaces between separate
rrvostat* for the bucking cylinder and each toroidal
field r«il.
2- Disruption analysis of the thermal loads {first-waJ! and
diverTori and rlertramegn'-ti'- loads (divertor target, R F
SHiijirlnnp MjiKtuTf, as id varuum vessel).
1

X Evaluation of other critical interfaces;
a. High-temperature, high-pressure joints between the
ceramic pipes in the F P C and the metal pipes iu the
remainder of the primary loop,
b. Design of remotely activated connect/disconnects for
the hydraulic, vacuum, and electrical connections as
sociated with each FPC modele.
c. Evaluate (he integrity of thin metal coatings on SiCsiibstrate for use in the divertor and RF antenna,
1 Outline of the procedures for scheduled FPC-module main
tenance as well as procedures for un-scheduied mainte
nance (f-ff., replacement of individual blanket modules
and divertor plates). Evaluation of potential benefits and
drawbacks to alternate maintenance schemes.
lu summary, the ARJES-I fusion power core has reached a
*tatf* of development that exhibits attactive features for use as
a < rmimercial lokamak reactor power plant. A simple, threepiece toroidal field coil support structure allows for rapid access
to (he irradiated fusion power core components during annual,
scheduled maintenance. Modular maintenance of the reactor is
ficpected to reduce down time during scheduled repairs, partic
ularly if dedicated, remote connect/disconnects are installed on
nJi or iiiwl of thf module interfaces. The divertor, which may
be subject to a shorter lifetime than the blanket, is accessed
llirnugh ports which require a minimal amount of machine disAsAe-iubly and downtime. The position of the R F launching
<i?riirtiire, a folded wave gi.ide, requires that two of the sixteen
FPC modules have modified outboard blankets and shields to
accommodate the antenna. Ncm-electncally-conducting mate
rials us^d in the first-wall and blanket should result in little or
no disruption forces on the blanket. Detailed engineering anal
ysis is continuing in 0>e ar^as deemed to be critical, however,
:m!y minor changes lo 'he overall configuration are expected
during the final stages of the AE.IES-I design phase.
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T a b l e II: ARIES I F P C MODULE DESIGN

I- O P E R A T I N G P A R A M E T E R S O F ARIES-I

T"

Parameter
Aspect ratio
Major toroidal radius
Minor plasma radius
P l a s m a volume
Fir^t.wall area
Peak toroidal field
Thermal power
CTTOSS electric power
Ne] elecfric power
Average nrulroii wall load
Average first-wall heat load
Primary coolant
fillet pressure
Inlet temperature
Outlet temperature
Triliutli hreedniK ratio
E u e r i y ninltijilication

Units

Valu

Parameter

Units
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4.5
6.525
1.45
441.
580.
13.0
2812
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0.48
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Heielit
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Width, out hoard
Radial depth
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I.iff for vertical maintenance
Lift for horizontal maintenance

m
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F i g u r e 1. Elevation view of the ARIES-I reactor illustrating t h e major c o m p o n e n t s of the
fusion power core.
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F i g u r e 2 . Poloidal cross sectio,, of ARIES-I, illustrating the
('•ration of the folded wave guide R F launcher and the modified
fiufhoard hlanket and shield.

F i g u r e 3 . T w o major component lifts for scheduled mair.lcmiiicenf Hie AfUES-I FPf"
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properties [4], and optimized reactor economy using costing
assumptions projected for future tenth-of-a-kind reactors [5}.
These latter characteristics engender requirements on the
plasma design that lead to variations from ITER, which is a
first-of-a-kind experimental device.

ABSTRACT

The requirements of an (1) external poloidal field coil
(PFCJ system with minimum stored enerpv. (2) double-null
divenor plasmas with elongated D shape, (3) adequate
passive stabilization of plasma vertical displacement by a
In the area of MHD equilibrium and stability, these
vacuum vessel located behind the blanket zone, and (4) an
enhanced plasma beta limit in the first stability regime are different requirements include:
incorporated in the ARIES-I concep: for a high-field tokamak
reactor with high aspect ratio (A = 4.5). The plasma current 1. placing the PFCs at a distance of -2.5 times the plasma
and pressure profiles are also made consistent with enhanced
minor radius a away from the plasma edge, leading to
bootstrap current / and reduced current drive power by
large increases in the PFC stored energy,
means of ion cyclolron wave (ICW) or neutral beam (NB) 2. placing passive conductor (such as the vacuum vessel)
injection.
These lead to plasmas characterized by an
between the blanket and the shield at a distance of at least
elongation K, ol 3.8 lo the diverior X-poinl, a triangularity
0.6a, leading to a reduced K, (= 1.8) and an increased
6, of 0.7, a safety factor q on axis of q •= 1-5, a safety
8, (= 0.7) hj ensure plasma veniatl stability [6J, which in
factor at the edge q > i, a plasma beta P = 1%, and a
mm lead to further increases in the PFC stored energy,
poloidal beta given by efi = 0.5 (e = MA). Widi a plasma 3. reducing the steady-slate current drive power by limiting
current / of 31 MA. a toroidal field fi, of 13 T at the major
/ to =10 MA while maintaining adequate H-modc plasma
radius R of 6.5 m, and over 3.5 m of clearance between the
confinement [7],
PFCs and the plasma edge, the stored energy in the PFC 4. raising die plasma efl to =0.5 to increase the bootstrap
system ranges from 20 CI during plasma operation at low
current fraction f^/p to ^0.5 [8], and
beta to 12 GJ during plasma operation at high beta.
5. enhancing the plasma tela in the first stability regime for
plasma current profiles characterized by q - 1.5 and
<r > 4, which are consistent with those producible by
INTRODUCTION
ICW or NB current drive [8]. Here q refers to the flux
surface at 95% of the poloidal flux toward the divertor
ARIES-I [1] is a uAamak reactor concept based on
X-poinL
modest extrapolation from the near-term physics data base
characterized by present ITER design assumptions [2],
Iterations widi the current drive analysis, tokamak
advanced technologies [3], attractive safety and environmental
integration, and systems code calculations have led to the
Research sponsored by ihc Office of Fusion Energy. U.S. design parameters discussed here. This paper presents the
results in die areas of PFC distribution, free-boundary MHD
Department ol Energy.
tOik Ridge National Laboratory is operated by Martin Marietta equilibria, PFC current and energy requirements, and MHD
Energy Systems. Inc.. under contract DE-AC05-S4OR2140O widi die stability beta limit
Details of plasma vertical stability
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analysis for ihe AR1ES-I plasma are presented in an
accompanying paper [6].
PFC DISTRIBUTION
A recent study [9] of free-boundary divertor D-shaped
plasmas showed thai die PFC stored energy increases when
K^ is decreased for constant 5, and constant distance between
the PFC and the plasma edge. Since die plasma vertical
stability is improved by lowering K, [10], it is important to
minimize the increase in PFC stored energy as K, is reduced.

(the nuilapole), groups 1 and 6 to the vertical field (the
dipole), groups 3 and 5 to the elongating field (Ihe
quadrupole), and groups 4 and 6 to the triangulating field
(the hexapole). Higher-order multipoles exist in any PFC
system with discrete coils. The PFCs are distributed so as
to minimize die higher-order multipolcs and dius the stored
energy.

To this end, we study the dependence of die externally
applied poloidal field on K, and 8
The analysis can be
simplified by examining the lower-order multipole
components of the poloidal field (nuilapole, dipole,
quadrupole, and hexapole), since these represent roughly the
field properties of minimum stored energy. A set of freeboundary equilibria is calculated from fields composed of
only these components, and a key result is shown in Fig. 1.
It is seen dial the desired 5 depends strongly on K, when
these multipole field components are used alone. When K,
decreases from 2.2 to 1.8. 6, must be increased by 0.3. It
is sl;o clear dial, as 8, increases under this restriction, the
magnitude of die hexapole component increases relative to
the quu&rupole component. As a result, the divertor and Dshaping coils. located in the direction of die X-point of the
plasma, are expected to carry relatively large currents.
r

1

o

1.00 r-

Major Radius,

Separatrix

FREE-BOUNDARY MHD EQUILIBRIA
Given the coil distribution, reference MHD equilibria for
ARIES-I are computed using die VEQ code [9J, which
calculates free-boundary solutions for a given plasma
position, shape, and linked poloidal flux while minimizing the
stored energy. The plasma shape is chosen to have ic, = 1.8
and 8, = 0.7 to allow for adequate vertical stabilization [6].
The plasma pressure and current profiles are consistent with
an enhanced first stability beta and / . The current profile
should be maintainable solely by ICW or NB current drive
[8]. Trade-offs among these requirements lead to a choice
of profiles, that are close to the following pressure (p) and
poloidal current profile (f) functions:

•g 050
K

R(cm)

Fig. 2. Plasma equilibrium flux configuration and PFC placement.

0.75 -

95% Flux Surface

3

©

as
C 0.25 |-

ta

0.00

= 4.5
fi.O

-025
0

1

2

3

Elongation, K
Fig. 1. The relationship between S and K for free-boundary
plasmas calculated using only the dipole, the quadrupole, and the
hexapole field component, for fi = 2.5 and A = 4.5 and 6.
p

The overall distribution of the PFCs is Uien roughly
determined, as shown in Fig. 2, which assumes six coil
groups. This number is considered the minimum required
because of the need for controlling me plasma position and
shape (/? , a. K, and 8,). minimizing die stored energy, and
providing some induction capability during plasma operation
through varying plasma conditions [9], It is clear that coil
groups 1 and 2 contribute dominamly to the induction field
0

P'to = poie-™ - O / ^

- 1),
71

y

ff'lx) = M O ^ V ^ P J ~ IX*" - * - ) / ( ^ - l),
where z is die poloidal flux normalized to 1 within Uie
plasma. The toroidal plasma cun-ent density is
4 = Kr/+//7M.
where R is the major-radius variable,
A reference
equilibrium assuming a = - 3 , y = - 3 , and (Jj = 2.75 is
provided in Fig. 2 (the poloidal flux distribution). Fig. 3 [the
p{R) and Jffi) profiles], and Fig. 4 [die q{x) profile].
Parameters of this reference equilibrium ihat are relevant to
stability and current drive analyses are given in Table I.

Table L Plasma Parameiers of a Reference Divenoi MHD
Equilibrium for the ARIES-I Concept

Parameter

Symbol (unit)

Value

Major radius

*o (fa)

6.53

Minor radius

a (m)

1.45

External toroidal field at R

fl.rr)

13.0

Plasma current

/, (MA)

11.1

Safety factor on axis
Average-field safety factor

<?o
q

4.47

Safety factor at 95% flux

<?«

4.85

Average beta

P(%)

1.90

PP

2.18

Elongation at x-point

*.

1.80

Elongation at 95% Qux

K55

1.6::

5,

0.70

a

Poloidal beta

Major Radius, fl(cm)
Fig. 3. Pressure and toroidal curccni density profiles along the
major radius R for the plasma shown in Fig. 2.
•^
y

5

Triangularity at x-point
Triangularity at 95% flux
„
. ,
,.
X-point location

Internal inductance

8,/E^

= 1.59.

1.45

8*

0.44

«t(m)
Z,(m)

5.51

/;

0.74

K./K9J - (1.13 - O.OSE), q^q

2.61

=

1.09

to relate the edge and 95% flux surface quantities.
Different forms of the profile functions can be used to
produce equilibria nearly identical 10 (his case in ail its
global parameters as given in Table I. The results of the
free-boundary equilibrium and the PFC currents do not
change significantly when these different profile functions are
used as long as the global parameters remain unchanged.
PFC CURRENT AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT
The PFC cross suctions shown in Fig. 2 assume an overall
current density of 2° MA/m for each coil. The maximum
values of (he PFC cmTcnts during plasma operation, together
with the required distance from the toroidal field coils and
their strjcture [II), contribute to determining the locations of
the PFCs. It is therefore necessary to calculate the PFC
current variations through typical conditions of the plasma
during operation.
2

Normalized Poloidal Flus, x
Fig. 4. The profiles of q and q (the average-field safety factor)
along x. the normalized poloidal flux within [he plasma 3dge.

This reference case provides an adjustment to the
conditions that relate l to a, a. /?,, and the plasma shape
parameters:
?

I q = 5aB iz(l.l5
p

t

2

2

- 0.65E)/(1 - e ) J(l + KJ>/2,

where q is the average-field safely factor using the averaged
poloidal field at the plasma edge.
For tfie reference
equilibrium, wc also hiive

Since the ARIES-I <ukamak assumes noninductive methods
to assist startup of the plasma current [8], the amount of
poloidal flux linkage between the plasma and the PFCs can
be chosen to reduce the PFC stored energy. Some flexibility
exists near the condition of minimum slored energy to vary
the PFC currents and provide some degree of induction for
plasma operation. The range of plasma parameters can

therefore be characterized by three separate conditions, all at
full plasma current with a fixed X-potnt location: low beta
and low linked flux, high beta and low linked flux, and high
beta and high linked flux. The PFC currents are listed in
Table 11 for these cases. The maximum current for each coil
is then estimated and used in sizing its *.ioss sections and
locating [be coif as plotted in Fig. 2. These data are also
used as input to the PFC design concept [12].
Tabic LI. PFC currants and the maximum currents for each coll
group shown in Fig. 2 at three typical operation conditions.
(Coil groups I and 2 have 2 coils each.)

Operation conditions I

II

III

Maximum

0.62

1.90

1.90

Linked flux (\Vb)

39.2

50.5

90.1

Siored energy \GJ)

19.8

13.2

12.2
-7.5

15.0

-26.0

26.0

-14.8

'2

-20.9

-12.0

0

K

The p and q profile functions used include those optimized
for JET plasmas [13] and those used in the ITER studies
[14):

Here, y is the poloidal flux normalized to 95% of the Xpoint flux. p determines beta, p, determines the profile,
a = 1.5, 7 = 2.5, £ = 3, T| = 1.2, and p = 0 or I, The
first (/-profile gives q (= <fo + ? + q£ = 3.1, where </i and
q-i are independent variables; X = 6; and v = 2. The second
function for q has a = \n(qjq^jln{l
- £ ) , £ ; = 0-7. and
p = 2, and is u.xd for the case with A = 6.

Coil group cu/rer.t (MA-tum)

',

5

p = PoW - y y + Mfti - nrvi.

|j (.%)

-O.0

We use only the traditionally successful profile functions for
the analysis. This study is therefore limited in its scope,
since several other parameters, such as 8, the ij-profile. and
the pressure profile, also affect the plasma beta limit
However, the study benefits from an extensive study of the
beta limit recently carried out for ITER {141 and from
reviews of the large body of information in the literature.
Calculations are carried out for high A (4.5 and 6.0) ARTES1 plasmas using the PEST equilibrium and stability codes
[15] to Till in" data where needed. The combined data base
of the stability analysis covers a range of A = 2.6-6,0,
K, = 1.6-3.2. <j = 1.05-2.0, and q £ 5.

0

2

'3

20.0

20.0

15.0

20.0

u

33.7

26.4

24.1

34.0

h
h

-10.7

-4.8

-5.2

11.0

-0.9

-5.3

-5.3

6.0

K

s

The shape of the 95% flux surface is given by
R » R + a cos(8 + 8'sin 6), Z = K^a sin 8,
0

It is seen from Table II that an induction flux of about
40 Wb is available by varying the nullapole component of
the PFC currents, leading only to a small (<10%) change in
the stored energy from its minimum of about 12 GJ.
However, the stored energy is significantly larger (about
20 GJ) at low beta and full l if the X-point is <a be fixed
during plasma heating to bum at high beta (e.g., to satisfy
the divenor operation requirements). This difference in the
stored energy leads to a reactive power supply requirement
of hundreds of megavoltampcres during a plasma beating
tune of 1O-20 s. However, this requirement may not be
necessary if the plasma can be heated to high tela during
current ramp-up.
p

MHD STABILITY BETA LIMIT
The first stability regime requires thai all ideal MHD
modes be at least marginally stable in the absence of a
conducting shell beyond ihe plasma edge [13]. While this
requirement is broad in scope, it is usually adequate to
examine only the high-n ballooning modes and the low-n
(« = I) kink modes to determine the stability beta limit. The
intermediate-n ballooning modes (the "infernal" modes) are
easily avoided by retaining small gradients in the 17-profile
near the plasma axis.

where 8' = Ojj. The 95% flux surface is used in the
stability analysis to avoid "Jie numerical difficulties near the
X-point, which are a subject of present investigations [16].
The results are summarized in Figs. 5 and 6, which
indicate the dependence of beta-limit on K , (for , 4 = 6 ) and
the dependence of Troyon factor limit (Cj = (JaB,// . in
vJ m T/MA) [13] on A. From these, one obtains
5

p

2

5

C - 2.8[1 - 0.40c„ - 1) V(1 - E)'- .
T

which gives C = 3.5 and |J = 2.06% for the reference
plasma parameters in Table I. It is important 10 note thai
this approximate scaling has a limited basis: its use should
be limited to the profiles given here and to the range of
parameters indicated above. For A =3. it has also been
shown that this beta limit remains relatively unchanged as
long as /, remains below 0.75.
T

Additional studies of the beta limit have also been carried
out for plasmas using polynomial profiles and with
parameters encompassing the reference case: / ranging from
16 to 8 MA, 4,5 from 3 to 6, and P from 1.4 to 3. The
value of C is 3.1 to 3.2 as long as ^ is above 3.7. This
result is considered conservative relative to the preceding
indications. Design values of C = 3.2 (corresponding to
P = 1.9%) and /, = 0.74 are therefore adopted for ARBES-I
(see Table I).
p

T

T

As an input to design trade-offs involving plasma shaping,
profiles. A, and the bcia limit, our study emphasizes
clarifying the dependences of beta on A, 1^5, q^, and q .
K

PI See the papers on ARIE5-I magnets, blanket design, composite
maurials. and power conversion concept in tlicse proceedings.
[4] J. S. Herring et al.. "Safety Engineering for die ARIES-I
Tokamak Reactor," these proceedings.
The results summarized in this paper, together with those
J5| R. L. Miller et al., 'The ARIES-I High-Fiefd-Tokamak Reactor:
of ReC [6|, provide a relatively sound basis for the plasma
Design Point Determination and Parametric Studies," these
equilibrium and stability of the ARIES-I reactor concept.
proceedings.
They also provide approximate scaling relationships of the [6] C. C. Bpihjte si al., "Vertical Stability Requirements for
beta limit that are useful in the systems trade-off studies 15]
ARIES-I Reacior." these proceedings.
needed to choose the ARIES-I parameters.
The key [7] M. Kcilhacker el al.. "Confinement and Beia-Limii Studies in
parameters produced by our study are given in Tables I and
ASDEX H-mode Discharges," in Plasma Physics and Controlled
Nuclear Fusion Research, London, 1984, Vol. I. pp. 71—85.
11. They arc made consistent with the current drive
1985.
requirements 18] after reducing C from the nearly stabilityoptimized value of about 3.5 to a more conservative limit of [8] T. K. Man et al., "Current Drive Analysis and System Design.
for the ARIES-I Tokamak Reactor," these proceedings.
3.2. which assumes relatively "mild" pressure and current
profiles. It is felt that a value of C = 3.5 can also be made |9] D. J. Suickler et al.. "MHD Equilibrium Methods for ITER PF
Coil Design and Systcns Analysis. ORNL/FEDC-88/7, March
consistent with steady-state current drive, but may lead to
1989; D. J. Stickler et al., •Equilibrium Shape Control in CIT
more stringent requirements on current drive, given more
PF Design," these proceedings.
detailed analysis.
[10]G. Laval et al.. Phys. Fluids, Vol. ]7. p. 835. 1974.
(] 1 j S. P. Grotz el al, "Design Integration of the ARIES-I Tokamak
Reactor," these proceedings.
Iterations with the ARIES-I design integration have led to
ihe reference PFC configuration of minimum stored energy [12) L. Bromberg •;! al.. "High Field Magnet Designs for the
ARJ&S I Reactor," these proceedings.
as shown in Fig. 2. This configuration provides adequate
flexibility for maintaining proper plasma position, shape, and [13] F. Troyon et al. Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion.
Vol. 26. p. 209. 1984.
flux linkage during heating and bum operation. Our results [14]T. Tsunematsu et al, "Operational Limits and Disruptions in
suggest the study of various scenarios of plasma heating and
Tokamaks—Status and Application to ITER." JAERI-M-89-056,
current ramp-up to reduce the stored poloidal field energy
May 198i>.
required at low beta.
[15] R. C. Grimm el al. Methods Comput. Phys.. Vol. 16, p. 769,
197'; R. C. Grimm ei al, /. Compul. Phys,. Vol. 49, p. 94,
1983.
The authors acknowledge useful comments and discussion
[16] Y-K. M. Peng et al, "Access to Second Ballooning Stability in
from their colleagues at ORNL. PPPL. GA, and LLNL.
Divertor Plasmas." to be presented at Ihe Annual Meeting of
ihe Aiwrican Physical Society Division of Plasma Physics,
—• I l _
• '
Anaheu. California, November 13"17, 1989.
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VERTICAL STABILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR AWES-I REACTOR)
C. C. Bithke, 5. C. Jardln," J. A. U u e r , " D. J. Ward,*
and the ARIES Teem
Los Alamoi National Laboratory, Lot Alamos, NM e7545.

ABSTRACT: The vertical stability of the ARIES-I reactor design is
analyzed with the NOVA-w. PSTAB. and TSC codes. A growth rate of
~ 5 7 » - ' is predicted for a vacuum vessel positioned behind the ecrapeofl.
first wafl. and blanket (0.7-ro inboard and OS-m uutbeard thhkness) and
acting as a passive stabilizer. A reactive power of *• 2 MVA would be
required for active feedback coils located outside of the TF coils (~ 3 m
beyond the plasma in the equational plane) to correct a 50-mm vertical
displacement of the magnetic axis. A multipolc-expansion technique uved
in the TSC analysis is also used to examine options that minimize stored
energy.
I INTRODUCTION
The ARIES-I tokamak reactor design' minimizes the cost Of electricity
fCOE) by minimizing the plasma current and the associated current-drive
cost The resulting low beta (/) ~ 0-02) device is characterized by a
large safety factor («s ~ 4|. moderate-to-high aspect ratio {A > 4.5), high
field 124 T at the toroidal-field (TFI coils], and high separatrix elongation
(it* = 1.8). The large A and K make vertical stability an important
issue for ARIES-I; related issues that must be addressed by the ARIESI conceptual design are outlined below. A torotdally continuous conducting
shell is required to re tare, he growth of an externally excited vertical instability
that ranges from an Affven time scale (T ~ 10 (is) without a shell to a time
scale on the order of the electrical L/R time constant of the shell,
T .
The passive stabilization provided by this shell must be augmented by an
active-feedback system that provides vertical stability for times >, n/R*
rigid-plasma model (PSTAB)' and linear (NOVA-W)' and non-linear (TSC)
deformable-plasma models are used to estimate the conductor location and
size required for passive stabilization. Time-dependent TSC simulations are
used to determine the current, voltage, location and size of the feedback
coils.
1

was selected as the dependent variable. The absolute magnitudes of these
amplitudes were determined as the minimum amplitudes thai produced a
teparatrix with the specified minor radius. This algorithm, subsequen'ly.
generates a set of plasma equilbria that are produced with a minimum r*Fcoil current £ \lprl and a minimum Wp . Because plasma elongation
and triangularity are produced primarily by the quadrupole and hexapoie
moments, respectively, this algorithm yields the i thai minimizes WPF for a
given it. as is shown in Fig. 1. Plasmas bslow the 6-K correlation ol Fig.
1 would not have a separatrix, and those above the correlation would either
have a smaller minor radius (larger A) or require higher multipole moments
and larger W
to maintain the same minor radius. This analysis also
produced a correlation between WPF and K that indicates W
increases
as K is decreased (( increased). This W -K
correlator! did not havr
a significant impact on determining the final design values of K and 6,
however.
F

PF

PF

PF

3

1.00

-r

A

L/R

1

The placement of the ARIES-I poloidal-field (PF) coils external to the
TF cofls permits the use of o multipole-expansion technique '' to describe
accurately the PF-coil fields used in TSC computations. Limiting the
multjpote expansion to hexapoie and lower moments minimizes the number
of dependent variables required I D describe the plasma shape, using the
mulspoie-expansion technique ID examine plasma aquilibna paramatricaily
for a range of K and triangularity, (. values resulted in a prescription for
minimizing the PF-coil stared energy, W ,
that is used in the ARIES-I
systems code.
6

-

0.00
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Elongation, K

FF

3

a. MULTIPOLAR APPROACH
Flfl. 1 . The correlation between plasma triangularity end elongation, that
minimizes the PF-coil stored energy for A = 4.S (solid) and A = 6 (dash).
The TSC code was modified so that the poloidal flux produced by a
PF-coil set could be determined either by specifying the PF-coil locations and
currents or by specifying, the amplitudes of the even and odd moments in the
To punue further the issue of minimizing W . a code FLXCON was
fflutbpole-expansion series' that is truncated beyond the even decapole. In developed to determine the locations and currents of a PF-coil set that would
addition, TSC was modified lo perform the inverse operation of decomposing
reproduce the flux pattern of a given set of mullipole moments. The FLXCON
the poloidal flux produced by a PF-coil set into the multipole components
code moves the coils along a specified surface while minimizing an object
of the same truncated series The TSC code was then used to analyze
function denned as the sum of a term measuring the relative enor with which
parametrieatry the equittorium of an A = 4.5 and K, = 2.13 interim design
the coils reproduce the flux of th» given set of muttipole moments on a test
point. Because the PF-coils are relatively far from the plasma, the muftipola
surface representative of the plasma surface and * term measuring M > r
expansion could be limited to hexapoJe and lower moments, thereby reducing
To illustrate the use of FLXCON. an HEO-generated equilibrium' lor A = 4.5
the number of variables- The plasma current, toroidal field, profile form
a r t K = 1.74 was modeled with TSC using the same set of 12 PF coils
factors, major and minor radii, and the nullapole and dipde moments were
with 6 current groups; the HEQ and TSC results are given for comparison
held fixed at the interim design values, which differ somewhat from those
in Table I. The small differences in R , a, and K, between the HEQ and
reported in Ref. 2. The ratio of me hexapoie to quadrupole amplitudes
TSC results are directly attributable to numerical inaccuracies in both codes
The multipole decomposition of the PF-coil flux was used to gqnerale three
(Work supported by US DOE, Office of Fusion Energy.
sets of six PF coils and six current Oroups labeled DEC, OCT. and HEX
•Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 0B343.
In Table I to denote the maximum multipole moment used. As the higher
"General Atomic*, San Diego. CA 82136.
moments are eliminated £ \lp \ decreases as expected, but W
is lower
only for the HEX case. The plasma shape, however, drifts from the base
9

FF

r

T

F

PF

a -ape because the higher moment* were wad inefficiently to suppress K
and provide additional triangularity. A more efficient method to generate the
aame plastic ahape would require lees quadrupole and more heiapole, and
will be used in tha future.
TABLE!
EquiUxia Comparison with Difreranl Muttipole Moments

6

HEQ<*> BASE<»> OECW OCT<« HEX< >
6.12
1.36
6.33

6.12
1.35
6.35

6.12
1.35
6.35

613
1.34
6.35

6.13
1.34
6.34

**

1.75
158

1.73
159

1.68
155

1.70
156

1.84
1.67

S,

0.74
0.48

0.77
050

075
0.49

0 68
0.47

0.46
0.36

5.11
2.38

5.12
2.39

5.14
2.31

5.25
2 32

5.51
2.53

1.84
1.B5
347

1.86
1.77
348

1.94
1.78
337

1.98
1.78
329

1.86
1.74
343

1.59
7.pi
142

159
7.02
142
757

1.54
6.46
114
7.78

150
619
111
8.10

1.58
6.52
82
6.80

Major Radius. / M m )
Minor Radius, o(m)
Magnetic Axis. Ru(m)
Elongation
«n
Triangularity
«fi

Separatrix Coordinates (m]

Beta

*,
*•

Total. 0 (%)
Poloida!, fi,
Plasma Volume (m )
Safety Factor
3

9(0)

«(«)
Currant, 2 | ; | ( M ^ )
Stored Energy. Wpe{SJ)
P F

7sr

(a) PF-coil flux determined by PF-coil currents and locations.

R(m)

(6) PF-coil Dux determined by truncated multipole-axpansion series.

Fig. 2. The geometry oi the plasma and the passive stabilizer (shell).

•L PASSIVE STABILIZATION
Without passive stabilization the plasma will move vertically on an
Alfven time scale ( ~ 10 j u ) . The placement ot passive conductors
around the plasma win alow this vertical motion sufficiently to allow an
active feedback system to operate on a longer time scale ( > , 100 ms) to
control tha vertical position ot the plasma with a reasonable expenditure
of reactive power ( < , 10 MVA). To simplify the ARIES-1 design the only
passive conductor is me vacuum vessel. The racial location of the vacuum
vessel is then determined from compliance with a passive itsbifity constraint
in conjunction with other assembly and maintenance requirements.' Passiveaabilityperfonnanceismaasuradbythestabililyparameter/ E I - I - T V / T ^ / H ,
1

where r„ = s' is the vertical-instability time constant and 7 ia the growth
rate. A design constraint of / > 1.3 ia stapled to ensure thai a sufficient
stability .nargin exists above tha 1 = 00 limit under all plasma conditions.
A preliminary analysis of tha maximum allowable distance permitted
between the plasma and the vacuum vessel for passive stability was
performed with the PSTAE code. The PSTA8 formulation assumes tha
plasma ia a maseieos, rigid body simulated by an array of filamentary
current elements. The equations detailing a small vertical displacement
in the presence oi an array o1 resistive filamentary conductors simulating the
passive stabilizer are linearized and solved as an eigenvalue problem.
3
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The notation used 10 describe the location of the passive stabilizer
feUttve to the plasma « shown in Fig 2. The plasma surface is assumed
*> be given by z = a * tint and R = # r + o cos(9 + I tint), where
R = tm'» the major radius, 0 = 1 m Is the minor radius, K = 2,6 = 0.5,
and the angle 9 varies from 0 to 2 * . The passive stabilizer is placed on a
surface parallel to the plasma surface. The poloidal coverage, p/a. and the
normalized radial location, c/o, of a passive outboard stabilizer were varied
tot A = e, results are shown In Fig. 3. Relatively small passive stabilizers
ip/a -» 0.2) meet the stability constraint, but these conductor"! must be
tested dose t> the plasma (c/a < 1.1). 6uch small values of c/a would
have an adverse effect on tritium breeding, and problems related to neutron
damage and activation *re expected. Placement of tha passive stabilizer
btfund the 0.9-m-thick outboard blanket, tint wail, and scrapeofl with lull
T

coverage on the outboard side does no*, provide suffieiem stabilization (i.e.,
/ > 1.3). Vertical-stabilityandphysicaconsideratipnsdrovethedesigntoA4 5 . which turns out to be the minimum cost design, with a passive stabilizer
positioned behind both 0.7-m-thiek Inboard and the 0.9-ro-thick outboard
blanket, first wall, and scrape?". In order to find a vertically-stable design
el A = 4.5. the elongation was varied with the passive-stabilizer geometry
shown in Fig. 4, results are shown in Fig. 5. This analysis indicates that
s <, 1 83 ts required for a stabilizer located behind Ma inboard and outboard
blankets.
The accuracy of the PSTAB results was then checked by benchmarking
the K , = 1,74 case against the TSC and NOVA-W codes. The TSC code
performs time-dependent simulations of free-boundary, axisymmetric plas
mas and the associated external drcu-ts and, consequently, is more costly
1o use than either PSTAB or NOVA-W. A two-dimensional transport model is
used in TSC to describe a plasma interacting with external conductors that
obey circuit equations with active-feedback amplifiers included. The plasma
force balance in TSC is modified by scaling up the plasma mass and viscosity
10 maintain the plasma in force balance, white alleviating the time-scale dis
parity between wave and diffusion phenomena. This parameter scaling does
not affect plasma bulk motion that is stable on the ideal MHD time scale
(u»), but does affect the growth rata of a vertical instability. To calculate T„.
TSC is set up with the plasma and passive-stabilizer geometry shown in Fig.
4. The PF coils are represented with a muWpole series truncated with the
even decapole. The simulations begin with a ratio* magnetic field applied
for 1 p.t to produce an initial ~ 3-mm vertical displacomem of the plasma.
The plasma simulation is then continued until ihe equilibrium effects of trie
initial perturbation are damped out and the vertical instability asymptotically
relaxes to • linear growth rate, as reported by inboard and outboard pickup
coils. Corroboration of the value of r„ predicted tram the pickup coils was
obtained uy fitting the vertical displacement oF the magnetic axis. : M , with
the functional form i « ( ( ) c IQC' '.
This T„ calculation was then made for
tour values oi plasma mass and denoted as squares in Fig 6. A quadratic
polynomial was fit to the threb results with Ihe largest mass enhancement
3
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other cases in the <c parametric study. The Mil locations used in the activefeedback analysis are also indicated.
x

factor and then extrapolated tea unity mass enhancement factor to determine
the mass independent value of T „ reported h Table II. This extrapolation is
accurate as is demonstrated by the passage of Hie polynomial fit through the
amaUeit mass-enhancernent-factor resuii isplayed in Rg. 6.
4

Thus calculation was repealed with the NOVA-W code. which is an
extension of the non-variationeJ ideal MHD code NOVA that allows for
resistive walls end feedbackcircurts in the vacuum region. A Green's function
formulation ie used lo express the perturbed poloidal flux in the vacuum
ragrorT <n ttrmt of Vtt ptrtuitation avnpMwfe on the plasma boundary. A
thin-wall approximation is used to calculate the time derivative ol the poloidalflux perturbation at the resistive wall where a discontinuity exists in the flux
gradienl. The NOVA-W result is given in Table II. Agreement between NOVArV and TSC is good at 1 % for T„ and <1 % for / , but agreement between
PSTAB and TSC is 24 % for T and 21 % for / . The differences between
PSTAB and TSC result in par; from ngid-vertus-deformabie plasma effects
10

V

Mass Enhancement Factor, FFAC
Fig. a. Dependence of the vertical-Stability time constant. r„. on plasma
mass enhancement factor as calculated with TSC tor A = 4.5, n = 1.74,
and the stabilizer geometry Shov.Ti in Rg. 4.
and from differences In the calculation of the stabilizer inductances. Also, a
20 % difference was obtained in the PSTAB and TSC calculations of
T
with a vertically asymmetric currant distribution in the stabilizer.
x

L/R

TABLE D. Benchmark of the vertical-stability t'me constant, r„, and stability
parameter, / , as ealculated by PSTAB , NOVA-W , and TSC for the
configuration shown in Fig. 4.
3

Code

r„(ms)

PSTAB

217
175
173

TSC
NOVA-W

4
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f

1.88
1.56
1.55

IV. ACTIVE FEEDBACK
The active-feedback power requirements were determined from TSC
simulations of the A - 4.5 and K* = 1.74 case used in the passive-stability
benchmark described in the previous section. A simulation begins with the
vertical coordinates of the plasma magnetic axis, ZM, maintained in the
equatorial plane for 0.1». The feedback coils are preprogrammed to initiate

a 50-mm vertical diaptacemeffl of I M at 0.1 e into the simulation and to
maintain that position one* stained. As the plasma mass dot* not affect
the vottaoe or currant of the feedback coils, a large mass enhancement
factor (FFAC • 8,000) was used for computations! expediency. Simulation
results for FaadMck Coil A (Fig. 4) we given in Fig. 7. A gain for driving the
feedbeci-coil current was selected Is yield a common value of G ~ -2.6 tor
the dimenaionless gain defined ta the ratio of the response flux difference
produced by the feedback coils to the flux difference produced by tha plasma
in the pickup coils. The dimensienless gain must be in the range of -1 to
-10 10 ensure stability and practicality of the feedback system (yet to be
designed). A value of G ~ -2.6 rapidly moves the plasma to a 50-mm
displacement with only an ~ 10-mm overshoot The gain for driving the
feedback-coil voltage a set at atowvalue of 1 mVjA to ensure a smooth
voltage response. A pickup-coil location approximately equaltothe location
of Feedback Coil B in fig. 4 was usedtorFeedback Coils A and C. For
Feedback Coil B a pickup-coil location corresponding approximatelytothe
location of Feedback Coil A was usedtoobtain a dear resolution of the flux
difference produced by the plasma.
The maximum reactive power occurs at the maximum vertical ottplacemsnt of iu and scales with tu . The reactive-power requirementstorthe
three ftedbaek-eoil locations of Fig. 4 an> shown in Fig. Bfora common 50mm displacement of -»/. Thefeedbackcoilsweresirr,ulaledwitha0.1x0.lm cross section of room-temperaiuni, copper alloy with > conductor filling
Radial Location, cyk
fraction of 0.7. Feedback Coil C is preferable over tht other two coil loca
tions. This coil is positioned just outside of the TF coil and is the easiest coilFig. ». The dependence of reactive power on normalized radial location,
to maintain. The -2MVA reactive power required 10 drive BiS coil is weflo». calculated with TSCforA = 4.5. n, = 1.74, and the geometry shown
within the 25 MW of recirculating power set aside for miscellaneous plant in Fig. 4. Simulation results were scaled to a common 50-mm displacement
needs. Furthermore a 50-mm displacement could not be tolerated by the Of*m.
divertor and represents a maximum design constraint
V. CONCLUSIONS
A prescription for choosing a plasma shape that minimizes the stored
energy in the PF coils has been developed. A benchmark of the PSTAB,
NOVA-W, and TSC codes indicated that a passive-stability analysis produced
by the less-expensive NOVA-W is comparable in accuracy to TSC. The
vacuum vessel was found t provide suitable passive stabilization fie.
/ > !J)rlpoirtKyiedb»tv*enri>eb<anl<sl(0.7-minc<iaidardOS-mouttxiard
thickness of scapeoff,firstwall, and blanket) and shield. The final ARIES-l
equilibrium configuration has the same A as, but larger a (• 1.45 m) and
Kj (- 13) than the case reported here. The larger a for constant blanket,
first-waU, and ecrapeofl thickness will improve passive stability (i.e., raise f).
However, the larger is will exacerbate the passive-stability problem. Further
analysis of the new design point is required to resolve fully the passive
stability of ARIES-I. An active-feedback power of ~ 2 MVA. was required to
suppress a 50-mm displacement of the magnetic axis with coils positioned
outside of the TF coils.
1
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C U R R E N T DRIVE ANALYSIS A N D S Y S T E M D E S I G N
FOR T H E ARIES-I T O K A M / K REACTOR
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THE ARIES DESIGN TEAM
Department of Mechanical, Aerospace and Nuclear Engineering
and Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1597.
A b s t r a c t : Fast wave current drive is selected as the pri
mary scenario for steady-state operation of the AR1ES-1 tokamak reactor- With the projected efficiency of *y = 0.3 —0.4, the
current drive method employs low-cost, off-the-shelf technology,
making it attractive compared to neutral beam current drive.
At a frequency of 158 MHz and a wave spectrum centered at
jV = 1.6. it is found that as much as 160 MW of power may be
required to drive the 4.7 MA seed current on ARIES-1. To gener
ate the desired current profile, the wave power is launched from
above the equatorial plane on the outboard edge of the plasmaA toroidal array of 12 folded waveguides forms the basic launcher
module which transmits the desired spectrum with a 95% direc
tivity. Efficiency of coupling to the high density scrape-off layer
is expected to be high ( >903o). The overalllauncher system con
sists of 4 modules delivering 192 M\V through 1.6% of the first
wall area. Each waveguide is envisaged to be a closed rectangular
box Hiadeof SiC/SiC fiber composites, with the conducting sur
faces formed by a copper coating on the inside of the structure.
With the klystrode as the transmitter, the overall RF system
efficiency can be as high as 72%. A viable alternative system
based on neutral beam current drive and RFQ technology has
also been designed.

the electrical efficiency of the RF fvstem is assessed. Fifth, a
ruirent drive scenario based on high energy neutral beams and
RFQ accelerators is highlighted. Finally conclusions are drawn
on the viability of the fast wave current drive system within the
ARIES-I reactor.
T a b l e I: Key Parameters of ARIES-I

N

Major Radius R
Minor Radius a
Aspect Ratio A
Elongation tegs
Triangularity 6$$
Field at Coil B
Field on Axis B
Plasma Current l
On-axis Safety Factor qo
Edge Safety Factor q"
Peak Density n,o
Average Density <n >
Separatrix Density n.
Peak Temperature T,o
Average Temperature < T , >
Toroidal Beta 0
Effective Charge Z , / /
Bootstrap Fraction Iss/Ip

6.52
1.40
4.5
1.6
0.47
23.75
12.95
10.92
1.30
3.29
1.82xl0
l£2xl0 >
1.0x10™
37.7
18.9
0.019
1.62
0.57
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p
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INTRODUCTION
ARIE5-I is a conceptual design of a commercial takamak
reactor which will be operational in 20-30 years [1]. The design
philosophy is based on conservative physics extrapolation from
the present database and projection of technological advances
in the intervening years. The main goal of the ARIES-I study
is to incorporate a high level of safety assurance and attractive
environmental features into an economically competitive reactor
design, as compared to fission reactors. As such, the major
characteristics of this device include steady-state operation, first
regime MHD stability, high magnetic held, low plasma current,
high recycling divertors, and ceramic fiber composites as the
structural material.
Table 1 lists the key parameters for the ARIES-I tokamak
reactor and those relevant to current drive |2|. Note that because
of the high on-axis magnetic field (13 T} and the relatively high
aspect ratio (A = 4.5) the resulting plasma current is modest
( f p = n MA J. With a projected bootstrap current fraction of
G.57. it is necessary only to drive a 4.7 MA seed current. The
high magnetic field also provides a unique environment for fast
wave current drive in a frequency range where the attractive
features of a folded waveguide antenna can be utilized. The
ARIES-I high recycling divertor region has a separatrix density
of 1.0 ID m"" . which is consistent with the average density
of 1.62 ' 1Q ™
at a peaking factor of 0.3, The resultant
liigh-densit> scrape-off layer (SOL) facilitates coupling of RF
power to the plasma. SfC/SiC fiber composites are proposed
as the structural material for the ARIES-) blanket, which has
favorable safety and environmental features. For similar reasons,
this materia! is used to construct the waveguides.
(
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In this paper, a current drive scenario is first determined
for ARIES- L Secondly, the primary current drive scenario using
fast waves is examined m some detail Thirdly, the design of the
launcher is described, with the folded waveguide as a basic unit.
The unique features of the launchers related to the copper-coated
5jf' composite structural material are also pointed out. Fourth,
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CURRENT DRIVER SELECTION
Many factors are taken into consideration in selecting a
suitable current driver for ARIES-I. Among them, the effi
ciency of the current driver, measured by the figure of merit
-i i = n|10 /m ]I[MA}R[m]/P[MW]) is a crucial parameter to
maximize, in order to minimize the cost of electricity (COE) of
the reactor. Equally important is the wall-plug to first-wall elec
trical efficiency of the power delivery system associated with the
current driver. Furthermore, the system unit cost (S/W) should
also be minimized,, which depends on the method of power gen
eration and the maturity of the technology involved within the
time frame of application. Other less quantifiable factors such as
system compatibility in a neutron environment, required space
for system components, first wall intrusion and system versatil
ity are also important. In the context of conservative physics
assumptions for ARlES-1, the current driver (CD) candidates
are narrowed down to neutral beams (NB), fast waves (FW) and
lower hybrid waves (LHW). Of these, LHW is particularly suited
to current generation in the plasma periphery at steady-state.
The advantages of multi-MeV NBCD in efficiency (f '•-0.6) is
offset by its relatively high power cost (~-S3/W) wherens for
FWC'D. efficiency is marginal (-> -^0.3-0.4) but the cost is com
paratively low (--S1.50/W). As a result, the impact of the choice
of current driver between NB and FW on the reactor COE ap
pears to be insignificant. For the ARIES-I design, FWCD is
chosen as the primary steady-stale scenario on which most of
the design, work is focused, with NBCD as a viable alternative.
20
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FAST WAVE C U R R E N T D R I V E S C E N A R I O
Substantial experience has accumulated in recent years
w»Jj> high power ICRF fast wave heating experiments in large
toroidal machir.es, notably J E T where 18 MW of power has been
launched and H-mode discharges have been achieved. Fast wave

n (m)

P5IHHT

Figure 1. | a | Ray trajectories for LHW ( # 3 ) and FW
(#5,6,7,8). See Table II for details, (b) Contributions to the
flux-surface averaged current density from bootstrap effect (H)
and RF waves (G). Solid curve indicates target equilibrium cur
rent while dashed curves show contributions from individual
Table II: Wave Parameters of Rays for Fig. 1
Ray #
3
5
6
7
S

f(GHz)

N|,
1.4
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

8.0
C.16
0.16
0.16
0.16

N,
0.0
8.0
8.0
4.0
4.0

«o

0.0
36.
27.
27.
18.

P(MW)
18.0
31.6
44.1
28.8
4.5

current drive has been observed and identified on JIPPTII-U,
JFT-2M and other smaller machines (3J iu the higher harmonic
regime, and more definitive experiments are now planned on
Dlll-D and JET. Most recently, JET |4) reported measurements
of direct electron heating by fast waves in the 1CRF. Based on
these latest results, it is anticipated that a sizable database on
FWCD will be developed in the coming years.
The fundamental crrrent drive process involves pushing
electrons via a rombinat.jn of the wave electric field (Landau
damping) and the JJVB force (TTMP) along the static magnetic
field. In this scenario, the frequency is set at 158 MHz so as to
locate the 2f resonance surface on the outboard edge of the
plasma and 1 he 2f surface inside the plasma near the inboard
edge. As a result, wave absorption by the energetic alphas
is completely avoided and only a few percent of the power is
deposited in the fuel ions. For a single-pass absorption scenario,
there exists a broad maximum of the CD efficiency in the spectral
region of N|| = 1.5-2.2. Generation of abroad seed current profile
requires the wave launchers to be located above the equatorial
plane on the low field edge of the plasma [5j.
fo

tT

To calculate the CD efficiency, i, a series of FW and LHW
ray tracing and equilibrium calculations using the RIP code [6]
are performed to obtain an empirical scaling of 7 as :

Figure 2.
aphragm).

Isometric View of Folded Waveguide (w/o Di

the magnetic axis which, together with their M|j evolution, re
sults in relatively weak damping per radial pass. Improved CD
efficiency is expected because the wave is damped on more en
ergetic electrons with vj|/v > 1 arid more power is deposited
in regions where trapped electron effects are weak. Turning of
the rays near the plasma boundary are the results of either re
fraction through the density gradient or cutoff in the SOL, and
not wail reflection. In this case, the current on axis is generated
by the fast waves after the initial transit of the rays. Fig. 1(b)
displays the contributions to the flux-6urface averaged current
density, defined as < j^B > / < B* >, from bootstrap effect
and RF waves, denoted by H(V>) and G{tl>) respectively. Rea
sonable agreement is obtained between the total driven current
H(i/')+G(</') (dotted curve) and the target equilibrium current
(solid curve), and the converged equilibrium attains parameters
close to those listed in Table I. With a total current of 10.6 MA
and CD power of 127 MW, 7I„I,,I=0.81 which, for a conservative
estiniate of I Q J / I,, =0.5, can lead to a much improved 1 of 0.4.
c

FAST W A V E L A U N C H E R D E S I G N
The folded waveguide antenna (8] is proposed as the basic
wave launching unit for the FWCD system. Each waveguide
ran be considered as a TE101 rectangular cavity folded in the
lo:-.g trans* erse dimension, with one end weakly coupled to the
plasma via apertures in alternate folds. Attractive features of
this innovative launcher concept include high power handling
capability (—40 M W / m ~ 4xloop), low impedance feedpoiDt
at the backplate, compact and robust structure which make it
particularly compatible to a reactor environment. Earlier low
power bench tests [9] ,,1 scaled-down versions of the waveguide at
the ORNL/RFTF facility produced results which agree with the
theory. In recent high power tests, (10] at 1-sec, 80 MHz, 200 kW
pulses, an E „ = 4 3 kV/cm has been recorded and multipactor
breakdown has been eliminated by careful conditioning of the
device. So far, the experimental database appears to confirm
the high power potential for this launcher.
2

m

MAfmHV)

= 0.72x < T, >

0 T T

(0.041 + 0.2350]

where • 7", • is in keV and 0.72 is an approximate correction
factor accounting for degradation due to trapped electron effects
[7|. For the ARIES-I parameters of Table I, 7=0.31 and, with
I B S 7 I = 0 . 5 7 the required CD power PCD ==160 MW, including
the LHW power.

A schematic of the folded waveguide unit designed for 158
MHz operat. m in ARIES-I is displayed in Fig. 2, with its
dimensions and performance parameters listed in Table III. Each
guide will have 6 folds, with a folded path length of 1.8 in which
is far above the TE10 cutoff but slightly below the T E cutoff
Presently various methods are under consideration to im
in order to minimize the radial thickness, which can be further
prove the CD efficiency, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1. shortened by introducing a diaphragm inside the structure. The
Here five ravs are used to simulate the launching of 109 MW of toroidal width of the folded guide is set to a quarter wavelength
FW power and 18 MW of LHW power into the ARIES-I plasma, of the dominant N|, wave component of the launched spectrum.
with the wave parameters given in Table II, where Ne and &o de To prevent destructive interference of the fields from adjacent
note the poloiHal refractive index and angle at the starting point
folds, the front of the guide is covered with a polarizing plate as
of flie rays, respectively. It is noted that very large Ne compo
shown in Fig. 1. In the apertures, Faraday shields in the form
nents are launched, which may be provided by the fine structure of 1 hin, horizontal rows of conductors are used to insure optima]
of the poloidal power distribution of the launcher and by phasing
coupling 1o the fast wave polarisation. At the back plate, a
the poloidallv stacked i.. :nna modules. In Fig. 1(a), the FW
tapered coax with a 10 cm diameter at the feedpoint (as in Fig.
rays undergo 3-4 radial transits before the wave power is totally
2) is used to inductively couple the power into the guide.
absorbed, 7% of which is deposited in tritium ions. Because of
the large initial N«, the FW rays are only weakly focused towards
Coupling of t h e wave power from t h e individual launcher t o
P

(

2 0

front vlaw

I h b l e I I I : Folded Waveguide Parameters (w/o Diaphragm)
6
0.10
0.30
0.20
0.60
1.80
1.12
4.0
0.98
18.0

Number of Folds
Unfolded Waveguide Height b
Toroidal Widili
Toroidal H'idtli of Vaw
Poloidal Height
Unfolded Waveguide Width
Radial Thirkness
Power Transmitted
Coupling Efficiency
Peak Electrir Field E „
O I

m
m
m
m
ni
m
MW
kV/cm

the plasma is investigated using the FWQcode [10]. For the liigh
density SOL in ARIES-f, with n = I 0 m ~ at the separatrix
and I 0 m * at the first wail, the coupling efficiency is found
to be 9R%. [i should be mentioned that the coupling efficiency
is sensitive to Hie plasma edge conditions and this dependence
certainly deserves further investigation* For a transmitted power
of 4 MW per guide, the peat electric field is found to be 18
kV/riu, well within the present achievable limit. Fig. 3 shows
ihe poloidal and toroidal profile of the toroidal wave magnetic
field from a single waveguide at the plasma surface. The discrete
structure of the field due to the three radiating apertures is
noted* lending, support to the high Ng used in the previous CD
calculations.
2 0

F i g u r e 4. End and Side Views of Folded Waveguide with
Diaphragm.
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simple diaphragm structure of finite thickness [13] into each
waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4. This diaphragm (or obstacle)
is a transverse ridge placed midway along the axis, where the
waveguide height is reduced from b to b', having an aspect ratio
of b ' / b . It essentially acts as a capacitor that effectively reduces
the waveguide axial wavelength.
Approximate design, curves of the waveguide thickness as
a function of the diaphragm (or obstacle) thickness and aspect
ratio have been obtained for the transverse dimensions given
in Table fit. For a waveguide thickness of 0.8 m, the design
obstacle is 0-2 m thick and 0,055 m high. Even though the
peak electric field is approximately doubled to 36 kV/cm for the
same stored energy in the guide, this value is still well within
the limit. The shape and edges of the obstacles (and vanes)
can be contoured to substantially reduce the local electric fields.
Joule dissipation in the walls may be increased but detailed wave
calculations are needed for an accurate assessment. I t i s evident
from the resonant wave structure that peak dissipation occurs
at the front and back ends, and at the side walls midway along
the waveguide axis. Horizontal coolant tubes can be placed near
tlie ends without affecting the waveguide performance while the
diaphragm can provide space for coolant flow and extra support
for the vanes, if desired. Cooling of the SiC structure and its
required thickness are outstanding issues which remain to be
addressed in detail.

It is proposed to build the folded waveguide launcher with
SiC/SiO-fiber composite structural material to t a l e advantage of
its low activation, low decay aftexheat, high strength and other
favorable thenno-mechanical properties ( l l j . For non-irradiated
SiC, the relative dielectric constant is 10 and the loss tangent
is 10~ . At 158 MHz, the power dissipation ratio through
a 1.0 cm slab of SiC is 0.009% with a reflection coefficient
of 0.016, implying that the thin SiC slab or the first wall
coolant tubes are essentially transparent to the fast waves. With
3

F i g u r e 3. Poloidal and Toroidal Profile of Wave Magnetic Field
due to a Single Folded Waveguide at the Plasma Surface.
adequate cooling, the waveguide structure can then be envisaged
as a closed rectangular box made of thin (<1.0 cmj SiC walls.
Through plasma spraying or CVD processes, a 0.02 mm thick
copper coating is applied where a conducting surface is needed,
surh ap i he inside wall and vane surfaces, tne front polarizing
plate and the Faraday shield. A high quality vacuum (< 1 0
torn rnu easily be maintained inside the dosed, well-conditioned
waveguide strurture. which is completely shielded from plasma
particles, thus enhancing the possibility that ultra-high electric
field? ( -50 kV/cm) can be sustained without breakdown. An
initial assessment indicates that if the copper plating is only
several skin depth thick, the waveguide structure should be
relatively transparent to a typical disruptive load. Further
t i d i e s are feeing conducted to confirm this finding.
_ T

To fii the waveguide launchers inside the vacuum vessel,
'V2\ the radial thickness of the waveguide must be reduced
to O.A m. This reduction can be achieved by introducing a

The overall launching system consists of 4 waveguide mod
ules capable of delivering 192 MW of p iwer through 1.6% of
the first wall area. To launch the desired wave spectrum, each
module is designed to be 3.6 m wide, 0.6 m high, and consists of
a toroidal array of 12 waveguides with a 90° phase shift between
adjacent guides. Simulations with a 2-D magnetostatic loop an
tenna code, CAV2D, [14] indicate that a maximum directivity of
0.95 is possible with such a module. The four launcher modules
are located in two special blanket segments, each accommodat
ing two poloidally stacked modules (at 0a=25°, 46°), in order to
generate the target equilibrium seed current profile [12],
RF SYSTEM DESIGN
Design of the RF support system for the fast wave current
driver in ARfES-l is in its preliminary stage. For now, it
is anticipated that this system will use primarily off-the-shelf
technology and only a modest development program is required
o upgrade the operating parameters of its key eonipone-ntsA* 158 MHz. Ihr most viable choice for the RF transmitter
appears to be the kJystrode, '15] a linear beam device having the
desirable features of both a klystron and a tetrode. These lubes
are commonly used as transmitters in UHF-TV stations and
are available in sub-MW CW units having an efficiency of 7075%. Willi n reasonable development program, a 90% efficiency
should be within rfach. Issues related to stable phasing of the
waveguide array and high power coax transmission in a neutron
environment are perceived to be solvable in the near future given
the appropriate amount of Ri^D effort. As given in Table IV, the
maximum projected system electrical efficiency, from wail plug
to first wall, is 72%. Presently, the RF power cost is project
to be S1.50/W, but if 5 MW units of the klystrode are indeed
f

T a b l e I V : P r o j e c t e d R F S y s t e m Efficiency

DC Power Supply
RF Transmitter (Klvstrode)
Transmission Line. Matching & Phase-Shift Circuits
Launcher Coupling Efficiency
Launcher Directivity
Overall Elertriral Efficiency

CONCLUSIONS

0.95
0.90
0.90
0.98
0.96
0.72

a v a i l a b l e , t h e cost c a n b e f u r t h e r lowered t o $ 1 / W .
NEUTRAL BEAM C U R R E N T DRIVE

SYSTEM

An a l t e r n a t i v e c u r r e n t d r i v e s c e n a r i o b a s e d o n high e n e r g y
n e u t r a l b e a m s h a s a l s o been c o n s i d e r e d for t h e A R I E S - I reac
t o r . In u e x t - g r u e r a t i o n t o k a m a k s , s u c h a s I T E R , N B C D is t h e
l e a d i n g o p t i o n for s t e a d y - s t a t e o p e r a t i o n b e c a u s e of its d e v e l o p 
ing d a t a b a s e , a t t r a c t i v e C D efficiency {•) = 0 . 6 | a n d its p r o j e c t e d
c a p a b i l i t y for profile c o n t r o l . However, in r e a c t o r a p p l i c a t i o n s ,
n e u t r a l b e a m s in excess of 2 MeV will b e r e q u i r e d for core c u m i t
d r i v e , i m p l v i n g m a j o r R & D efforts i n n e w t e c h n o l o g i e s b e y o n I
t h o s e of I T E R .
N B C D c a l c u l a t i o n s a r e p e r f o r m e d t o d e t e r m i n e t h e rcc[uire6
C D [jower for t h e s?f of A R I E S - I p a r a m e t e r s s h e w n in T a b l e 1.
T o p r o d u c e t h e r e q u i r e d seed c u r r e n t profile, t w o 2 M e V b e a m lines a r e u s e d : (11 3 5 H W w i t h RTOTI = 6-52 m ( i n b o a r d ) a n d
(2) SO M W with R „ = 7 . I 3 in ( o u t b o a r d ) . B e a m d e p o s i t i o n is
c a l c u l a t e d with t h e 2 - D M o n t e - C a r l o c o d e N F R E Y A , i n c l u d i n g
m u l t i - s t e p i o n i z a t i o n effects [16]. T o e n s u r e c o n s i s t e n c y w i t h t h e
A R I E S - l s t a b l e e q u i l i b r i u m , t h e s a m e 2-D flux s u r f a c e g e o m e 
t r y p r o d u c e d by t h e N E Q c o d e is used iD t h e c a l c u l a t i o n s . F i g .
5 s h o w s t h e l>or>tstrap, seed, N B a n d e q u i l i b r i u m
flux-surface
a v e r a g e d c u r r e n t d e n s i t y profiles, d e n o t e d r e s p e c t i v e l y b y j # s ,
j»rrrf. j.YB a n d j i u f . A s c a n b e s e e n , t h e N B - d r i v e n c u r r e n t profile
agTees well w i t h t h a t of t h e seed c u r r e n t . In t h i s c a s e , 8S M W of
N B power is used t o drive a seed c u r r e n t of 4.7 M A w i t h 0 . 4 %
s h i n e t h r o u g h , l e a d i n g t o -v=0,6.

Fast wave c u r r e n t d r i v e h a s b e e n s t u d i e d a s a s t e a d y - s t a t e
o p e r a t i n g s c e n a r i o in a c o m m e r c i a l t o k a m a k r e a c t o r s u c h a s
A R I E S - I . P r o v i d e d t h a t t h e d a t a b a s e will b e d e v e l o p e d a n d
t h e C D efficiency m a i n t a i n e d a t -y —0.3-C.4, t h i s t e c h n i q u e
e m p l o y s relatively i n e x p e n s i v e , efficient, n e a r - t e r m t e c h n o l o g y
which m a k e s it a t t r a c t i v e c o m p a r e d t o n e u t r a l b e a m c u r r e n t
drive. T h e high field in A R I E S - I offers a u n i q u e e n v i r o n m e n t t o
utilize t h e special f e a t u r e s of t h e folded w a v e g u i d e as a r e a c t o r c o m p a t i b l e l a u n c h e r u n i t . C o n s t r u c t i o n of t h e w a v e g u i d e a s a
closed s t r u c t u r e w i t h c o p p e r - c o a t e d S i C c o m p o s i t e s walls f u r t h e r
enhances its high power handling capability. As a result, a
r a t h e r c o m p a c t l a u n c h e r s y s t e m t h a t devlivers 192 M W of p o w e r
t h r o u g h l.fi% of t h e first wall a r e a is realized. However, t w o
m a j o r issues need t o h e s t u d i e d : (1) c o o l i n g of t h e w a v e g u i d e
s t r u c t u r e , a n d ( 2 | d e p e n d e n c e of w a v e c o u p l i n g efficiency o n
plasma edge conditions.
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Abstract
The requirements for the development of large, very high
field superconducting tokamaks are investigated. The supercon
ducting material, the structure and the integration issues are in
vestigated for both the toroidal field coils and the poloidal field
coils. The interaction between the two system (out-of-plane and
heating) are studied. Near term and longer term materials are
compared. However, no materials or properties that have not
been determined in the laboratory have been assumed.
Introduction
ARJES-1 is a conceptual tokamak reactor design based on
advanced technology and modest extrapolation from the present
physics data base. A major feature of the ARIES-I reactor is
the use of high fields at the coil. The design and feasibility
issues of the toroidal Held magnet system are critical. This pa
per discusses the design approaches for superconducting magnet
svstems with > 20T fields at the coil.
The HFCTR design incorporated the useot hie;h held and
-•per h.gh held concepts have recently been considered . In this
papeT. we discuss magnet design for the verv high fields used in
ARIES-I'.
Incorporating these concepts and materials into toroidal
and poloidal field magnets suitable for a commercial tokamak
reactor constitutes a difficult challenge. Due to the high field
and large Lorentz loads, innovative uses of high strength materi
als and support structures are required. The choice of propeties
of advanced magnet materials (both for the conductor and the
structure) has been limited to those already attained in the labo
ratory although extrapolations to the size* and lengths required
lor use
a tokamak fusion power reactor may be required.
1

3

3

' jrrently NbjSn baaed superconductors are capable of
prod, -ing field* up to about 20 T in short (ample*. Obtaining
fields greater than this will require the development of a higher
field superconductor. The choice of superconducting material
arr presented in §2.
Advanced structural materials with allowables beyond 900
MPa would be desirahle, although not required. Both isotropic
and composite materials are under consid-^'ion for structural
application in the high field magnets. The choices for structural
materials are discussed in §3.
Advanced structural design, such as using strong loadcarrying stabilizer, grading the conductor ana carefully match
ing the strains between the different magnet components are
' Work supported by USDOE
This work performed under appointment to the Magnetic
Fusion Energy Fellowship which is administered for the V. S
Department of Energy by Oak Ridge Associated Universities.
!

helpful. Details of this optimization are described in §4. Special
-Uention is given to the system integration, to the structural
conceptual design choices (out-of-plaur structureis described in
§5) and to the cryogenics (pulsed loads, thermal magnet insula
tion) for both toroidal and poloidal field magnets. The poloidal
field system for ARIES-I is described in §6.
Finally, research areas critical to the successful develop
ment of high field magnets for fusion applications are identified.
2. S u p e r c o n d u c t o r s
High field operation requires advanced, high performance
superconductors. Currently available NbsSn alloys'* are capa
ble of producing fields up to about 20 Teslas. Obtaining fields
greater than this requires the development of a higher field ma
terial. For fields greatt. than about 20 T. only three supercon
ductors have demonstrated the capability of carrying sufficient
current density. NbN is capable of J = 10'A/cm at B, = 22T,
while NbjAl and Nbj(At,Ge) are capable of J = 3*10'* A / c m
at B = 2-JT and 3 IT, respectively. The only advantage of NbN
over NbjAl may be strain and irradiation insensitivity How
ever, as NbjAl and Nbj(Al,Ge) are less sensitive to strain and
neutron irradiation than NbjSn , severe limits are not expected
Figure 1 shows the current density vs field for NbjAl and
Nb (AI,Ge) . These levels of performance have only been ob
tained in a superconducting tape (after irradiation with electron
beams), and there is yet no known method of obtaining similar
performance in a multinlamentary wire. In order to stay within
the developmental assumption that the material exist in the lab
oratory, we have assumed that the tape is used in the high field
region.
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Fig 1 Critical current density for Nbj(Al,Ge] tape prepared by
electron beam irradiation (from reference 5)

2
The strain sensitivity of NbaSn and NbsAl is shown in Fig
ure 2 (from reference 7|. The value of 2?' has been normalized
to the maximum (nearly strain free) value £ * . Not only is the
value of B'
larger for Nbj(Al.Ge) than for the ternarv allocs
but its sensitivity to strain is less.
Jn the toroidal field magnet, several graded of conductors
are used. Nh,iAl,Ge] is used at high field (> 18T), Nb 5n is
used for intermediate held ( > 6T) and NbTi is used for low hdd.
a

J m

in

1

1

Certain Ti alloys ' may also be good materials for cryo
genic applications. Yield stress as high as 1892 MPa has been
reported at •) K, although with low fracture toughness. The al
lowed strength would be in the range 1100 - 1300 MPa It ma
ne passible to improve the strength-toughness relationship bv
furll.er optimization of alloi ing

3

3.0 Structural materials
Both i^otropu rtiid ounpusite material:* are under cons.deration for structural application in the magnets. The isotropic
materials could be used by themselves or combined with fibers to
obtain inreases in b^ih strength and moduli (to reduce strains*.
Th-- consequences <ti using the isotropic and anisotropic mater.
aU are described in §-J.
3.1 Isotropic materials
Commercially available structural steels currently have ul
timate tensile stresses (UTS) in the neighborhood of 1 . 8 - 2 G P i .
(allowable equivalent stress 600 - 800 MPa) ' ' . Also com
mercially available, but not necessarily optimized for low tem
perature applications, are the Ni-Co and Ni-Ti maraging steels.
Depending on the particular composition and aging of the steel,
the cryogenic UTS ranges from 2.2 - 3.7 GPa." The largest UTS
materials tend to have the lowest fracture toughness, so it is not
clear what maximum allowable stress is acceptable. Detailed
cryogenic characterization of these materials is currently being
performed and will aid in determining the applicability of these
materials.' ft is not known whether alloying can improve the
fracture toughness without simultaneously reducing the UTS.
The Fe-Mn and Fe-Cr alloys have been developed by the
Japanese specifically for cryogenic applications' . They are dis
tinguished by high strength and fracture toughness at LHe tem
perature ( J — 1550 MPA, K, - 200 MPa^/in). As shown
in Figure A these materials show a tradeoff between strength
and toughness. Thus, with minor variations in the amounts of
alloying additions, it may be possible to develop an alloy with
much higher strength and sufficient, although reduced, fracture
'oiiehness For 25Cr-15Ni. this tradeoff can be expressed as'*
s

<1

3

c

K, - 1M< -i> 251<r, - 13901
where K
is in M P a in and <r, is in MPa. This relationjs
,hown in figure A For cr - 160(1 MPa, K, - 137 M P a ' « providing an allowable equivalent tensile stress of 12O0 MPa
*hile maintaining iufficient toughness.
u

v
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A large number of tibrous materials exist that have longi
tudinal UTS in the range of J.l - 7.0 GPa. These materials
have longitudinal tensile modulus in the range of 150 GPa •
700 GPa. The primary fibrous materials under consideration
are polymers. C and S i C .
Applications employing these
materials depend not only on the properties of the fiber, but
on the ability to fabricate the material in a composite with sat
isfactory properties in every direction. As fibers tend to have
poor transverse compressive strength, magnet applications re
quire the incorporation of the fibers into a matrix that can sup
port the compressive loads in the inner leg. For this reason, only
metal matrix composites (MMCs) are considered. The isotropic
materials discussed previously are primary matrix candidates.
1 5 , 1 6 1 7

10
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3.2 Anisotropic materials: fibers and c o m p o s i t e s

c

v

Of all the available fibers, the best combination of mechan
ical properties, availability, cost and applicability is found in
carbon. Carbon fibers have been reported with 5 / u . T 5 7 GPa
and with Ef > 700 CPa (not simultaneously)' . These fibers
are inherently anisotropic, with £722 < 0.1 r?/ii, where £ / J J is
the transverse Young's modulus. This may prove advantageous
for TF coil structural applications. By aligning the fibers with
the vertical (tensile) load, the fibers provide very high vertical
modulus and strength. Owing to the very low £/ja> however,
the radial load is concentrated in the matrix. Thus, the loads
are concentrated in the material best suited (o support them.
In graphite, the carbon atoms axe arranged in hexago
nal layers, causing highly anisotropic bonding and mechanical
behaviour . In the layer planes (A and B), where high strength
carbon bonding occurs, the Young's modulus is about 1000 GPa.
Norma] to those planes (along the c-axis), the layers are bonded
together by weak van der W'aals bonds, so the modulus is only
35 GPa. The quality of carbon fibers and the ability to control
their properties depends on obtaining a high degree of preferred
orientation of the hexagonal planes.
The sensitivity of mechanical properties to the degree of
orientation of the layer planes leads to a broad range of ob
tainable C fiber properties. A strength/stiffness tradeoff exists.
Thus, a fiber can be developed to provide optimized composite
properties for a particular application.
Carbon fibers retain very good mechanical properties over
a broad temperature range. For application in an MMC, how
ever, one serious limitation must be overcome: high tempera
ture reactions with nickel. The most probable mechanisms iV,r
thr .lecline in strength observed in Ni coated gTaphite fibers are
-ii. irH-catalyzed graphitization and reduced fiber size due to CNi interdiffusion .
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Recent results indicates that C/N'i reactions can be pre
vented by coating carbon fibers with a diffusion barrier that
stabilizes the interface The most promising coating materials
are SiC and CoW. C.'SiC fibers have been produced at MiT
with very good results
Unfortunately, the only production
method known is chemical vapor deposition (CVD). which is
an inherently slow and expensive process. C/CoW fibers have
been produced by N1ST and American Cyanamid with very
good results", CoW, selected because it is carbide forming,
is directly electrodeposited onto the fiber, forming a layer ..f
C o W C and/or Co VV C at the interface
As a result, nt>
change in the size of the fibers occurred after annealing at Null C
for 2-1 hours in N'i. The protective barrier may be thinner ttian
O.ljim and still be effective. Electrodeposition is significant!.
faster than CVD (two orders of magnitude) and allows very gu. „1
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Inuinttc Strain (%)
Fig 2 Effect of uniaxial strain un the upper.critical field of prac
tical A15 supercunducturs (from reference 7)
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per coil). The mechanical strain refers to the vertical strain
thermal and primary mechanical (no bending). The mechanical
stress then refers to the mechanical strain times the moduli.
The conductor properties for each grade for the case of low
strength/low mcdjli are shown in Table 2. The coil inner leg
cross section is in Figure 4.
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5 Out-of-plane c o n s i d e r a t i o n s
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Fig J Tradeoff between strength and Irai-turr Muirhness at 4.2
K. ifrom reference 13)
control of the W concentration gradient. By maintaining a con
centration gradient in VV, mobile dislocations in the composite
experience an increasing resistance to motion when approaching
the fiber/matrix interface. This provides increased strength and
toughness.
Although there are a number of feasibilty issues to be eval
uated, there are numerous potential solutions to the structural
problem in the high field magnet, both with isotropic materials
and MMCs.
4 T F Coil d e s i g n and o p t i m i z a t i o n
Each coil of (he ARIES-i TF magnet consists of 14 plates,
with the conductor wound into grooves. The coils were designed
subject to the following constraints: superconductor stability,
quench protection, superconductor strain (including thermal),
stress and strain limits in the structure at, i fabricability. 5
grades of conductor winding pack are employed. For B > 18 T.
Nb (Al,Ge) tapes are deposited onto a CuNb substrate. Thr
tapes are stacked and wound into the plate. An alternative \o
CuNb substrate is Al.'SiC composite. For B > 6 T, oiultifilamentary Nb Sn superconductor is employed. For B < 6 T,
NbTi is sufficient.
s
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The toroidal dimension of each plate is fixed at 8.5 cm.
The groove depth is determined such that sufficient thickness
remains to support the vertical and radial loads. The vertical
load is calculated assuming constant vertical strain across the
inner leg. The radial loads builds up from the outer radius of
the inner leg to the inside bore (where the coil meets the bucking
cylinder |. The rate of increment of radial load is the product
of the local magnetic field and the winding pack current. The
radial load is transmitted radially inward, so the required plate
thickness IB largest in the low field region of the coil. The con
ductor thickness in the radial dimension (the distance between
grooves) is determined from the winding pack cun-ent, the con
ductor current density and the toroidal groove depth. The cur
rent and current density dnermine the required conductor area,
so the groove depth determines the required spacing. Coolant
requirements are baaed upon 2rnW cm uniform throughout the
r.ojl la conservative assumption, since oiilv the highest held turn
<i'r,„U pynerienrr* llus l^vel ..[ heating)

In ARIES, there are very large out-of-plane loads Figure
5 shows the distribution of the loads along the coils, starting
from the inner midplane. The poloidal field configuration of the
baseiine case was used (see Peng). The support of these toads is
described in this section.
The coils are supported against the radial loads by a thick
bucking cylinder. The thickness of this cylinder is determined by
the radial loads. The out-of-plane loads generated in the inner
leg of the magnet are also supported by the bucking cylinder.
Above and below the bucking cylinder there is a shell (cap).
The inner part of this shell is a full continuation of the bucking
cylinder. The poloidaj field coils adjacent to this structure are
supported by it. The outer part of the cap/poloidal field assem
bly is fully vacuum insulated. Removal of these poloidal field
coils is accomplished by removing the entire cap. This simpli
fies the modular assembly and maintenance of the machine (see
reference 23).
There is no insulation between the cap and the toroidal
field magnets. For more details about the cryogenic aspects of
the design, see Grotz .
A thick-shell code is used to calculate the out-uf-plane
stresses. The model used is based on the orthotropic toroidal
shell model. The model treats the superstructure assembly as
a thick, continuous orthotropic shell. The thickness of the shell
and the elastic moduli (allowed to be different in two directions)
are allowed to vary along the lenght of the shell. The treat
ment is axisymmetric. but by appropriately ' liangine the moduli
along the shell it is possible to study the global effects of ports
(stress concentrations would require a full 3-d analysis, beyond
the scope of this work). It is assumed that the loads are trans
ferred locally to the superstructure, i.e., the coils themselves do
not react the out-of-plane loads.
The code is used in order to determine the thickness of the
cap. The maximum shear stresses in the cap are limited to 300
MPs; however, the thickness of ranstraiueii !•• be at least uuf.
m thick, for structural integrity.
23
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Table I
Global Characteristics o f t h e T F m a g n e t

Field at the case IT]
Current pack Ik A)
Superconductor moduli (GPa)
Stabilizer moduli 1 GPa)
Plate moduli (GPA)
Allowable stress (MPa)

2:1.8
JOu
175
185
210
1000

toroidal thickness

0.085

of plate (m)

300
1000

300
1200

Radial build (m)

21.4
1.03

21.6
102

->t.l
0.85

Mechanical strain (%]
Mechanical stress (MPa)

0.34
676

0.25
682

0.30
807

Stored energy per dump
circuit (GJ)

4.14

4 13

391

J magnet

3

( 'r»\ parameters are in Table 1 Three cases are considered:
a; low strength, lot* ni..duli, h; l..n aurngeh. h/gh moduli, (linl
c| high strength, high moduli There are 32 dump circuits itwo
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Tabic II
Grading of the T F m a g n e t
L o w - m o d u l u s and low-strength case

Table III
P o l o i d a l Field M a g n e t Constraints

(.itade I
mf
NbTi

oraiie 'i
mf
N'b^Sn

Grade 3
mf
NbjSn

Grade 4 Grade 5
tape
taoe
Nb (Al, Nb (Al.

-1.0
-1.65
6.58

11.0
3.14
11.06

18.0
0.498
6.45

20.5
0.251
10.57

0.19-»
8.88

Areas (10" m )
Superconductor
Structure
Conductor
He
Cable space
Total area
Plate
Insulation

0.432
7.75
8.19
0.659
8.85
71.3
59 1
335

0.639
7.75
8.39
0.665
906
93.9
81.0
3.87

4.03
7.75
11.8
0.74-3
12.5
65.2
49.5
3.19

8.01
14.8
22.B
5.02
27.8
65.8
34.8
3.21

10.3
18.2
28.6
5.44
34.0
6S.0
27.7
3.19

Conductor
width
radial thickness

1.-16
6.07

0.975
929

2.07
6.04

3.72
6.12

480
5.96

0.947

0924

0.658

0.648

0,638

3 76

3.68

3.07

U078

U.UO

IMI77

1.84
O.078

1.28
0.07

conducLor
Field of split iT)
Sc current (10 A ' m - ]
Critical temperature | K |
s

1

3

3

24.1

3

fraction of stabilizer
3

Plate thidtness ( 1 0 ' mi
Ratii<il dimension ul turn

Figure 6 shows the resulting thickness of the cap for the
luads shown in Figure 5. Two ports have been assumed, one
for removing the divertor targets and another on the midplane.
The thickness of the superstructure is increased in these areas in
order to reinforce it. Elsewhere, the cap thickness varies between
0.05 and 0.2 m away from the bucking cylinder. Id order to
fabricate such a cap, the thickness variation should be smoothed
out.
The resulting shear stresses are shown in Figure 7. The
shears in the bucking cylinder due to the out-of-plane loads are
about 75 MP?., (the thickness of the bucking cylinder is deter
mined mainly by the radial loads and it it fixed at 0.95 tnj. Note
that there is a reversal of the shear stresses in the inner top of
the superstructure, occuring at about a height of 3 ID. At this
location, the shears that react the out-of-plane loads are small,
and as a consequence, the out-of-plaxie structure can be discon
tinuous. The fact that the supcrctructure be discontinuous at
a point is very important in order to be albe to take the sys
tem apart (if the superstructure were in one piece, the chosen
modular maintenace and assembly methods would not work).
We have analyzed several scenarios to determine the height
of the region with zero shear. These include different OH bias,
different plasma pressure (to simulate startup and shut-down),
and simple disruption scenarios (for all the cases described above)
We have found that the location of the zero shear varies by only
a few cm for these cases. Furthermore, some shear capability can
be provided across the gap by keying the caps and the bucking
cylinder together.
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Fig 4 Cross section of the coil in the midplane.

system is only 12 T and pulsed losses in the PF system are mod
est in comparison with those of the toroidal field (TF) system,
becauss of the much smaller volume of superconductor required.
Ill 1986, the ITER Magnet groups held a workshop that es
tablished design allowables for the superconducting magnets *.
These are listed in Table III, along with suggested additional
constraints on energy and power balance criteria for recovery
from disturbances. The ARIES PF design follows the ITER
recumntendations, with the exception that the Tresca mem
brane stress allowable is 800 MPa for ITER and 1000 MPa lor
ARIES, All PF magnets are self-supporting against tensile loads
and the central solenoid is self-supporting against vertical loads.
The ARIES coils are more conservative than those of ITER in
2
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6,1 P F S y s t e m Design
The P F coils in ARIES are external to the TF system.
They are superconducting, using internally-cooled, cable-m-condi
conductor The conductors are internally-cooled composites of
capper and binary NbjSn. The design of the poloidal field (PF)
magnet system does not share the feasibility and development
issues of the TF system. ARIES has a steady-state plasma and
a modest plasma current of l i . l MA. The peak field in the PF

drtcinr* lioni roil 'ml

Fig 5 Out-of-plane load distribution for the worse case analvi^d
as a function of the distance along the coij (starting at the
inner midplane)

5
materials that exist in the laboratory (both structure and super
conductor), it is possible to design 24 T field superconducting
lukamafc reactors.
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And The ARIES Team
Abstract: For the ARIES-I tolcamak power reactor design,
we evaluated two gas-cooled, low-activation ceramic blanket
designs, a 5 MPa helium-cooled design, and a 0.5 MPa COj gascarried L l | S i 0 particulate design. The more extensive data
base available for tbe helium-cooled option b&s led to tbe se
lection of this optioa as our reference design. Tbe selected
ARJ.ES-I blanket design uses SiC composite as tbe structural
material, 5 MPs helium as t i c coolant, L i , S i 0 as tbe solid tri
tium breeder, and Be metal pellets as the neutron multiplier.
This combination of materials provides tbe design of a high nu
clear performance blanket with high outlet temperature, good
neutron multiplication, and adequate tritium breeding. It is
a low-activation design that satisfies the criteria for 10CFR61
Class-C shallow land waste disposal and achieves inherent safety
since it produces negligible afterheat, thus virtually eliminating
the possibility of radioactivity release to the public.
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Introduction

The ARIES research program is a multi-institutional effort
to develop several version of the tokamak as an attractive fu
sion reactor wjtb enhanced economic, safety, and environmental
features [1]. The ARIES-] design is a DT-burning, 1000 MW(e)
(net) reactor based on modest extrapolation from the present
physics database and featuring advanced technology such as
utilization of very high-field superconducting magnets and a lowactivation blanket [lj. The ARIES-! blanket uses low-activation
SiC composites as tbe structural material. To enhance the blan
ket energy multiplication, Be metal is used as the neutron mul
tiplier. We evaluated two blanket designs for ARIES-I. The
first one uses Li,Si0 as the solid tritium breeding materia), in
the form of a dilute suspension of fine particles (5 to 10 fjm
in diameter} in s 0.5 MPa pressure COj carrier gas as tbe
4

blanket coolant. The second one uses LiaSiCKi in stationary form
and 5 MPa pressure helium gas as the coolant. Since the per
formance of the two designs is similar, and due to the relative
availability of design data, we have selected the helium-cooled
option as the reference blanket for tbe ARIES-I reactor design.
This paper summarizes the choice of reference blanket design,
the results of material selection, mechanical design, neutrtmies
analysis, thermal-hydraulic analysis, power conversion system
design, tritium extraction, and safety evaluation.

Coolant Selection

We investigated two coolants for the ARIES-I blanket
design: a 5 MPa helium coolant design and an innovative, gascarried solid lithium particulate design. The 5 MPa helium gas,
due to its chemical inertness and transparency to neutrons, is
a natural coolant foT fusion reactors [2]. Being a gas, helium
has to operate at relatively high pressure to provide good heat
transfer and acceptable pumping power. When solid particles
are mixed into the gas BtTeam, the mixture will have a much
higher volumetric beat capacity than the pure gas. In compar
ison, for the same heat transfer coefficient, the mixture of par
ticulate and gas will have lower volume now rate and pumping
power, than a gas-only design [3,4]. For fusion application, an
additional advantage for using a Li particulate and gas mixture
is that the blanket coolant is also the carrier of the breeder ma
terial. This facilitates tritium extraction outside of tbe blanket
and greatly reduces tritium inventory when compared to sta
tionary solid breeder designs. This concept also eliminates the
uncertainties of the helium purge flow tritium extraction design
and solid breeder behavior under neutron irradiation for station
ary breeder designs and may, thus, lead to much lower blanket

•Present eddVess: Advanced Cryomagneties, P.O. Box 210132, San Diego, California 92121.
'Permanent address: Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka, Ibaraki, Japan.

development cost. At the same time, the mechanical design com
plexity related to the tritium purge flaw system is eliminated.
When a higher density gas like C 0 is used as the carrier gas,
lower coolant pressure can be used while maintaining similar
heat removal capability with that of a high-pressure helium devigii- The use of a ceramic composite as the structural material
then becomes more attractive since the primary pressure stress
will be lower by a factor of ten from that of the helium coolant
pressure of 5 MPs- As the solid breeder is being circulated,
we can adjust the blanket tritium brreiiiug performance during
operation by adjusting the Li enrichment of the breeder parti
cles. When these potential advantages were identified, it became
obvious that we had to seriously consider this COs-particulate
coolant concept for the ARIES-I blanket design.
2
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There are two key design uncertainties associated with this
innovative concept. They are the potential problems of parti
cle and wall erosion and the circulation of particles both inside
and outside of the blanket module. The use of gas-p&rticulate
mixtures as a coolant in fission reactors was investigated
extensively m the I960's [4]. It was shown that erosion problem
could be solved by using graphite as the circulating particle ma
terial. There were limited erosion experiments performed with
AI7O3 on aluminum alloys [5< which indicated an erosion thresh
old effect exists. That is, when the particle size is reduced, and
the kinetic energy of a tangle particle reaches a certain minimum
level, erosion cannot be measured. On the other hand, it is also
true that the erosion effect is very sensitive to the properties
and configuration of the impinging particles and surface mate
rial. Due to the lack of experimental erosion data of LL1S1O4 on
SiC composite material, we remained skeptical on evaluating the
erosion lifetime of this particulate blanket design. In order to
enhance the credibility of the ARIES-I blanket design, we have
sclectc to base our blanket design on the more conventional
high-pressure helium 02 the blanket coolant and have left the
innovative low-pressure CO2 L14S1O4 particulate design for the
future when relevant erosion data arc available.

Breeding Material

L14S1O4 bas been selected as the tritium breeding material
for the ARIES-] blanket design because of its chemical stabil
ity compared to LijO, and its low-induced radioactivity compared to LiAtOa which can generate A1, which has a half-life
of 0.73 million years. Even though Li Si0 has a lower lithium
atomic density than Li^O, adequate tritium breeding can be
obtained when Be is used as the neutron multiplier [8].
2B
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Neutron Multiplier

Be metal is the best choice of low-activation neutron
multiplier, since it does not have any other elements like oxygen
to compete for the available neutrons. The key drawback for
the use of Be is the limited resource of this material. Based on
the ARIES-I geometry, we found that 400 to 500, 1000 MW(e}
reactors could be supported by using the present United States'
beryllium reserve. When recycling of Be is applied, still more
reactors could be supported [8]. In the design of the ARIES-I
blanket, the Be metal is also used for increasing (be energy mul
tiplication. Neutron multiplication by (n 2n) reactions give
excess neutrons which are captured in Si to produce energy.
The blanket energy multiplication is 1,36 when Be is used, as
compared to 1.05 when Be is not used j8].
r

Blanket Configuration Design

The reference ARJES-I blanket is a 5 MPa helium-cooled,
stationary sphere-pac Be multiplier and Li^SiOn breeder design.
The SiC composite blanket module is illustrated in Fig. 1. It
consists of the radial zones of the first wall, neutron multi
plier, breeder, and reflector. The blanket module is designed to

4

Materials Selection
Structural Material

SiC composite ceramic is the structural material of the
ARIES-I blanket. Ceramics have many desirable characteris
tics when compared with metals. The characteristics of high
strength at high temperature and low-induced radioactivity arc
used in our design. The selection of SiC composite material
avoids the brittle failure modes, of monolithic ceramic materials
[6j. The main method used to improve the strength and fracture
toughness is through fiber reinforcement. Different methods can
be used to infiltrate the SiC into a fibrous SiC preform [7]- Re
cent advances in SiC composite manufacturing processes have
greatly improved the failure mode behavior, strain tolerance,
and fracture toughness of these ceramics. For the ARJES-1 de
sign, we have selected a simple blanket configuration, as shown
in Fig. ] , to tailor to the manufacturing process and to min
imize the required number of joints. Micromechanical design
equations were used to estimate material properties for typical
SiC composite materials. These calculations reflect the degra
dation of fiber and matrix material properties due to imperfect
manufacturing techniques and neutron irradiation effect at high
temperature*. The maximum allowable design stress of the SiC
composite was estimated to be 180 MPaa' the maximum allow*
able temperature of 1000 C. Detailed first-wall structural anal
ysis shows that the tr .-nnal, pressure, and bending stresses can
be designed to be within these estimated design Limits.
ft

Fig

1

A R t E S - l 5<C composite blanket module

withstand the gas pressure of 5 MPa- The blanket module can
be fabricated by first forming the complete poloida] segments of
the module, with the inclusion of flow channels and structural
supports before the high-temperature SiC infiltration and braz
ing process. The module can then be filled with the spherc-pac
Be metal and Li,SiO< pellets into their respective radial zones
[7J. These multiplier and breeder 2ones are cooled by helium
coolant channels. The ARIES-I blanket design parameters are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
ARIES-I Blanket Desir,ti Input Parameters

Power:

Neutronics and Waste Disposal

Based on the above configuration amd design details of the
ARIES-l blanket design, neutronics calculations were performed
[9], With the physical separation of the neutron multiplier and
tritium breeder zones, we are able to optimize the design for
adequate tritimrj breeding and maximum blanket energy multi
plication. At a "li enrichment of 20%, the tritium breeding ratio
for this design is 1.12 and the blanket energy multiplication is
1.36 [8). Decay heating of the SiC blanket structure js very low
[81, and coupled with the high melting point of SiC at 2560°C,
no safety concern of radioactivity released from the blanket ma
terial is warranted. Investigating the generation of long-lived
induced radioactivities from the blanket materials, it was found
that the entire blanket can satisfy criteria of 10CFR6I Ctass-C
shallow land waste disposal [8].
First-Wall Design

Fusion power, M W
Alpha power, MW
Blanket Multiplier
Net electrical power, MW

isn.a
398.0
1.36

:ooo.o

Materials:
Structural, SiC-composite
Breeder, U,S;Ot spheil-pic
Multiplier, Be metal sphere-pac
Coolant, 5 MPa helium

In order to reduce the local bending lends of the first wall,
a tube bank design approach is used with the rounded surface
of the tube racing the plasma. Using a finite element calcu
lation, tbe detailed structural design of the first wall was an
alysed. It was shown that the maximum local stress can be
designed to below the 180 MPa design limit of the SiC composite
material [7],
Thermal Hydraulics

Wall loading!:
Average neutron wait loading, M W / m
Maximum neutron wall loading
at mid-plane, M W / m

3

2.74
4.0

3

Average surface loading, M W / m

2

Maximum surface loading
at mid-plane, M W / m

0 48
0.85

3

Geometry:
3

Tokamak firxt-wall area, m
Module toroidal width, m
Outboard module height, m
Inboard module height, m

5B0.0
035
6.S
8.0

Firat-Wall Race Track Shaped Channel.
Width, mm
Length, mm
First-wall minimum structural
thickncai, mm
Firsi-wall CVO erosion layer
thickness, mm

10.0
23.0
1.0
2.0

Thermal Power Fractions:
First wall
Be zone
Breeder plus multiplier zone
SiC reflector

0.16
0.47
0.33
0.04

7.6

3

10.0
30.0
1.2
4000

Twenty-percent reduction in first-wall heat transfer coefficient
assumed due to nonisotropic heat flux
!

•Per J M W / m neutron wall loading.

Tritium Extraction

The bred tritium is to be extracted by a purge flow
design through the LLtSiO., breeder zone. At equilibrium, the
expected tritium inventory in the blanket Bystem is less than
1.0 kg. This will be further quantified pending the understand
ing of tritium behavior in Li SiO under high lithium burnup
(12]. Alternate Bolid breeders are LiAlO, and L i 0 .
4

<

3

Safety

Calculational Assumption* and Models Used:
First-wall SiC volumetric power
generation, M W / m *
SiC thermal conductivity, W/mK
Maximum U4Si04 volumetric power
generation, M W / m "
Breeder packed-bed effective thermal
conductivity. W/mK
Packed-Led and surface contact heat
transfer eo-rTicient, W/rrrK

Aa shown in Fig. 1, the coolant helium enters the blanket
module at the bottom, flows in parallel streams in the poloida)
direction through the first wall, the breeder zone, and the reflec
tor zone; it then turns around at the top of the module and flows
down in the poloida] direction through the neutron multiplier
zone. This flow configuration allows the coolant to exit from the
fie neutron multiplier zone at a relatively high temperature of
650°C. Results of the thermal-hydraulic design of the ARIES-I
blanket are presented in Table 2. As shown, the first-wall max
imum temperature is less than the SiC design limit of lOThTC.
The LL,SiO., breeder can be designed to within the recommended
operational window of 320° to 950°C [9]. The swelling tolerant
Be pellet bed design can he designed to less than or equal to
620°C. At a coolant outlet temperature of eSO^C, the selected
supercritical steam Rankine cycle has a thermal efficiency is 48%
(10,11).

With tbe selection of SiC as the structural material, helium
as the blanket coolant, Li,SiO< as the solid breeder, and beryl
lium as the neutron multiplier we have utilized all low-activation
materials. They all have very low-induced afterheat and induced
radioactivities. Because of these properties, no major release
of radioactivities to the public is possible (13). Therefore, the
ARIES-I blanket design can be rated as an "inherently safe"
design, achieving a Level 1 safety assurance rating ]14].
Conclusions

We have selected the 5 MPa helium-cooled, stationary
breeder low-activation blanket design for ARIES-I. A simple

Table 2
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SILICON-CARBIDE COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR T H E ARIES-I REACTOR STUDY'
S. Sharafat, N.M. Ghonietn, L.Y.Yee, a~d the ARIES Team
Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1597

A b s t r a c t T h r ARIES-I tokamak is a conceptual reactor
design based on advanced technology and modest extrapolation
from the present day physics database. The ARIES-I blan
ket utilizes SiC'/SiC composite materials as structural mate
rial with helium gas as the coolant. Until recently the brittle
failure behavior of monolithic ceramic materials has posed a
problem for using ceramics as structural materials. Recent d«
velopmciits in manufacturing and processing of fiber-reinforced
ceramics make Sit ' / S i t ' composites a promising candidate for
future power plains. Silicon carbide composites are advanta
geous from a safely and waste disposal stand point becauce of
the low activation and their very low decay after-heat respec
tively. The thertuuiiiechanical properties and neutron irradi
ation response of SiC/SiC composite materials are reviewed.
Composite drsign equations are used (o approximate a win
dow of allowable design stresses for the first wall and blanket
structure of the ARIES-l tokamak reactor. T h e ANSYS finite
element structural analysis code is used to analyse the thermal
and mechanical behavior of the first wall under normal operat
ing rmirlitinns. It is roncluded that with minor extrapolations
from todays inaiiiilarturing experience. S i C / S C composites of
fers viable structural material choice thus improving the safety
and environmental aspects of future fusion power plants com
pared with coal or nuclear,
:

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
T h e A HIES projert is a multi-institutional effort explor
ing the potential of tokamaks as an attractive and competitive
commercial power reactors Three visions of the tokamak are be
ing considered with varying degrees of extrapolation in plasma
physics and technology. T h e ARIES-] design assumes mini
mum extrapolation in physics and advanced extrapolation in
engineering | l | . A summary of the ARIES-I fusion power core
( F P C ) is reported in Reference [2].
T h e ARIES.] design features a low activation ceramic com
posite as the structural material for the F P C . Ceramics have
many desirable characteristics when compared to metals. One
of the most attractive characteristics of ceramics is their highstrength at high temperatures. Typical operating temperatures
of non-refrartory metals do not exceed 600°C, while ceramics
can potentially be operated between 1000 and 1500°C Because
of the very Jnw level of neutron induced radioactivity, ceramics
have been considered for structural materials for fusion reac
tors in thr past (3|. However, despite advantages of ceram
ics over metals, the brittle fracture response of hulk ceramic
materials causes the fracture tensile strength of monolithic ce
ramics to have wide statistical distributions making the failure
points tinprrdirt.-.blr. Furthermore, failure of monolithic ce
ramic materials i« generally catastrophic, i.e., cracks propagate
rapidly through | | , r entire stressed region. To alleviate these
two ronreriiK. worldwide R & D programs [4) have been in
tensified using two different approaches: (1) development of
liigli-performaure monolithic ceramics; and (2) development of
reinforced ceramic composites.
' This work i« siipjKirted by the U.S. Department of Energy.

Properties of high-performance ceramics are enhanced
by improving ccrnuiir manufacturing processes aimed at re
ducing fabrication-induced flaws, minimizing volume changes
during manufacturing, developing near-net shape process
ing techniques, improving sintering aids, and developing
transformation-toughened and particle-toughened ceramics [5j.
However, generally high-performance ceramics are limited to
small component sizes.
T h e second approach to develop ceramic materials with
predictable performance characteristics is through t h e use of
fibers dispersed ill file ceramic matrix. High strength can
be achieved by transferring the load from the matrix to the
fibers, taking advantage of (he superior tensile strength of the
libers. Fracture-toughness values for ceramic matrix compos
ites (OMCl are very high because energy is absorbed as fibers
are pulled out i,f tlic matrix causing crack deflection, crack
arrest, or crack blunting. Figure 1 compares the typical stressstrain curves for monolithic silicon carbide (SiC) and irnidirectkmally reiuforrod SiC' composite materials. The SiC composite
material referred to in this work consists of SiC-matrix material
reinforced wil h SiC '-fibers. The fracture toughness of a materia]
is directly proportional to the area under the stress-strain curve
(Fig. 3) and represents the energy required to fracture a mate
rial. Figure 1 clearly shows the large improvement in the frac
ture toughness of composites over monolithic S i C The strain
Uoleraures of SiC composite materials greatly exceed those of
inonolithir ceramics. Strain values above 2.5% are routinely
measured for snrb composites [6], whereas monolithic SiC ex
hibits a strain value* of less than 0 . ] % at initiation of fracture
{Fig. I | .
The higher strain tolerance and larger fr-tt-ure toughness
nf CMCs reduce Ihr probability of catastrophic failure. T h e
SiC rompnsil,- material continues to carry a significant amount
of the load after the ultimate stress is reached, while monolithic
-MONOUTHIC
SiC
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ceramics fat] rataslrophically at their ultimate stress toads.
Ba&rd on the significant advances in CMC materials achieved
during the infancy pliasr of the industry, it is not premature
to extrapolate fnmi todays laboratory-scale material sample
properties to larR^-walr CMC components.

The following section summarizes SiC composite proper
ties. In serf ion 3 micromechamcal equations arc used to esti
mate t he design window of maximum allowable design stresses
for SiC' composite components. Section 3 also lists prelimi
nary thermal stress results of the ARIES-I first wall using the
ANSYS finite element analysis code [7|. In conclusion, major
findings arc summarized .
II. S i C C O M P O S I T E P R O P E R T I E S
The most effective method used to improve the proper
ties of ceramic material is through fiber reinforcement. For
high temperature applications ceramic fibers are preferred over
metallic fibers. Metallic fibers impose lower operating temper
ature because of the chemical interaction rates between met
als and ceramics at elevated temperatures. Among the many
methods for SiC composite fabrication, chemical-vapor infiltra
tion {CVJ) is most widely used, where a fibrous SiC preform
is infiltrated with si lane gases in a furnace. Silicon carbide
is deposited from the decomposition of methyltrichlorosilane
(OHjSiChj) gas al temperatures less than 1200°C. Typical in
filtration times of I lie order of weeks were necessary to produce
millimeter thick SiC composite materials. Recently, however,
new processes have been developed by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory that reduce infiltration times from weeks to about
21 hours [fi]. Chemical-vapor infiltrated SiC composites typi
cally have a porosity in the range of 10 to 15 %. Efforts are
underway aimed al reducing the porosity.
Merhamral ami physical properties of two commercially
available SiC fibers are listed in Table 1.
Tnble 1: PROPERTIES OF SiC FIBERS [8]
Property

PCS-SiC

Diameter (/(in)
Length
Tensile Strength (GPa)
Voting's Modulus (GPa)
Density (g/rur )
Thermal Expansion
Coefficient ( I 0 " / K )
1

fi

CVD-SiC

9-]5
Endless
1.9-3.0
180 - 200
2.55 - 2.58

100 - 140
Endless
2.5 - 3.7
380 - 420
3.4 - 3.5

3.1

4.2 - 4.5

* PC5--po|ycarbosilane-derived fillers;
CVD=rhrmiral vapor deposited fibers
The strength of the SiC fibers is usually degraded during
weaving or braiding processes and the effects of length. This
degradation is caused by an increase in surface flaws on the
filjprs And als" by fiber breakage during preform fabrications.
To account for this effect, the Weibull distribution of tensile
strength of Sif' yarns is used. Yarns or tows contain between
500 to I00D monofilament fibers. The strength of SiC yams
« about 2 to 4 times less than that of individual fibers.
T h - average (ensile strength of SiC yarn mode from PCS-SiC
fNJCALON) was measured to he 1388 MPa and 1063 MPa for
5 and 2") rin page length, respectively, while individual SiC
fibers have average strengths of above 24CK iWPa [9]. lising
yarn properties instead of the superior fiber properties, a tensile
strength of 7511 Ml'a could result. This value was taken for a
near-zero probability of failure data accumulated by Fang after
testing over 2(100 samples [9|.
1

The effects of the length of the fibers were investigated
by Fukada |10|. A conservative correction coefficient has been
formulated to account for a fraction of fibers which would break
during manufacturing of the composite material. Assuming 1
out of about every 7 fibers (1" %) to break during fabrication,

a numerical value of 0.5 is estimated for the correction factor
of the tensile strength of SiC fibers. This factor reduces the
effective strength of the SiC fibers to a highly conservative value
of 375 MPa.
The superior, high-temperature strength of SiC fibers is
wrll documented. Ill partirular, the effects of various environ
ments were studied fl 1]. SiC' fibers in vacuum retain their full
st rength up to pbont 1200"C'. Strength degradation is measured
whpii the fibers are hpated in aiT and is caused by surfaceoxidation processes. Therefore, care mi st be taken during the
manufacturing of Sif' composites to minimize the amount of
trapped oxygen before the CVT process begins.
TLe -fleets of neutron irradiation on PCS-SiC fibers were
investigated in Japan as part of a new national R&D program
limed at developing SiC composite materials [12]. Both 14
MeV neutrons form the RTNS-ll facility in the U.S. and fission
reactor neutrons were used [13). Samples were irradiated to
fluetires of TixlO " n/iir (14 MeV) and l x l 0 n / m (fission
spectrum). Nn significant change in the average tensile strength
(2.7 MPa) and the average flexural strength (1.3 GPa) was
measured for irradiation up to about l x l O of fast neutrons.
At l x l 0 n / n r , I he tensile strength rises to about 3.2 GPa and
the flexural strength increases to about 1.5 CjPa. However, the
average Young's Modulus rises steadily from an unirradiatedfiber value of 1611 GPa to about 215 GPa at 1 x 1 0 " n / m
with a corresponding drop in elongation from 1-8 % to 1.6 %.
These preliminary results show that SiC fibers have excellent
stability under neutron irradiation. Therefore, in estimating
SiC' fibrr properties fur the ARIES-I design, neutron irradiation
effects 3re neglected until a more extensive data base becomes
available.
1
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The lack f>f data on the thenno-niechanical properties of
SiC' roioiwsitcR necessitates the use of the micromechanical de
sign equations |14j. Such design equations are used to estimate
• he longitudinal and transverse properties based on the com|H>sile constituent properties. For fusion applications neutron
irrarlial ion effects on SiC fiber and SiC matrix properties have
to be incorporated. For the SiC matrix material, the trun
cated and irradiated Weiliull distribution function for the ten
sile strength ofXWI) Stf' with a near-zero probability of failure
was used [! 5|. Samples of CVD SiC were first proof-tested and
consequently irradiated up to 1 0 n / m with fast neutrons
(E„ 0.1 MeV). Smile samples showed close to 700 MPa flexu
ral strength with a high failure probability, however, ait average
flexural strength of about 435 MPa was shown to hove a near
100% survival probability. Assuming that the tensile strength
of ceramics is about 0.75 of the flexural strength, 350 MPa was
taken as the tensile strength of the CVD matrix material. The
effect of temperature on the strength of SiC bulk material de
pends on the manufacturing process and environment. Up to
I300°C, siliron-hnsed carbides and nitrides show insignificant
levels of loss of strength [16], Thus, 350 MPa is taken as a con
servative estimate for the high temperature (1000°C) tensile
strength of irradiated CVD SiC matrix materials.
36
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In summary, the conservatively estimated silicon carbide
fiber strength value of 375 MPa reflects the degradation ef
fects of weaving a fibrous SiC preform, fiber breakage during
uinniifarliiriiig, and the high-temperature (1000°C) operation
capability in an intense neutron-irradiation environment while
a 350 MPa is a conservative estimate for the high temperature
strength of SiC bulk matrix material.

III. C O M P O S I T E D E S I G N STRESS LIMITS

•

To estimate tin- tensile strength of the SiC composite,
the rule of mixtures is used to formulate micromecliauical
design equations. For example, tin- CMC tensile strength in
the direction parallel l o the fiber orientation (longitudinal) is
estimated as:
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where: a is the failure strength of the composite, a „ / is the
tensile strength or fibers, o w is the tensile strength of matrix,
Vj is the volume fraction of fibers, V' is the volume fraction of
matrix, / f t ) is the coefficient that accounts for fiber breakage
(0.5), and J[v) is the matrix void fraction.
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Figure 2 shows the estimated longitudinal strengths of the
SiC composite as a function of fiber volume fraction with var
ious matrix void fractions. By defining 2 / 3 of the composite
tensile strength as tin* maximum design stress limit, SiC com
posites with a 10% porosity and a liber volume fraction of 0.6
would have an allowable design stress limit window between
180 and 200 M Pa at l 0 0 0 C . Future experience with CMCs aud
Iwtter understanding of the failure modes of CMCs will even
tually product' firm guidelines for determining allowable design
stresses instead of using 2 / 3 of the ultimate tensile strength.
o

To estimate other longitudinal and tran.-verse properlies such as Youim's Modulus, compressive strengths, shear
strength, Poisson's ratio, and thermd conductivity, tbe CLASS
code \17\ i^ used. Properties are calculated based on the rule
of mixtures. For a SiC' composite material with a 0.6 fiber
volume fraction atic] a fiber orientation pattern
ol0°/45''/9(y'/•15" the following properties are determined (x-longitudinal, yIrailsverse):

E „ = 364 GPa
E „ = 357 GPa

Elastic Modulus:

v

Shear Modulus:

G „ = 160 GPa

Poisson^ Katio:

v = 0.17
i/„ = 0.157

Thermal Conductivity:

k „ = 22.5 W/mK
k „ = 19.6 W/mK

Expansion Coefficient:

a = 3.751 x l O " / K
a, = 3 . 7 7 9 x l 0 " / K

r

8

x
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The firs! wall of the ARlES-I lokamok reactor consists of
SiC' composite oval 1 ulws with inner diameter of 1 x 2.3 cm.
The plasma faring side of the tubes is 3 mm thick to allow
a 2 mm erosion layer while the blanket facing side is 1 mm
thick. The average heat load on the first wall is 0.48 M W / m
with a maximum of 0.85 M W / m at the ntidplane. Volumetric
heating loads arc 23 M W / m average with a maximum of 33
M W / m at the first wall midplane. The coolant pressure is
5 MPa with a heat-transfer coefficient of 2500 W / i n K inside
the first wall tubes. The first-wall coolant inlet temperature
is 350 "C" anil the outlet temperature is 510 °C. Preliminary
normal operating thermal and pressure stress analysis using the
AN5YS code shows I hat the maximum stress in the ARIES-I
first wall SiC! structure are less than 100 MPa (tensile), with a
nnx'.i.uim wall temperature of 849°C occurring at the midplane
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F i g u r e 2 . longitudinal SiC-composite tensile strength estiuiatrd from niicroniechaiiical design equations (<TJ is the SiC
fiber tensile strcngl h; o is the SiC matrix tensile strength).
m

of the first wall. A more detailed thermal and pressure stress
modeling effort is currently underway to include the effects of
the overall first wall and blanket structure on the behavior of
the SiC- composite.
IV. S U M M A R Y
The advantages nf ceramics over metallic alloys for fusion
applications have been well know for some time, however,
the brittle failure mode and the unpredictability of failure
of ceramics kepi this material from being a viable choice for
fusiou reactors. Because of recent advances in developing highperformance ceramic materials for heat engines, these materials
ran be reconsidered for future fusion reactor applications. In
particular the development of SiC fiber reinforced SiC matrix
composites lias shown great improvements in failure mode
behavior, strain tolerances, and fracture toughness.
Micromeclianic design equations were used to estimate ma
terial properties for typical SiC composite materials. These
calculations relied, the degradation of fiber and matrix mate
rial properties in anticipation of imperfect manufacturing tech
niques. Furthermore, the effect, of neutron irradiation on the
SiC' fibers aud I he SiC matrix material were reviewed and in
corporated in estimating the composite strength. A maximum
allowable design stress for a irradiated SiC composite mate
rial containing a 0,6 fiber volume fraction aud 10% porosity,
operating at 1000"O was estimated using conservative matrix
and fiber properties to be around 180 MPa. Preliminary ther
mal and pressure stress calculations using the ANSY5 code
indicate thai maximum stresses are well below the estimated
design streps limit. In conclusion, recent improvements in ce
ramic composite material properties has made SiC composites
a viable material choice for future fusiou reactors.
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NEUTRONICS STUDIES FOR THE ARIES-I REACTOR
E.T. Cheng and the ARIES Team
Cnteral Atomic*, P.O. Bra 85508
Sin Diego, QMarm* 92133-5603
Abstract: A high-performance helium-cooled, solid breeder
fusion blanket was designed for tbe innovative ARIES-I reactor.
The LL1S1O4 breeder material is placed behind a beryllium zone
to maximize the beryllium neutron multiplication. A modest
beryllium inventory of about 40 metric tons is needed to achieve
a blanket energy multiplication of 1.35 or more, while breeding
adequate tritium in the blanket. The decay heat values and ra
diological hazard potentials of ARIES-I blanket and shield (SiC
-I- B4C) materials are found to be at least two to three orders of
magnitude lower than those from metallic alloys such as ferritic
steel and vanadium alloy. Inherent safety will be achieved for
the ARIES-I blanket because the minimum radioactive inventory
precludes meltdown of the first wall and structural SiC material.
However, the safety design of tbe divertor which uses tungsten
alloy particle-collector plates and vanadium alloy structure will
seed to be carefully done because of higher levels of afierheat.
All ARIES-1 components will qualify for disposal as 10 CFR 61
Class C waffle if averaging over the first wall and blanket compo
nent is allowed, and if some exotic impurity elements (Ag, Nb,
Mo) are controlled below I ppm.

goals of tbe ARIES-1 reactor design study are to maximize
the possibility of designing an inherently safe reactor and to
minimize it* environmental impacts.
The safety and environmental concerns due to
radioactivity and the considerations specifically embodied in the
ARIES-I design are discussed below.
1.

Safety. Safety is the most important, concern regarding the
development of a reactor concept. It is generally related to
the radioactive inventories and the potential for release of
these radioactive inventories. The design approaches of the
ARIES-1 blanket are to minimize the production of radiologically hazardous materials, and to minimize tbe decay
beat that is the main energy source to heat up the first w\ll
and blanket components above their melting temperatures
during accidents.

2.

Maintenance and Decommissioning.
During normal
operation and under accident conditions, the radiation
exposure of working personnel is of major concern aa
far as tbe selection of an energy source is considered.
The rjunimuation of radioactive inventory in the
ARIES-I design will help achieving the goal of "as low as
reasonably achievable'' exposure for maintenance and
decommissioning.

3.

Nuclear Waste Disposal and Reuse of Materials. Shallowland burial (10 CFR 61 Class C) waste disposal or better
is a desirable method of handling nuclear waste for fusion
reactor*. In some cases, tbe recycling tf resource-limited
materials should also be made possible. These goals could
be achieved only if the long-lived radioactive inventory is
minimized.

Introduction
ARIES-I is a DT-buming, 1000 MW{e) (net) tokatnak
reactor design based on advanced technology and modest ex
trapolation from the present physics data base (1,2]. A com
parative neutronics study of blanket concepts was performed for
the ARIES-I reactor. Three blanket concepts were selected for
further study after a preliminary investigation of many possible
blanket concepts: (1) a FLiBe molten salt-cooled, low pres
sure blanket concept with vanadium alloy structure; (2} a high
pressure, helium-cooled ceramic composite structured blanket
concept; and (3) a gas-carried particulate-cooled, Low pressure,
ceramic composite-structured blanket concept. The tritium breed
ers considered in the gas-cooled systems include LijO, LiAlOj,
LifSiO^, and Vi-zCz. Neutron-multiplier materials Be and BeO
were also employed in this comparison.
SiC composite material was selected as tbe structural
material for ARIES-I blanket and shield due to its low acti
vation features. Beryllium metal was determined to be the
neutron multiplier because of the high (n, 2n) performance
capability. LUSiO* was chosen as ibe breeder material for a
number of reasons, including favorable thermophysical proper
ties, good tritium recovery, and low activation. Finally, the
high-pressure, helium-cooling blanket concept was selected for
the ARIES-I design rather than the low-pressure, gas-carried
particulate-cooled blanket concept because of its relatively
known operation database.
Law Activation Motivitions [3,4,5]

Tbe 14 MeV neutrons produced as a result of deuteriumtritium fusion reactions in tbe ARIES-1 reactor provide the
mi jor source of nuclear energy for conversion into thermal heat
in the blanket component. However, these neutrons are also
capable of producing radioactive materials when reacting with
first wall and blanket materials. These radioactive materials will
raise concerns over safety and environmental issues during the
operation effusion reactors. Nevertheless, the level of activation
and specific radioactive isotopes in the first wall and blanket de
pend entirely on t*. .ted component materials that may cause
the activation level 10 differ by many orders of magnitude. The

By comparing the candidate structural,
neutron
multiplying and tritium breeding materials, we found that a
combination of SiC, Be, and LLiSiO, form a set of radioactively benign materials to achieve the low activation goals of
the ARIES-I reactor design [6,7].
ARIES-I Blanket Concept and Performance
High blanket nuclear performance is one of the design
requirements for the ARIES-I reactor. The major approach in
meeting this design requirement is to employ beryllium, tbe only
low activation neutron multiplying material, as the blanket ma
terial. Lead is the other possible non-fissionable neutron mul
tiplier. However, the radiological hazard potential for lead in a
fusion reactor is at least four orders of magnitude higher than
SiC, and is nine orders of magnitude higher than beryllium.
In the conceptual design of the ARIES-I blanket, we are also
motivated to minimize the beryllium inventory due to resource
limitation concerns [8].
The best approach to effectively utilize the beryllium
neutron multiplication is to install the beryllium component im
mediately behind the first wall and to maximize tbe beryllium
fraction in this zone. To enhance the nuclear energy multipli
cation in the ARIES-1 blanket, we also allow the excess neu
trons to be absorbed in silicon [Q = 8.5 MeV) which appears in
the beryllium zone as tbe constituent element in the structural
matcried, SiC. Tritium breeder materials are placed behind the
beryllium neutron multiplying zone primarily due to concerns

Table 1
HeJrum-Cooled Berylfium-Multiplytng SiC-Composite Blanket
(ARIES-I Blankrt Concept)
Thickness
(cm)

Zone

Competitions

F l m Wall

1.8

48.7% SiC + £1.3% He or Void

Beryllium multi
plying Zone 1

£

26.4'/. SiC + *2.6*/. B*'*> +
31% He or Void

Beryllium multi
plying Zone 2

5

21.1% SiC + £0.9% Be +
26% Me or Void

Beryllium multi
plying Zone 3

IS

19.2'/. SiC + 53.6% Be +
27.2% He or Void

Tritium breeding
zone

20

19.2% SiC + 53.6% breeder'*'"
+ 27.2'/, He or Void

Reflector

Li-6{n,a)T
Li-7 (n, na) T
Be(n,T)
Tritium breeding ratio

1.0916
0.0250
0.0128
1.129

Neutron Multiplication (Reactioni/D-T Neutrons)
Be(rt,2n)

0.833

Nuclear Heating (MeV/D-T Neutron)
First wall
Beryllium zone
Breeder zone
Reflector
Total blanket heating
Nuclear energy leakage

1.041
9.651
7.SSI
0.S86
19.23
0.455

(5.4%)<*>
(50.2%)
(39.3%)
(5.1%)
(M = 1 . 3 6 )

w

95% SiC 4 5% He

33

Shield

Table 2
Neutronic Performance of the ARIES-t Blanket
Tritium Breeding ( T / D - T Neutron)

1CO

SiC + B<C + 5% He

(0

' • ' 9 0 % dense.
Li|5iC>4 or LUSi04 and beryllium mixture.
^ 5 3 cm IJ adequate to protect Che S/C magnet; 100 cm ij
needed to provide hands-on access ncmr the S/C magnet.
W

of tritium over-breeding and high Lithiuxn-6 faumup that would
cause design difficulties if the breeder materials were allowed to
exist in the beryllium zone. Table 1 shows the zoning and material compositions of such a design. The nuclear performance and
characteristics of the ARIE&I blanket are displayed in Pigs. 1
and 2, and tabulated is Table 2.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between blanket energy
multiplication (M) and tritium breeding ratio (TBR) as a functioc of beryllium zone thickness. Two breeder materials are used
in these calculations: a pure Li^SiO* ceramic compound and a
mixture of 80% LU SiOa and 20% beryllium by volume. Natural
lithium with 7.4% Li-6 it employed for both breeder materials.
As shows in Fig. 1, M and TBR are 1.05 and 0.32 (100% LiaSiOa
cue), respectively, when Qu beryllium zone is introduced. They

'•'Fraction of blanket nuclear heating.
'''Blanket energy multiplication, M.

will increase when a beryllium zone is employed and reach the
peak of 1.2 for TBR when the beryllium zone is 15 cm thick. The
blanket energy multiplication increases to 1.3 at this beryllium
thickness and keeps increasing when the beryllium zone contin
ues to thicken. However, the TBR drops when the beryllium
zone thickness exceeds IS em. This if because SiC structure in
the beryllium zone continues to absorb neutrons such that fewer
neutrons will leak into the breeder zone and be absorbed by Li-6
to generate tritium. From Pig. I it appears that the optimum
beryllium zone thickness is about 25 cm for obtaining a TBR of
1.1. Figure 1 also shows the corresponding Be (n,2n) reaction
rate which clearly indicates that the neutron multiplication from
beryllium begins to saturate when the beryllium zone thickness
exceeds 25 cm.
f

Table 2 displays the neutronic performance of the ARIES-I
blanket at 25 cm beryllium zone thicknrvi. As shown in
Table 2, the tritium breeding ratio from the 1-D full coverage
blanket model is 1.13 tritoua per D-T neutron. With blanket
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Fig. 2. Volumetric nuclear heating m ARIES-I blanket components
normalized to 1 M W / m neutron wail loading
2

material also located behind the divert or components, a
multi-dimensional calculation shows that the overall tritium
breeding ratio will be about 1.10, adequate to tolerate other
[oases in tritium breeding due to vacuum ducts, current drive
waveguide windows, etc. The blanket energy multiplication is
1.35 (19.23 MeV/D-T neutron), as also shown in Table 2. About
50% of the blanket nuclear beating is deposited in the beryllium
lone which helps greatly in lowering the temperature of the tri
tium breeder materials [2J. Note that 0.5 m of SiC -I- B<C shield
is adequate to protect the superconducting magnet where the
lifetime (150 MW-y/m ) limitation is the fast neutron fluence
of 1 x 1 0 " a/an at the superconductor [9), However, a 1-m
shield will be needed to limit the neutron flux level at the sup
port structure and magnet component such that the shutdown
biological dose rate near those components (behind the shield)
will not hinder the possibility of hands-on maintenance.
3
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Figure 2 depicts the volumetric nuclear heating
distribution in the Blanket components of the ARIES-I blan
ket, normalized to 1 M*V/m neutron wall loading. It shows
in Fig. 2 that the volumetric nuclear heating rates in beryllium
and SiC have the same slope. They are about 7 and S W/cc, re
spectively, immediately behind the first wall. They drop to 1.3
and 1.8 W/cc, respectively, at the rear of the beryllium zone,
an shown in Fig. 2. The volumetric nuclear heating rate in the
L i , S i 0 breeder is significant, about 30 W/ec at 1 M W / m ,
at the interface between beryllium and tritium breeder zones.
It then decreases substantially as the location moves into the
breeder xone, and reaches about 1.2 W/cc at 15 cm from the
beryllium cone. These are shown in Fig. 2 for the beginning
of irradiation when the blanket is fresh. Significant Li-6 burnup occurs at the high nuclear heating location of the breeder
material since the Li-6 consumption rate dominates the nuclear
beating in the breeder material. Li-6 bumup will significantly
affect the location of the peak nuclear heating in the breeder
zone, which is an important consideration in the thermal design
or the ARIES I blanket. This will be discussed further in the
next section.
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Biirnup Considerations

Beryllium and Li-6 are the most important isotopes in the
ARIES-I blanket. The bumup and consumption rates of these
two isotopes need to be explored.
Beryllium.. The Be (n,2n) reaction rate is about 0.833
reactions per D-T neutron- The annual consumption rate of
beryllium in ARIES-I is about 360 kg assuming a fusion power
of 2500 MW. The beryllium inventory in ARIES-1 blanket is es
timated to be about 40 metric tons. The overall bumup rate
is about 1% per year. The maximum local burnup rate occurs
at the location immediately behind the first wall, and results
in the generation of helium at 72,400 ppm concentration when
the blanket reaches the lifetime exposure of 20 MW-y/m . The
helium concentration will cause significant swelling of the beryl
lium components that will need to be assessed and handled in
the design.
2

Lithium-6. Li-6 buxnup rate is significantly high at the
front face of the breeder zone as described previously. At the
beginning of blanket life, the maximum bumup rate is as high
a« 30% per year at 1 M W / m . Lithium-6 will be depleted at
locations of high consumption rate during reactor operations.
The peak consumption (beating) location will move from the
interface between beryllium and breeder zones into the breeder
interior region. At the end of blanket life, the peaking location
is found to be at 8 cm from the interface. The variation of
peai nuclear heating locations must be considered in the blanket
thermal design. Figure 3 depicts the nuclear heating distribution
in the breeder zone at several exposure stages: 0 (beginning of
blanket life), 2, 4, 8, 16, and 20 (end of blanket life) MW.y/m .
3
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Tritium breeding in the ARIES-I blanket will decrease as
the effective breeder zone thickness is reduced during blanket ex
posures. This is already demonstrated in Fig. 1. The reduction
of tritium breeding ratio at the end of 20 M W - y / n ' exposure is
about 15% when naturally enriched Lt,Si0 is employed. The
increase of blanket energy multiplication, however, is modest,
only about 2%- Lithium-6 enrichment in LitSiCU will reduce
the bumup rate of Li-6 and hence inhibit the reduction rate of
the effective breeder zone thickness. Less variation in tritium
breeding ratio and a more arable nuclear beating performance
can be expected when enriched LL,Si0 is used.
4
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Activation Considerations

The characteristics of radiological impacts due to the
selection of blanket and reactor component materials are an
alyzed and discussed in this section. Selection of SiC, beryllium,
LUSiOe, and B»C as first wall, blanket, and shield materials
provides the optimum safety and environmental advantages of
fusion. The integrated decay energy induced from these low acti
vation materials is two to three orders of magnitude lower than
that induced from yanadium alloy and ferritjc steel structural
materials. The maximum adiabatic temperature increase for
the activated material is the integrated decay energy divided by
the material's specific heat. It is a conservative measure of heatup during a loss of cooling accident. The maximum adiabatic
temperature increase occurs at the SiC-composite first wail in
ARIES-L It is about 750 and 1120 K at 1 day and 10 days after
shutdown, respectively. The SiC first wall will never reach the
melting point even with an operating temperature of 1300 K.
The shutdown biological dose rate from the ARIES-1 blanket
and shield is about three to four orders of magnitude lower than
that from a metallic alloy structured blanket and shield.
The significance of accidental radiological hazard potential
of activated materials was recently defined and quantified in a
systematic manner [5). The radiological hazard potential (de
fined as latent dose index, LDI) is quantified as the number of
potential cancer deaths due to the latent dose effect when the ac
tivated material is assumed released during a reactor accident.
Table 3 compares these hazards due to 5iC, ferritic steel and
vanadium alloy as first wall materials. The significance of a low
activation fusion reactor is clearly seen in Table 3, since the ac
cidental radiological hazard potential for SiC is several orders of
magnitude lower than vanadium alloy and ferritic steel. It can

be further reduced to minimum because DO meltdown will occur
in the ARIES-I first wall and blanket and thus the hazard cannot
be dispersed. The radiological hazard potentials from 17Li83Pb
and lithium coolant, and tungsten (divertor material), are also
shown and compared in Table 3.
Table 3
Comparison of Accidental Radiological Hazards in ARIES-1
and BC5S First Wall and Blanket Components
(First Wall: 500 m> surface area, 5 mm thick;
103 m Coolant Volume)
Max. LD!

3

- 4

1

No meltdown ''

SiC (ARIES-l/fir« wall)

4J2 x 1 0

W (ARIES-l/divenor/''

0.12

HT9 (BCSS/fim wsll)

0.91

60.000
2.275.000

Vl5Cr5Ti (BCSS/fir* wall)
17Li83Pb (BCSS/blanket)

0.021

52.500

0.40

72,000,000

Lithium

1 x 10~
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The only safety concern in the ARIES-I reactor from
the radiological consideration is probably the divertor collector
plates made of high-Z tungsten alloy. Safety design of this
dirertor component is essential.
The radiation shield is also made of low activation SiC and
B4C materials. The total blanket and shield thickness required
to protect the superconducting magnet is 1.3 m; 1-8 m is pro
vided to allow hands-on access behind the shield and near the
magnet component.

3

LDt/cm

inherent safety can be achieved since the integrated decay energy
is insufficient to cause the release of radioactivity due to first wall
meltdown.

1,800

(*>The maximum LDI is 2,100 if 100% SiC first wall (1 cm)
is released.
(''Divertor ptatej occupy 20% of ARIES-I first wall surface
area. Tungsten liver is assumed to be 5 mm thick.
' ' D t » to impurity elements: N i , Ca, and K.
c

Aa far aa waste disposal is concerned, the ARIES-1 blanket
will qualify aa 10 CFR 61 Class C (shallow-land burial) waste
mince the ™»^ri™ waste disposal rating for SiC at first wall is
0.5 after 20 M W . j / m exposure. Of course, this is also subject
to the control of some exotic impurity elements such as Ag, Nb,
and Mo, below 1 ppm levels [10].

All ARIES-I reactor components will be disposed of as
10 CFR 61 Class C waste provided that some impurity elements
such aa Ag, No, and Mo, are controlled below 1 ppmThe lithium-6 burnup rate in the front face of the breeder
zone will be significant. The peak nuclear heating will occur
in this region and will move into the breeder zone interior with
time due to depletion of Li-6. Tritium breeding and blanket
energy multiplication will also be affected by the Li-6 deple
tion phenomenon. Detailed analysis of Li-6 depletion and the
dynamic blanket performance during blanket exposure stages
need to be fully understood and incorporated in the thermal and
mechanical design of the ARIES-I blanket.
This work was sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-89ER52153.

1irn

5

Use of tungsten/vanadium-alloy divertor collector plates is
the diw'ertor component of the ARIES-I reactor is a major concem from safety and maintenance viewpoints. The integrated
decay energy from tungsten is about two orders of magnitude
higher than that from SiC within one day after shutdown. The
safety design of the divertor collector plates must be carefully
performed since the radiological hazard potential for the diver
tor collector plates is about the same as for vanadium-alloy as
shown in Table 3 and meltdown is possible.
Summary and Conclusions

la summary, the AR1ES-1 reactor is designed to employ
a higb performance blanket using L^SiOi breeder and beryl
lium multiplier, with a blanket energy multiplication of 1.35 or
more. It possesses the advantage of low activation features by
using SiC structure. The tritium breeding lone is located be
hind tbe beryllium zone to maximize the neutron multiplication
in beryllium while still breeding adequate tritium. Such a blan
ket material management approach will result in the optimum
utilization of heryUiuni in a fusion blanket. Tbe annual beryl
lium consumption rate is about 380 kg for ARTES-1 (2500 MW
fusion power) and the needed beryllium inventory is about 40
metric tons.
The decay heat values and radiological hazard potential
from SiC, beryllium, and LitSiO* are at least two to three orders
of magnitude lower than that from metallic structural materials,
ferritic steel and vanadium. Selection of helium aa coolant also
eliminates safety concerns that would occur when other coolants
such as 17Li83Pb and liquid lithium are used. Because of the
minimum radioactive inventory involved in the ARIES-I blanket.
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AESIEACI
Safety is oneof the primary goals of the ARlESTokamak Design
Study. Public safety goals are Die achievement passive safety
which is demonstrable in tests thai could precede operation and
the assurance that releases from accidents be passively limited
such that no evacuation plan is necessary. Strategies for safety of
the plant investment are factory fabrication, short construction
times and a design such that no off-normal operational transient
results in damage which could not be repaired in routine main
tenance.
AR1ES-1, the first of three 'visions' of potential tokamak reac
tors, will use He at 5 MPa as a blanket coolant and SiC/composile
ceramic for the first wall and blanket materials. Both the coolant
and the structural material were chosen for their low activation,
both in the short term after accidents and for long term waste
management. The breeder, LJ4SiOd (backup choice: UAIO2),
was also chosen for low activation,
Contemporary plasma physics and aggressive technology are
used in ARIES-I, which results in very high toroidal fields (24 T
maximum at the coil). The stored TF energy will be about 130
GS. A central concern is the safe discharge of this stored energy
under electrical fault conditions and prevention of a failure in the
magnet set from propagating into systems containing radioactive
inventories. The TF coil system consists of 16 coils, each contain
ing two separate windings powered by two independent power
supplies. Arcs and shorts between the two power supply systems
and across individual windings have been modeled In addition,
delay or failure in circuit breakeropening has been modeled. The
safety impacts of LOCA, LOFA and disiuptive events have also
been evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Safely, to [lie general public, to the operators and to Ihe investors
in a fusion power plant, is of paramount importance. The ARIES
Tokamak Design Study has made low radioactive inventories and
the avoidance of toxic materials central in the reactor design.
SAFETY GOALS IN THF. AR1F-S DESIGN In order to
prated the public from accidents at the reactor, Ihe goal in the
design is 10 achieve Level 1 or 2 safely, as adopted by Piet[l], A
reactor which has Level 1 safety is inherently safe, having an
insufficient iovenlory of radioactive materials and stored energy
lo release hazardous materials to cause prompt fatalities among
the general public. Level 2 is "large-scale passively safe." It
requires no large-scale active safctysystcms to protect the general
puhlic as long as the large features nf the plant are maintained.
A second safety goal is to maintain inventories of radioactive and
•litis work is suppnrlcd by U.S. DOE Contracts DE-AC0776IDOl57f)andDE-ACiJ3-89ER52153

toxic materials in the plants low enough so that an off-site evacua
tion plan is unnecessary. A third goal for protecting the public in
the long term is that all wastes produced by the plant be dis
posable as Class C waste in shallow land burial as regulated by
10CFR61.
Investor safety is being enhanced by using factory fabrication
and testing whenever possible, by keeping the construction time
short and by achieving a level of public safety such that the
viability of the utility would not be threatened by any event within
the plant.
SI IPF.KCONnnCTINr, MAGNFTTR ANSIFNTS
The ARIES-I design required very high magnetic fields in order
to minimize the size of the machine and therefore minimize the
cost of electricity (COE). The characteristics of the toroidal field
coils are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. ARIES-I Toroidal Field Coils
Number of Coils
16
174
Turns per coil
126 kA
Conductor current
24 T
Max. Field at the conductor
130 GJ
Stored Energy
5 mOhm/winding
Dump Resistors
Coupling coefficient
between adjacent coils 0.90
Internally cooled, conduit conductors
Each of the coils have been divided inio two windings of 87
turns. The schematic for the coils, power supplies, circuit
breakers and dump resistors are shown in Figure 1. In the figure,
the coil containing the fault and its immediately adjacent coils
(and their associated resistors and breakers) are individually
modeled, while the remaining thirteen coils have been lumped
together into two sets of components. The two sets of windings,
powered by independent power supplies and labeled a and b, arc
connected by resistor RGDab in order to minimize winding-lowinding voltages. The worst case for arc, shorts and winding-lowinding voltages occurs diametrically opposite RGDab.
A variety of magnel transients were simulated using the M S C A P
code [2]. Those transients are summarized in Table 2. The
lurn-lo-turn voltages for transient 3 are shown in Figure 2 and the
power and deposited energy due to a lO^Ohm short are shown
in Figure 3.
The most severe of the transients, in terms of energy deposited
energy, are Ihe arcs within one winding. A model of the quench
propagation within the winding has been developed and used to
account for the partitioning of energy between the arc and the
resistive heating of the copper stabilizer. This model assumes
that a quench is initialed by over-current in Ihe arcing winding
while Ihc resi of Ihe coil set is discharging normally. Ouench
fronls begin lo propagate in both directions along each turn of

12
16
time <s)

Figure 1. Schematic of ARIES-I Toroidal Magnet Circuit
the conductor from the location of maximum field. The
temperature-dependent copper resistivity and specific heal were
used to model the heat deposition in the copper stabilizer and
thus the energy partitioning between the stabilizer and the arc.
Plots of deposited power and energy in the arc and in the stabi
lizer are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Power and Deposited Energy due to 10^Ohm
winding-to-winding short
afterheat, thereby reducing accident concerns, and low activation
to reduce concerns for ultimate waste disposal. The breeder

Table 2. Transients considered
1. Routine discharge to establish baseline
2. Turn-to-turn voltages in adjacent windings due to one circuit
breaker delaying 10 s in opening
3. Turn-io-tum voltages due to failure of single circuit breaker
4. 10>Ohm short between adjacent windings, with 10 s delay
in opening of one breaker.
5. 20 V and 35 V arcs between adjacent windings with 10 s delay
in breaker opening
6. 20 V and 35 V arcs between adjacent windings with complete
failure of one breaker
7. 20 V and 35 V arcs within one winding, normal breaker
operation

12 IS
time (s)
Figure 4. Power and Deposited Energy in Arc and Stabilizer
due to Internal Arc in Winding
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The ARIES-I blanket, described in other papers of this session,
employs a SiC-composite as the structural material to attain low

material is Li4Si04, again Cor low aftcrheat and low activation.
The first wall and blanket are cooled by helium at 5.0 MPa.
The multiplier is beryllium metal in a sphere-pac form. The
sphere-pac form can be fabricated with a minimum of machining
and grinding, thereby minimizing the occupational hazards from
the inhalation of Be dust. Either the sphere-pac form or a com
pliant layer is necessary toaccommodate swelling in (he Beduring
irradiation due to Ihe formation of He bubbles. A critical ques
tion is the point at which the swelling saturates due to the inter
connection of gas bubbles, as has been seen in Integral Fast
Reactor (IFR) fuel [3,4|.

12
16
tlmo (s)

20

24

Figure 2. Turn-io-rurn voltages due to failure of on circuit
breaker.

The manufacturing, handling and disposal of Be-metal presents
a -oxilogical hazard primarily in the formation of fine particles
which cause an allergic reaction in the lung. Through well-estab
lished procedures in forming operations, occupational hazards
can be effectively controlled [5|. The De used in the multiplier
zone of the ARIES-I blanket will be consumed at 3H kg/yr from
a total inventory of 34 tonnes. Since Be is a relatively scarce
material, the preferred disposal optinn would he to : (1) allow
the (53 d) Bc-7 isotope lo decay, (2) remove the dissolved tritium
through fracturing and heating in a vacuum and (3) refahricale

the Be-metal into cither plates or spliere-pac for use in future
reactors.

a damaging temperature 10 days after the beginning of the acci
dent.

The first wall cooling mbesare woven cornpositeswith SiC fibers
and a SiC miilrix. The first wall surface is overlaid with a SiC
coating, deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

As shown in Table S the accident ratings, as developed by Piet,
Cheng and Porter [6], for the elements used are quite good. All
the materials have an infinite Time Before Damage (TBD) due
to afterheat and have a Maximum Temperature Rise (MTR) of
65 K or (ess.

Thestruclure forthe blanket and multiplier regions is composed
of SiC plate, typically 10 mm thick, joined by silicon bra2e.
Alternatively, the entire FW/olanket module could be woven,
avoiding the need for brazing.
Piet, Cheng and Porter [6] assigned release categories to each
of the elements based on the minimum boiling temperature of
the element or an identifiable oxide. For the elements of interest
to the ARfES-1 blanket, the boiling temperatures and release
classes are shown in Table 3.

The decay heating, integrated decay energy and adiabatic
temperature rise for SiC, Wand V15Cr5Ti as used on the ARJESI blanket and divertor are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Comparison of Decay Heating in SiC, V-qlloy,
and W at the Firs! Wall of the AR1ES-1 Blanket
Time After Shutdown

Table 3: Release Classification

600 s
F o m e n t Rniling Tftmp. I P Assigned Release Fraction
Element
Qsisk
Li
Be
C
O
Si

1342
29711
3367
-183
2355

2327
3900
-192
-183
2230

(LizO)
(BeO)
(CO)
(O2)
(SiOl)

0.30
0.10 (ignites)
1.00
1.00
0.01

1200 s

3600 s

Id

10 d

0.052
028
3.69

0.012
0.192
3.60

5.5e-4
0.DJ61
3.10

3

Decay Heating (W/cm )
SiC
VI5Cr5Ti
W

0.29
0.36
3.73

0.095
0.30
3.69

Integrated Decay Heat (J/cm )

Note (hat the compounds used in the AR1ES-I blanket have
characteristics that should allow a small release fraction to be
assigned.

SiC
VISCrSTi
W

Taole 4: Material Damage Temperatures

AdiabaticTemperalure Rise (K)

Compound

SiC
Li4SiOj
Be

Mrlun? Temp. /C> Boiling Temp, ffit

2700
1256
1278

(sublimes and decomposes)
2970

Since the maximum temperature rise due to afierheal. using the
generic adiabalic/radiative model, for any of the elements is 64 C,
as shown in Table 5, the use of a low release fraction seems
justified. Note that, in the purely adiabalic temperature rise
shown in Table 6, the structural material, SiC, is still well below
Table 5 Figures of Merit for Elements Used
Element
Li
Be
C
0
Si

TBD

MTR

inf
inf
inf
inf
inf

12
0
(1
0
64

TBD: Time Before Damage
Time before an adiabalic blanket model shows
a temperature rise of 300 K
MTR. Maximum Temperature Rise
The maximum first wall temperature rise from
complete loss-of-coolant in a simple generic
blanket/shield model

SiC
V15Cr5Ti
W

718
285
2540

185
78
990

810
478
4760

210
131
1850

960
1154
1.4e4

2920
2.0e4
3.2e5

4340
6.9e4
2.9e6

24
315
5300

755
5519
1.2e5

1120
1.9e4
l.le6

Melting of W/V divertor plates will occur within about 20
minutes at LOCA due to the lower melting temperature of the
vanadium alloy
A comparison of the Latent Dose Index of the ARIES-1 blanket
with other recent blanket designs is shown in Table 7. Note again
that this comparison assumes a release of 100 %of the component
inventory, without regard to melting temperatures and rates of
temperature rise for the compounds and alloys. We believe, that
for the materials chosen for ARIES-I, that the temperature rise
would be so small that no materials would be released from the
blanket.
In addition to concerns about the radiological effects of atcidents in a possible ARIES-I reactor, the chemical toxiciiy of
various construction and coolant materials has also been inves
tigated. Both nitrogen dioxide and mercury have been proposed
as coolant materials, because of their higher potential opeidting
temperatures and higher electrical conversion efficiencies.
While it was felt that a sutiable reactor could be designed to
successfully contain those Hg or N02 coolant inventories in the
event of an accident, it was generally fell that the inclusion of large
amountsof toxic materials was contrary to the spirit of the ARIES
design.
ECONOMIC BENEFITS IN PASS1VFI Y SAFE DF.S1GNS
In reducing the radioactive inventories in the ARIES-I design
through the use of SiC, Be and L)4SiO.«. the reactor can
demonstrate that major releases of activated material are not

RFFF.RFNrFS

Table 7. Blanket comparison
Blanket Design

LDI/cm

SiC (ARIES-I/First Wall)
W(ARlES-I/Divenor)
HT9 (BCSS/First Wall)
VlSCrSTi (BCSS/First Wall)
17Li83Pb(BCSS Blanket)
Lithium (BCSS/Blanket) a

42e-4
0.12
0.91
0.02?
0.40
l.e-S

3

1. S. J. Piel, "Approaches to Achieving Inherently Safe Fusion
Power Plants," FiKinnTi-rhnnlngvIO July 1986, pp. 7-30.
(no melting)

a. Due to impurity elements: Na, Ca, and K
LDI: Latent Dose Index
number of fatal cancers to population within
80 km radius, SO year dose commitment
possible. Therefore, more of the plant can be constructed from
standard industrial-grade components rather than the nuclearsafely-grade required currently. This change will allow major
savings in the cost of components. Earlier studies [7,8] had shown
cost reductions of up to 25 % due to the avoidance of nuclearsafety-grade equipment.
CONCUISIONS
Through ihe selection of low afterheat, low activation mate rials,
the accident and long-term risks in the operation of an ARIES-I
reactor have been minimized. This may result in significant cost
savings because of the reduced need for nuclear-safety-grade
components.
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C a n d i d a t e thermal cycles

Abstract
The selection and analysis of a suitable power
conversion system for the ARIES-I tokamak fusion reactor
are presented. Two main groups of thermal cycles have
been investigated.
One group comprises of the nonconventional Brayton and Rankine dissociating-gas cycles
employing such reacting gases as nitrogen tetroxide (N^O^)
and nitrosyl chloride {NOCl),
The other group consists of
the conventional inert-gas Brayton cycle and Rankine steam
cycles.
The dissociating-gas cycles has the potential to
operate at higher temperatures and offer higher conversion
efficiency and more compact design. However, because of the
severe safety problems associated with the toxicity of N2O4
and NOCl, a dissociating-gas cycle was not selected. An
inert-gas Brayton cycle, although more compact, offers much
lower conversion efficiency compared with B Rankine steam
cycle. The selected power conversion system for ARIES-I
is, therefore, based on advanced supercritical Rankine steam
cycle with double reheat. A gross conversion efficiency of
about 48% is predicted.
Introduction
The ARIES is a multi-institutional research program
aimed at developing various approaches of attractive tokamak
fusion reactors for commercial application [l]. ARIES-J is a
D-T reactor producing 1000 MWe net. The primary emphasis
for AREES-I has been on safety, minimum extrapolation in
physics data-base, and the ute of advanced magnet and
blanket design. The magnitude of toroidal field at the coil
axis is 24 T. The blanket uses low-activation SiC composite
as the structural material to achieve a very safe design from
activation and waste disposal points of view [2],
For a commercial reactor design, an objective would be
to convert the thermal power into electricity at the highest
possible conver£ion efficiency.
Higher efficiency will lead
to smaller thermal pollution and, in general, lower cost of
electricity. The conversion efficiency of a thermal cycle is
directly related to the temperature potential at which the
thermal power is recovered from the reactor core. Hence the
selection of a thermal cycle and the obtainable conversion
efficiency are intimately related to the thermal-hydraulic
design of the first wall, blanket and divertor. For ARIES-I
helium at £0 aim pressure is used as the primary coolant.
Table 1 shows the main parameters of ARIES-I. For
the first wall and blanket, the inlet and exit temperatures
of He are 350°C and 650°C, respectively.
The divertor
thermal-hydraulic design is on-going. Since the heat flux on
the divertor plates is much higher than that on the first wall,
the exit temperature of He is expected to be about 400°C
Of the total thermal power, about 90% is removed by the
first-wall/blanket circuit and the rest by the divertor circuit.
This paper presents the various thermal cycles that
have been investigated, the selection of the reference cycle,
and the results of analysis of the reference cycle.

•Work supported b MS Dept- of Energy

Several types of thermal power cycles,
both
conventional and non-conventional, have been considered
in order to select a suitable power system for ARIES-]. Two
main categories of thermal cycles vere investigated. These
are:
1. Dissociating-gas BrayLon and Rankine cycles, and
2. Inert-gas Brayton and Rankine steam cycles.
Dissociating-gas cycles
Dissociating-gas cycles are non-conventional cycles
under theoretical and experimental mvestigations[3-6]. They
use chemically reacting gases as the working fluids which
undergo endothermic dissociation reaction when heated (in
the heat exchanger, regenerator, etc.)
and exothermic
recombination reaction when cooled (while expanding
through the turbine).
These gases have higher effective
heai capacity, higher effective thermal conductivity, and
smaller specific volume at low temperature compared with
the commonly-used inert gases. A partial list of prospective
dissociating gases is given in Table 2[3]. Table 3[3,4] provides
the main physical properties of the two most prospective and
most studied dissociating gases both as heat transfer media
and working fluids for power cycles. These are nitrogen
tetroxide (N O )
and nitrosyl chloride (NOCl). These gases
are, however, toxic and corrosive,
3

A

NOCl is used in Brayton cycle and NiO can be
used both in Brayton and Rankine cycles. Typical predicted
efficiencies for given maximum cycle temperatures are shown
in Table 4(3-5].
NOCl-NiO,
stands for a compound
cycle with a topping Brayton cycle using NOCl and a
bottoming Rankine cycle using 7V2CV Because of higher
heat capacity and smaller specific volume at low temperature,
dissociating-gas turbines are smaller than both inert-gas and
steam turbines. A comparison of a W3O4 turbine and a steam
turbine is shown in Table 5(6).
t

Table 1: Main Parameters of ARIES-I
Major toridal radius, rq
6.5
Circularized plasma radius, m
1.75
20,0
plasma ion temp. (den. nve), KeV
Plasma elec temp. (den. ave), KeV
19.9
On-axis toroidal field, T
12.9
23.7
Field at the coil axis, T
10.9
Plasma current, MA
Toroidal beta, %
1.9
Fusion power, MW
Neutron wall loading, M f f / m
Alpha power, MW
Current drive power, MW
Total useful thermal power, MW
Helium (FW/BLI inlet temp.,°C
Helium ( F W / B l ) exit temp., °C
g

1991
2.8
398
157
2812
350
650

l a b It 2: A partial lict of diaaoelating gamfa]
Dissociating gas
T-Raage(«C>
iff:
c'
13.7
2
25-170
NiO, ^ 2N0
1.5
27.0
140-850
2NOi = 2NO >- Oj
1.5
9.21
25-900
2A'OC/ = 1NO + <71
2

2

Al,Br

t

=

2

2A1BT

3

3D.D
29.8
292.4
263.8

2
AI,Cl, = 2AICI,
6
Ah Br, + 4,41(1^1 = SAIBr
6
Al Clt + 4 4/(%) = 6AICI
Cod?, of increase of gas constant.
He*t of reaction, Kcalfg.molz,
7

J

300-1400
20O-U0O
670-1400
6TO-120O

table 3: Properties .-f /VjO, and KOCl\3,4]
NOCl
N,Q.
Property
65.46
92.02
Mul. wt. (g/mole)
21.3
-5.8
Boiling pt.(*0
-61.5
-11
Melting, pt. C O
167.5
158.3
Crit. temp. (°C)
103.3
90.0
Crit. pres. (aim]
141.7
149/293
Aff„ (AW/A'sl
Reaction
Temp. Range("C|;
1 aim
100 aim

•2NOCI =
2NO + CI?

A*,0, =
2A'0 =
ZNO + O;
3

25-850
25-1200

|

25-900
—

temperature for advanced coal-fired CCGT plants is expected
to be about SSO'C. Even at this high temperature, the
efficiency of CCGT is about 40% [81. This is much lower than
the efficiency of an advanced Rankine steam cycle with the
maximum temperature of about 600°C Therefore, Rankine
steam cycle was selected for ARlES-I reactor.
Reference cycle for ARIES-I
S t a t u s of R a n k i n e s t e a m cycles
Bolli subcritical and supercritical steam plants
are operational at present.
The present-day standard
supercritical Rankine cycle has the steam conditions of
3SOOpsia/1050/1050/1050°F, which means that the maximum
throttle steam pressure is 3500psia, there are two reheats,
and the steam temperatures after superheat and each reheat
are equal to 1050°F. The goal for the 1990's with advanced
Rankine steam cycles is to obtain the steam conditions
of 4000-5000psia/UDO/1100/1100°F.
The Electric Power
Development Co. of Japan is studying cycles with the steam
conditions of 5000psia/1200/1100/HOO°F [9j.
Advanced supercritical steam cycles are operational
at present primarily for testing, data gathering, and
studying technical issues and economic competitiveness. The
Eddystone Station (unit-1) supercritical steam plant of the
Philadelphia Electric Co.
has the steam conditions of
50O0psia/120O/]05O/lO50 'F [9]. It has been operating for
over 20 years. Its capacity is 325 MWc and achieved an
availability of 76%.
<

Table 4: Typical cycle efficiency
Eff.(%)
T (°h)
Cycle
1000
5514]
NOCl - JViO*
51(4]
1000
N?C, - Ni0
1000
48[4]
AlBr N0
1000
56[3]
Ai Br N0
900
40[5j
NOCl
m<1I

R e s u l t - o f a s t u d y by E P R I [9]

4

3

2

a

2

4

2

4

Table 5: N O and H 0
Item
Turbine output, MW
Pres. at turb. inlet [aim)
Temp, at turb. inlet (°C)
Pres. at turb. exit {aim)
Number of stages
Length of turbine (m)
Weight of turbine (fcna)
Cost, 1000 rubles
3

t

2

turbines[6]
NiO*
H-tO
500
500
240
240
565
580
1.4
0.035
10
42
29.1
16.8
180
964
619
1600

Among tbe advantages of a dissocjating-gas cycle are:
(1) higher possible maximum cycle temperature and higher
efficiency compared with Rankine steam cycle and (2) smaller
turbine, regenerator, etc., leading to a more compact design
compared with both inert-gas Brayton and Rankine steam
cycles.
The disadvantages are: (1) safety hazard from
the toxicity of A';0« and NOCl and (2) materials need
to be developed especially for high-temperature applications.
Brcause of the safety concerns(7j dissociating-gas cycles were
not selected for ARIES-I. In addition, suitable materials for
these corrosive gaf^s, especially at high temperatures, need to
be developed.
Inert-gag Brayton cycle
A power plant based on inert-gas Brayton cycle is
more compact than a Rankine steam plant and can have
much higher maximum cycle temperature. Open-cycle gas
turbines such those as used in aircraft ,igines have maximum
cycle temperature of about 1200°C
Closed-cycle gas
turbines {CCGT} are, however, limited to lower maximum
temperatures.
Existing fossil-fuel CCGT plants have the
maximum temperature of about 750°C.
The maximum

A study of advanced, coal-fired,
supercritical
steam plants was sponsored by EPRI. The main
results/recommendations of this study are:
(1) under
the present/near-future conditions, the economically optimum
cycle has the steam conditions of 4500psi/1100/llOO/1100°F,
(2) the availability can be increased from the present 82.2%
to 87.2-88.2%, (3) a unit with capacity more than 800MWe
would require the expensive cross-compound arrangement of
the turbines, (4) the 1100°F temperature limit is due to
the coal-ash corrosion on the gas side becoming serious for
reheaters beyond this temperature, (5) 12%-Cr steel should
be used to handle the ash corrosion of the superheater
tubes, (6) for a SOOMWe plant, the direct cost of producing
electricity is about $1.066/KWh, and (7) over the plant
lifetime, the fuel cost saving is estimai. -d to be between
59 and 97 million dollars when switched to the optimum
advanced steam plant. The efficiency of the recommended
cycle is 48.1%.
Advanced s t e a m cycle for ARIES-I
The variation of gross cycle efficiency with maximum
steam temperature is shown in Figure 1 and with maximum
throttle steam pressure in Figure 2. These results were
obtained using the code PRESTO [lOj. The gross efficiency
increases with both maximum pressure and temperature.
A gross efficiency of about 49% can be obtained with an
advanced steam cycle having the parameters close to those
recommended by the EPRI study.
The selected steam cycle for ARIES-I has the following
particulars:
,,

1. steam conditions: 4500psia/1112/ll 12/1112°F(600 C),
2. two reheats,
3. nine regenerative feedwater heaters,
4. condenser back pressure of 2 inch of Hg.

50
p=4500psl
9 fwh'a, 2 reheats
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Figure 1: Gross efficiency versus maximum cycle temperature.
TsH=TfiH]=Tflj/
and p„,„=450Dpsia. There are 9
regenerative feedwater heaters.
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Figure 3: Schematic flow diagram of the power cycle, The
reheaters and the superheater are in series. Rsrreactor
core. SG=steam generator, SH=superhcater, RHl=first
rehealer. RH2=second reheater, KP=high-pressufe turbine,
IP=intennediatc-pres5ure turbine, LP=tow-pressure turbine,
G=electric generator, C=condenser, and P=feedwater pump.
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Figure 2: Gross efficiency versus maximum throttle
pressure. 1 s « = T
= T j = l 112*F(600*C|. There are ?
regenerativr feedwater heaters.
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Figure 4: Temperature-fcnergy
Temperature-Energy diagram tor
for the cy
cle with the superheater and reheaters in series.
T

S H

= T H ! = T R H ! = 1 1 ' 2 ° F ( 6 0 0 ' ' C ) . The maximum He
R

tem-

ptr.-ature required is 750°C.
The object ve has been In slay close to the recommended
cycle in Ei'RI study. Since He is not corrosive, maximum
cycle temperature higher than thai recommended by EPRI
study might be possible for ARIES-I.
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Results o f analysis of the reference c y c l The thermodynamic analysis of the cycle has been
done using the code PRESTO [10]
The minimum
temperature difference between the primary coolant (He)
and HjO s kept about 5 0 T .
Figure 3 is a schematic
diagram of the power cycle where I lie- superheaLer and the
reheaters a.Tr in conventional series arrangement. Figure 4
is the corri-sponding temperature-energy diagram. In order
to realize the maximum steam temperature of 600°C after
superheat and each reheat, the maximum He temperature
(first-wall/blanket exit temperature) needs to be ISQ'C,
Figures 5 and 6 are the corresponding figures for parallel
arrangement of the superheater and reheaters. In such an
arrangement the maximum He temperature of 650°C can be
allowed. In order to ease the maximum blanket material
temperature, the exit temperature of the primary coolant He
has been limited to 650°C. Therefore, the non-conventional
parallel arrangement of the superheater and reheaters has
been assumed for the reference power cycle for ARIES.].

Figure fi: Schematic flow diagram, for the power cycle
with the reheaters and superheater in parallel. R=reactor
core, SG=steam generator, SH=superheater, RH]=first
reheater, RH2^second reheater, HP=high.pressure turbine,
IP=intermediate-pressure turbine, LP=low-pressure turbine,
C«—electric generator, C=condenser, P—feedwater pu^ip.
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Figure 6: Temperature-Energy diagram for the power cycle
with the reheaters and superheater in parallel. msw=0.64,
mfij/i=0.22. riiHHj=0.14, Maximum He temperature of
650"C can be allowed.
The fractions of parallel mass flow rates of He through
the superheater and reheaters are: m,?H=0.64, m = 0 . 2 2 ,
and rijfl«j=0.14. To stay within the 800MWe limit for a unit,
two turbine-generator sets each using one-half of the FW/BL
thermal power have been used. The turbines are arranged
in tandem-compound arrangement in each unit, The gross
thermal efficiency is 49.37%.
flW]

The divertor thermal-hydraulic design has not been
completed yet. Because of higher heat flux on the rlivertor
plates than on the first wall, the exit temperature of He in
the divertor circuit is expected to be about W C . A PWR
type of power cycle with an expected efficiency of 35% could
be selected for converting the divertor thenril power which is
about 10% of the total thermal power. This would lead to
an overall gross efficiency of about 48% for ARIES-]. These
results are suirmarized in Table 6.
S u m m a r y and Conclusions
An advanced, double reheat, supercritical Rankine
steam cycle has been selected for converting the thermal
power in the first wall and blanket of ARIES-I tokamak
fusion reactor. There are nine regenerative feedwatrr heaters
and the condenser back pressure is 0.98 psia. The steam
conditions are: 4Suupsia/l^2/lU2/!112 F(600' C ). These
are similar to those of the advanced cycle recommended by
the EPR1 study. The power cycle analysis has been done
by the code PRESTO. The minimum temperature difference
between He and H 0 is kept about 50°C. In view of the
He exit temperature of 650°C, the unconventional parallel
arrangement of the superheater and reheaters has been used.
The gross efficiency of this advanced cycle is 49.37%. A
PWR-type power cycle is expected to be selected for the
divertor thermal power giving a gross efficiency of about
35%. The overall gross conversion efficiency for ARIES-I
is about 47.9%.
Although in reference to the standard
sleam plants the selected FW/BL power cycle is an advanced
steam cycle, by the time fusion reactors become commercially
available, this cycle or even more advanced cycles might
become standard steam power cycles.
o

Table S: Power conversion m u l t * for ARIES-I
Total thermal power, MW,
2812
FW/BL thermal power, MW,
2532
Divertor thermal pow , MW
280
F W / B L power cycle:
Total He flow rate, Kg/s
1623.0
Total steam flow rate, Kg/s
887.4
No. of turbine^generator sets
2
Arrangement of the turbines
tandem
No. of reheats
2
No. of regenerative fetdwater heaters
9
Steam conditions;
Maximum thiotlle pressure, psia
4500
Temperature after superheat, °C
600
Temperature after 1st reheat, "C
600
Temperature after 2nd reheat, "C
600
Extraction pres»urt*(p»in):
Ueater I
1304
Heater 2
550
Heater 3
350
Heater 4
250
Heater 5
165
Heater 6
68
Heater "
38
Heater 8
20
Heater 9
6.9
Condenser back pressure, psia
0.98
Feedwater inlet temperature, °C
301
Gross thermal efficiency, %
49.37
Divertor power cycle:
PWR-type power cycle
Expected gross efficiency, %
35

,

,
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percent of the energy loss in neutrons. In contrast to
D-T fusion reactors, this gives high leverage to energy
The potential for highly efficient conversion of
conversion methods which apply to charged particles
fusion power to electricity provides one motivation for
or radiation. The ideas investigated here focus on
investigating D- He fusion reactors. This stems from:
efficiently converting such energy to electricity or on
(1) the large fraction of D- Be power produced in the
converting thermal energy in ways which make effective
forms of charged particles and synchrotron radiation,
use of fusion reactor charac-.-istics, such as high
which are amenable to direct conversion, and (2)
magnetic fields.
the low neutron fiuence and lack of tritium breeding
constraints, which increase design flexibility. The
The energy conversion methods investigated
design team for a conceptual D-%e tokamak reactor,
are given in Table 1, which also indicates whether
ARIES-III, has investigated numerous energy conversion
the concept was chosen for further study and the
options at a scopiDg level in attempting to realize high
applicability of the concept to the three tokamak
efficiency. The energy conversion systems have been
versions under consideration for ARIES-III: a high-field
studied in the context of their use on one or more of
reactor (HFR), a second stability reactor (SSR, and a
three versions of a D- He tokamak: a first stability
spherical torus (ST). Options not selected for further
regime device, a second stability regime device, and
pursuit v/ithin the ARIES project will be described
a spherical torus. The set of energy conversion op
briefly, and those selected will be discussed more
tions investigated includes bootstrap current conversion,
extensively. Selection criteria included cost, efficiency,
compression-expansion cycles, direct electrodynamic
technical feasibility, and how well a concept made use
conversion, electrostatic direct conversion, internal elec
of fusion-specific features. An option not being selected
tric generator, liquid meta) heat engine blanket, liquid
for further pursuit within the ARIES-III study does
metal MHD, plasma MHD, radiation boiler, scrape-off
not necessarily imply that it is unsuitable for alternate
layer thermoelectric, synchrotron radiation conversion
fusion reactor configurations: a D- He tokamak has
by rectennas. synchrotron radiation conversion by ther
some unique characteristics and constraints which had a
mal cycles, thermionic/AMTEC/thermal systems, and
strong impact on the winnowing process.
traveling wave conversion. The original set of options
Options Studied Only ia the Initial Phase
is briefly discussed, and those selected for further study
are described in more detail. The four selected are
Some early ideas were revisited, including
liquid metal MHD, plasma MHD, rectenna conversion,
conversion of the bootstrap current[l] or travelling
and direct electrodynamic conversion.
Thermionic
waves[2J using an external antenna system to damp oi't
energy conversion is being considered, and some options
either part of the bootstrap current, a naturally growing
may require a thermal cycle in parallel or series.
instability, or an artificially stimulated instability. The
key difficulty is effectively coupling to the antennas, and
Overview
no efficient solution was found. Similarly, the projected
scrape-off layer thermoelectric efficiency was low.
This study aims to identify attractive, highefjjciency energy conversion schemes for a D- He
Two ideas attempted to lake advantage of the
tokamak reactor. The loss channels for a D-'He plasma
high in situ tokamak magnetic fields. The internal
are through charged particles, neutrons, and radiation
electric generator (IEG) would put a generator within a
(synchrotron and LremsBtrahlung), with only a few
toroidal field coil. The difficulties in effectively
Abstract
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TabJe I. Energy conversion options investigated For the
ARIES-UI, D- He tokamak reactor.
Further
Study?
Applicability
Option
no
Bootstrap current
HFR, 55R, S T
conversion
Compression-expansion
no
ST
cycles
Direct electrodynamic
yes
ST
conversion (DEC)
Electrostatic direct
no
HFR, SSR, ST
conversion
Internal electric
no
HFR, SSR, ST
generator (IEG)
Liquid metal heat
no
HFR, SSR, ST
engine blanket
Liquid metal MHD
yes
HFR, SSR, ST
(LMMHD)
Plasma MHD
yea
HFR, SSR(?)
(PMHD)
Radiation boiler
no
HFR, SSR, ST
Scrape-off layer
no
HFR, SSR, ST
thermoelectric
Synchrotron conversion
yes
HFR, SSR{?)
by rectennas
Synchrotron conversion
no
HFR, SSRf?)
by thermal cycles
Tbermionic-AMTEC
no
HFR. SSR, ST
-thermal cycle
Traveling wave
no
HFR. SSR, ST
conversion
3

driving such a generator with a hot working fluid and
the low leverage to be gained in replacing the already
efficient generator caused this option to be abandoned.
The liquid metal heat engine blanket, based on ideas
developed primarily at LANL[4j, uses a set of closely
spaced radial plates inside a liquid metal blanket. The
radial temperature gradient drives oscillations, whose
energy would be extracted by MHD conversion. The
predicted efficiency was low, ~30%.
A large fraction of the fusion power in a
D-'He tokamak will appear as bremsstrahlung radiation.
Therefore, the early idea[5] of achieving a high
working-fluid temperature by using a low-Z first wall,
relatively transparent to bremsstrahlung, and absorbing
the radiation on a high-Z material behind that wall was
revisited. The difficulty in finding a material suitable
from both transparency rjid structural considerations
ltd to this option being abandoned.
In a tokamak, the experimentally demonstrated
technique of electrostatic direct conversion[3] requires a
bundle divertor, with a consequent negative impact on
stability and difficulty in bucking the very high fields
at the toroidal field coils (except in an ST). Because
it converth the Maxwellian, scrape-off layer plasma, a
multi-stage direct converter is needed for high efficiency.
Two concepts, thermal conversion of syn
chrotron radiation and thermionic conversion, were
retained in partial form by investigating their features
in the context of other options. Absorbing synchrotron
radiation in a molecular gas, in order to achieve a
high working-fluid temperature, showed some merit.

However, the various features of the method overlapped
the rectenna and MHD conversion options, so this
method was not separately pursued. The concept of
using thermionic, AMTEC (thermoelectric), and ther
mal conversion systems in series was examined, but the
high cost of the AMTEC system led to the retention of
thermionic conversion as a topping cycle for the MUD
options and the abandonment of AMTEC
For the ST, where the external magnetic field
is low. compression-expansion cycles appear attractive.
These are analogous to the standard Otto thermal cycle,
but gains in efficiency because of the high temperature
of plasmas[l].
Preliminary analysis was favorable,
including operational questions such as the effect en
magnets and transport. However, lacking resources to
continue investigating two options for an ST, work on
this option was halted in favor of DEC.
Options Selected for Further Study
Liquid Metal MHD Conversion (LMMHD)
The source energy in LMMHD is converted to
DC electricity by: (1) Thermal energy to kinetic energy
of a liquid metal (LM), and (2) LM kinetic energy to
electricity as the LM traverses a perpendicular magnetic
field. In (1), the LM is mixed with a thermodynamic
working ftuid(TWF)—a volatile liquid or a gas. As the
TWF expands, it accelerates the LM. Approaches lo
LMMHD design differ in the combination of TWF and
LM they use and in the way these fluids are .-upled
and separated [6-61.
A unique feature is that the
expansion of the TWF is nearly isothermal.
The Ericsson LMMHD cycle, shown in Figure 1,
appears most promising for ARIES-III[7,8,9j.
It is
the LMMHD counterpart of a gas turbine cycle,
with multiple reheating and intercooling stages. The
LMMHD cycle is free of rotating machinery, can
be hermetically sealed and. hence, directly coupled
with the reactor coolant, and is free of reheating
and intercooling heat exchangers.
The upper cycle
temperature strongly depends on the first wall and
blanket design details, as well as on the design of
a topping cycle, if used.
It appears likely that
the LMMHD cycle can be designed to have a high
temperature of at least T =1200 C. Three design
approaches are under consideration: (1) Cool the
first wall and blanket with He at inlet temperature
T =900 C and outlet temperature T =1500 C, healing
the LM TWF by direct He contact; (2) Divert the
synchrotron radiation out of the fusion core and dump
it into the LM using a simple heat exchanger. Use
He TWF to remove the remaining fusion power. Here,
T =1200 C could suffice; and (3) Mist cooling. Add LM
droplets to the He, thus significantly reducing T -Tj and
T|,-T , while avoiding adverse MHD effects[9].
h

;

o

o

0

0

The LMMHD technology potentially offers 50%
to 6!% efficiency using a single system featuring
direct cycle, relatively low operating pressures, as well
as simple and robust stationary components.
The
relatively large efficiency range reflects the uncertainty
in the expected performance of system components
The TWF and LM are assumed to be He and Li, and
the expansion ratio is 2.5.

of beating the wc*king fluid by synchrotron radiation,
the synchrotron radl;* on window, and the possibility of
activation of the Seed materials by fusion neutrons.
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Figure 2. Schematic of PMHD System. R=reactor core,
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Figure 1. Schematic of an all LMMHD Ericsson Cycle
Plasma MHD Conversion (PMHD)
In PMHD, the electrical conductivity of the
working Quid is obtained by thermal ionization. Since
appreciable ionization of common gases requires temper
atures of ~5000 K, a small amount of seed material
(~D.l atom percent) such as cesium <i potasium is
added, giving sufficient electrical conductivity at about
3000 K. Fairly extensive theoretical and experimental
work in PMHD exists{10,ll,12], and AiUES-IlI would
use closed-cycle MHD (CC-MHD).
For ARIES-III, He working fluid seeded with
Cs or K has been chosen. The CFAR[12) concept
for a DT reactor uses Hg, however Hg vapor toxicity
poses unacceptable safety concerns in a D- He fusion
reactor—where safety and environmental advantages
are a key reason for investigating the fuel cycle.
The bottoming cycle is a supercritical Rankine steam
cycle with multiple reheat.
The power conversion
(low diagram is 6hown in Figure 2. The stagnation
temperature of the working fluid is —2000 K. The use
of synchrotron radiation to further heat the working
fluid while keeping the chamber wall at much tower
temperature makes this option fusion-specific.
3

The predicted thermodynamic efficiency of the
combined PMHD/Rankine stiam cycle is ~(54%. The
component cycle efficiencies are ~30% for the topping
PMHD and ~49%[13] for the bottoming Rankine steam
cycle. The MHD duct is simple and reliable, without
any moving parts, and the high conversion efficiency
leads to a smaller reactor thermal output, compact
balance of plant, and an expected decrease in cost
of electricity.
Issues include the high temperature
blanket, transport of synchrotron radiation, efficiency

Thermionic energy conversion is a welladvanced technology utilizing thermally stimulated
electron emission (thermionic emission). The cathode
(emitter) and anode (collector) are separated by a small
interelectrode space. To obtain good efficiency and heat
flux capability, the emitter should operate at ~2000 K,
while the collector should operate at ~1000 K. Typical
emiUer/collector materials are tungsten/molybdenum.
Operating systems have achieved efficiencies (r;) of
—10% and beat fluxes of ~*0.1 MW/m , and projections
give v ~20% and heat fluxes of ~0.25 MW/m .
2

2

The conversion would occur out of pile and.
therefore, the thermionic converters would not be
subject to radiation and magnetic fields.
The
thermionic converters would be configured as two
concentric tubes of ~ 1 m in length. One module would
consist of a close-packed array of —900 converters,
handling ~80 MW of thermal energy. The key technical
issue for ARIES-III is the high emitter temperature.
One possible combination of blanket structure and
coolant would be titanium carbide and helium, which
would exhibit attractive activation characteristics.
Direct Electrodynamic Conversion (PEC)
A direct electrodynamic converter (DEC) would
consist of a chamber above the core plasma into which
the scrape-off layer plasma would be diverted. It could
also function as a divertor. As shown in Figure 3.
the DEC plates would be biased so that particle drifts
would separate ions from electrons. Ions would be
collected on the top plate, while electrons would be
collected on the end plate[14].
A DEC would operate in a low-recycle divertor
regime, and the scrape-off layer plasma temperature
would be 2-5 keV. The mode of operation would be
similar to that of an in situ MHD disk generator.
Details of the particle drifts and distribution functions
within the DEC are being pursued, but a preliminary
estimate of the efficiency is 50%.

Conclusions
A wide slate of energy conversion candidates
for the D-^He tokamak reactor design ARIES-IJI has
been narrowed down to four: liquid metal MriO, plasma
MHD. rectenna conversion of synchrotron radiation.
and direct electrodynamic conversion. The rectenna
and DEC options are specific to fusion, but apply
only to the high-field reactor and the spherical torus,
respectively. LMMHD would apply to any ARIES-III
version and is the only option not necessarily coupled
to another energy conversion system.
The PMHD
option considered here requires synchrotron radiation
superheat, and thus is best suited to a high-held
reactor. If a second stability reactor can be operated in
a high synchrotron radiation fraction regime, it might
be suitable for PMHD or rectenna conversion.
References
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Figure 3. Schematic of a Spherical Torus with DEC
Synchrotron Radiation Conversion by Rectennas
The concept of directly converting synchrotron
radiation to electricity at ~-80% efficiency using
rectennas (rectifying antennas) was originated by Grant
Logan[15]. This method appears attractive for D-'He
fusion reactors[16].
Overmoded waveguides would
channel synchrotron radiation out of the tokarnak
and convert it in a separate chamber.
Rectennas,
not yet developed at frequencies of interest, require
integrated circuit technology within the stale of the art.
Big production runs of large-scale integrated circuits
indicate rectenna costs are reasonable. A high fraction
of the fusion power must be generated as synchrotron
radiation, placing more stringent requirements on
energy confinement, as reaching high synchrotron
radiation fractions requires higher magnetic fields and
higher plasma temperatures. It may be necessary to
enhance transport of the ash above that of fuel ions to
avoid choking the fusion burn.
The spectrum of synchrotron radiation will
be approximately 1.5 to 30 TH2.
The chamber
walls must be highly reflective, so that most of the
synchrotron radiation is lost out the waveguide. Proper
waveguide positioning causes preferential absorption
of synchrotron radiation, calculated to drive a large
fraction of the total plasma current. Internal waveguide
losses are calculated to be less than 5%. The key
circuit components not presently available at the high
frequencies of interest are diodes. However, Schottky
diodes have been progressing rapidly in frequency as
have vacuum microelectronics. Experimental programs
exist in two regimes that bracket the range of interest
for ARJES-III: 90-240 GHz and 1-28 THz[17].
Synchrotron radiation conversion by rectennas
is intrinsically a D-'lle mode of operation because of
the leverage gained by a high synchrotron radiation to
fusion power ratio. The expected benefits in power
plant simplicity, reliability, and cost must balance the
more difficult physics requirements and the need to
demonstrate rectenna technology at TH2 frequencies.
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Attract
The ARIES-1 blanket utilizes SiC-composites as the
structural material and pure SMPa He gas. A previous choice
was to use 0.5MPa CO2 gas with particulates as the primary
coolant. In this option with CO2 gas. these small particles mixed
with the coolant gas act as a circulating-bed heat transfer medium
resulting in a reduced system pressure, a reduced pumping
power for coolant circulation, and a higher heat transfer
coefficient. Although the addition of solid particles increases the
heat transfer coefficient, the physical mechanism is not fully
understood. In this study, a computer code using an algebraic
second order closure model! ASM) for the continuous phase and
a stochastic separation flow model(SSF) for the particulate phase
is employed to investigate the microscopic and macroscopic fluid
dynamic and heat transfer behaviors of the gas-paniculate
mixture flow. First, we confirm the validity of this code for a
single phase impinging wall jet flow, and then we apply it to a
gas-paniculate flow though a circular pipe. The variables in mis
study are the panicle size, loading ratio. Reynolds number and
the pipe diameter. This paper describes some preliminary results
concerned with the panicle size and Reynolds number. The
velocity profiles, turbulence quantities and temperature
distributions are obtained and are compared with the
experimental ones. It is found thai this code can be applied to
the gas-particle flow simulation in a pipe. However, one need to
carry out funher calculations and investigate the physical
mechanism and the modeling of this gas-particle flow and heat
transfer phenomena in order to obtain a fully understanding.

Introduction
The ARJES research program is a multi-institutional effort
to develop several visions of tokamak as an attractive fusion
reactor. The ARIES-I design is a DT-buming. IDOOMWe(net)
reactor based on advanced technology and modest extrapolation
from the present data |1). The ARIES-I blanket utilizes SiCcompositcs as the structural material and pure 5MPa He gas- The
option of COj-paniculate was not selected because of the lack
of understanding of the erosion rate and the limited data-base for
the heat transfer |2]. The addition of particulates increases the
heat transfer coefficient in general and hence allows one to
reduce the system pressure. But (he physical mechanisms
leading to the increase in heat transfer coefficient is not fully
understood.
Many experimental investigations were carried out for this
gas-parucle flow and heat transfer. Boothroyd 13) and Soo 14]
summarized and collected together these investigations in their
books respectively. For numerical investigations, the models are

generally classified into two groups, that is a locally
homogeneous flow model (LHF) and a separation flow model
(SF).
In this study, a computer code [5.61 using an algebraic
second order closure model (ASM) [7] for the continuous phase
and a stochastic separation flow model (SSF) [8] for the
particulate phase is employed to investigate the microscopic and
macroscopic fluid dynamic and heat transfer behaviors of the
gas-particulate mixture flow. The previous numerical
investigations using SF model were successful for the free jet
flow cases, but no application of SSF model to the internal flow
and heat transfer exists to the best of our knowledge. First, we
carried out some calculations for a single phase turbulent
impinging wall jet in order to confirm the validity of this code,
and then we apply this code to a gas-paniculate flow though a
circular pipe. The variables in this study are the particle size,
loading ratio, Reynolds number and the pipe diameter. This
paper describes some preliminary results with the particle size
and Reynolds number as parameters. The velocity profiles,
turbulence quantities and temperature distributions are obtained
and are compared with the experimental ones.

Governing equations
In this study, assuming the incompressible fluid flow,
we apply the Reynolds decomposition and the ensemble
averaging technique to the Nsvjer-Stokes and the energy
equations. The continuity equation, Reynolds equation and
energy equation can be written for the general unsteady turbulent
flows as follows:
For the continuous phase:
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where U is the mean velocity, u is the fluctuating velocity
component, p is the fluctuating pressure. T is the temperature, p

is the density of gas. ji is the viscosity. c is the specific heat,
i. is ihe thermal conductivity, B is Kronecker delta and x denotes
the coordinate. T denotes the fluctuating component of
temperature. The time averaging is denoted a over-bar. Sr is a
source lerm of the momentum exchange between phases ond St
is a source term of the heal transfer effect dje to ihe panicles.
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where Pt is a diagonal pan of the turbulence production term
Pjj. O-terms represent the redistribution of the pressure-strain
lermstsee RefllO]). Sk and SE are the source lerms to represent
the turbulence modulation effects. These contributions of the
panicles to Ihe cononuous phase are considered by Crow's PSICeli method [III The turbulence modulation effect is
considered through the Chens model (12]. We use the standard
values for the model constants (see Ref.f 10|).
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dpU,
where Pji = -UkT' -, - and O-terms represent the redistribution
of ihc pressure-temperature terms (see Ref (I0|). The effect of
lhe panicle heal transfer is considered in the energy balance
equation as the source term, bul not including ihe thermal
radiation effect. The source lerm of the equacontB) is expressed
as follows:
St = hpApIT - T )n
p
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The energy equation for the paniculate phase is assumed
to be the continuum approximation of the dispersion density of
the pardcles(p ), and assumed that there is no thermal diffusion
and thermal radiation. The heat exchange between phases is only
due to ihe heat conduction. Therefore, ihe energy equation of the
paniculate phase is expressed as follows:

(6)

—apT

D

where CD is the standard drag coefficient and g is the gravity.
The panicle trajectories are obtained by solving this equation. In
SSF model, the stochastic model is used in order' onsider the
turbulent diffusion due to the interaction between the panicle and
eddies. We assume the probability density function of the gas
velocity fluctuation to be Gaussian profile. In this study, the
new technique of the random sampling of the instantaneous
fluctuating velocity (6J is used.We determine die utierection time
between the particle and the eddy by comparing the eddy life
time with the time required for one particle to pass through one
eddy.

(5)

The turbulent heat fluK term in the energy equation can
be written bv the ASM as:
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Nnmpriral procedure
This code uses a finite difference method. A QUICK
scheme! 13) is applied to the conveebve terms of the momentum
equation in order to suppress the numerical oscillation and to get
a more accurate numerical solution. Oriier convective terms of
the scalar transpon equations use PLD-Schcmc[14j. The
pressure correction equation is solved by PlSOmethrjd|15].
A typical grid number in the numerical simulation is
40x80 for the jet case and 40x40 for the gas-particle flow case.
For the gas-particle simulation case, we need four computational
steps: (1) Calculation of the single flow field, (2) calculation of
ilic panicle trajectory, (3) calculation of two phase flow field and
(4) calculation of the energy equation after converging the entire
flow field. The CPU time is about 30 minutes for ihe jet case
and abou! 200 minutes for the gas-panicle flow case on CRAYi

where hp is a heat transfer coefficient of the panicle, A is the
surface area of panicle, n is the dispersion density of the
paniculate phase and Tp is the particulate phase temperature.
p

p

For the paniculate phase: we assume die following for the
paniculate phase.
(1 IPamcles are sufficiently dispersed so that the paniclepanicle inieracaon is negligible
12Mean flow is steady and Ihe material properties of two
phages are constant.

^ J Nozzle
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Domain

J

The contribution ol Lhe panicles is accomplished by
integrating ihe following panicle equation of motion. Ihe socalled Basset-Boussincsq-OssenlBBO) equation.
du,
,dP
I f V P p " d t = 3Jtdpii<u.u , - -grtdpJgp

?5*VP5

(9)

where d is the particle diameter, u is the panicle velocity, p is
the density of the panicle and ij is die deviation of the mean flow
motion. In this study, the density ratio of the gas and particle
p/pp is of order of 10 . In this case, an accelerationOrd term of
the right hand side ofequation(9) and the pressure gradient(2nd
term) are negligible. Basset force(4th term) is also smaller than
the Stokes drag(lst term). Therefore, the main term of this
equation(9) is ihe first term, that is Stokes drag. Finally, we get
the equation of particle modon as follows:

We use the algebraic second order closure |7| for the
Reynolds stresses. A triple correlation of the velocity
fluctuations is modeled by Daly & Harlow [9], and the
turbulence field(k) is assumed almost isoiropic in case of the
high local Reynolds number. Therefore, turbulence dissipation
raie<£) is assumed isotropic. The redistribution terms of the
pressure-strain correlation are modeled by using GibsonLaunder mode! [101. Finally, we get the k-E mode! and ASM
equations.

D(pk)
Di

-7=rdt' -t-External force ( gravity etc.).

Fig. 1 Solution Domain and Boundary Conditions
for the Turbulent Impinging Jet
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A. Turbulem impinging igl. Jn rjrdrr IO confirm the validity of
ihis code, we cany out the Single phase turbulent impinging jei
simulation. One of the authors already reported the results of this
flow simulation results using thefc-Emodel of tutbulence|5].
Figure 1 shows the solution domain and the boundary
conditions of the impinging jet. At the impinging wall, the
velocity parallel to the wall is calculated from the law of the wall,
the so-called "Wall-function' method. The wall is heated with a
constant heat flux. For the energy equation, we apply the
equivalent diffusivity [51 to the nearest computational cetl.
Figure 2 shows the variation of the Nusselt number along the
radial direction (r/D : D is a nozzle diameter) of the wall. The
ASM results are in much better agreement with the experimental
results by Goldstein! 16] than the k-e results[5|. We have thus
confirmed the validity of this code for the complex recirculating
flow problem.
p, p3;-parric|c flow in the cioe We apply this code to the gaspaniile flow and heat transfer problem. In this preliminary
sirnulanon, we are chiefly interested in the upward flow in a
vertical circular pipe. Figure 3 shows the solution domain and
ihe boundary condition. The velocity and temperature at the inlet
are set to constant values. At the outlet, the streamwise gradient
of all the variables are set to zero. For the continuous phase, the
wall-function method is applied to the closest computational cell
along the wall. For the particulate phase, die elastic collision of
the particle with the -wall is assumed. The pipe wall is heated
with a constant heat flux. We assume that there is no heat
conduction and radiation btween the particle and wall. In this
problem, me velocity and temperature field are developing
simultaneously. The physical and thermal properties of the
1) SMPa C£>2 gas and SiC panicle are used in this study. The
average diameters of the SiC particles are assumed dp=0.01 and
0 03 mm. The loading ratio of the paniculate phase to the gas
phase is sci to r=0.1,l and 10. Reynolds numrxr based on the
pipe diameter is set to 5.e4 and 5.eS. Figures '* and 5 show the
jxial and radial velocity profiles respectivei;- It is found that the
velocity field is developing after acceleration at the entry region.
Iigure 6 shows the dispersion density ratio ( p / p ) - The
maionty of the paniculate phase transfers to the pipe center
region We feel thai this phenomena is a consequence of the
acceleration of the fluid at the entry region and the tracking
method of the parades. We need to carry oui further calculations
for this mechanism. Figures 7 to 9 show the ratio of Ihe
lurbulence energies: kp is ihe turbulence energy of the particulate
phase and ks is that of the single phase. Figure 7 shows the
experimental tesulis by Maeda |17) and Tuji |18,19|. Their
e*penmenis were earned out using die more heavy <p/pp=l 3ei Maeda. d =0.0136mrrn and light Ip/p »l.2e-3: Tuji,
dp-0.02 and 0.05mm) particles than our simulations

Fig.4 Streamwise velocity (V) Profile
( dp=0.03mm.r=1.0.Re=S.e5 )

Fig.5 Radial Direction Velocity ("V) Profile
( d =0.03mm.r=1.0,Re=5.e5 )
p

m

p

p

Fig.6 Dispersion Density Profile
(d =0.03m/n r=1.0,Re=5.c5 )
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Jt is found that Uiis code used SSF model can be applied
to the gas-panicle flow simulation in a pipe. However, one need
:o carry out further calculations and investigate the physical
mechanism and the modeling of this gas-panicle flow and heat
transfer phenomena in order to obtain a fuUy understanding.

Fig. 11

0.6

Comparison of the Turbulence Energies
< d =0.01mm r=1.0.Re=5.e4 )

(p/Pp=3.3e-4, dp=O.01mm). Tnerefore, we can not compare our
results with their ones directly. But, the tendency of the variation
of the ratio shown in Fig.7 is similar to our results shown in
Figs.8 and 9. Figure 10 shows the temperature distribution of
the gas-paniculate flow. The temperature contours are slightly
waved near the center region of the pipe. This is caused by the
existence of the particles. Figure 11 shows the variation of the
Nusselt number along the axial direction of die pipe. The heat
transfer in the case of the smaller panicles is better than that of
the larger panicles and single flow at the entry region. This is
caused by the heat transfer characteristics of the panicles
depending on the panicle size. But. at the developed region, the
heat transfer of the smaller panicles is lower than that of the
larger particles and single flow. We consider thai this is caused
by the dispersion density of the paniculate phase which is
concentrated near me center region of the pipe by the acceleration
of the mixed phase at the entry region.
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